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(} 1 I_I_ C r r I_C T N C S
2 CHA!?tA.i SEITH: Cn the record.

3 I have a report to make about scheduling matters.

4 I am reading the notes of *rs. Moran. January 5, 1981, hrs..

5 5oran called E C ': P , secke with Dr. Judith Johnsrude, notified

6 her that ECNE Conten tion 1C will be hea rd as ea rly as

a 7 to mo rrow afternoon at 1400 p.m., that is, January 7. Dr.

8 Johnsrude stated: "Given our commitments," probably neither

* g she nor Dr. Kepford will attend. I left the phone number of

10 the Board office if they have any need to reach us.

11 On January 7th, this morning, Mr. Ecrvin I. Lewis

12 returned a call from yesterday. He was given the message

.13 sent in a lette r by express mail. That evidence on his

() 14 contention regardino filters vill be heard as early as 1s00

15 p . m . January 6th. He said he would make every effort to ba

16 present, but that if it went over to Friday he would not be

17 able to be present. He mentioned his car was out of order,

18 and he would have to make other arrancements to be there on

4 19 Thursday.

20 Are there any other preliminary ma tters ?

'
21 (no response.)

22 CHAIE5AN S ITH: That being the case, I guess we

23 are ready to address the subject matter that we closed with

24 yesterday. And that is, to begin with, whether the

2F questioning on the various loads identified in UCS Exhibit

O
ALDERSON REPORTING COI4PANY,INC,
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1 19 -- could you help me on that page?

2 ME. P011AED: 13.

3 CHAIENAN FY!TH If quectionin; on those iters of

4 this panel is within the scope of the c:ntenticn.

5 Mr. *rowbridge.

6 M3. TRO*49 RIDGE: M r. Chairran, as we ind.icated

o 7 yesterday, and as I will elabora te toda y, it ic Licensee 's

8 position that questions to 'icensee's witnesses on diesel.

9 loadings under accident ccL41tions is outside the ccope of*

10 UCS Contention 4

11 I begin by reminding the Board t ha t UCS already

12 has a Contentien 3, which contends that the pressurirer

13 heaters are necessary for naintenance of natural circulation

(') 14 following a small-break LOCA but the pressurirer heaters

15 should be fully saf ety-grade , and that their use and,

16 th eref ore , their connec tion to the diesel generators should

17 be mandatory in the case of a 10CA accompanied by loss of

! 18 of f-site power.
|

q 19 If UCS Wins on Contention 3, it will automatically

20 accomplish the etfectives now sought by CCF in seeking to

21 examine diesel loadings under accident conditions. Licenseeo

22 would not only have to redesign the pre.ssurirer heaters but

23 would necessarily have to reexacine the capacity of the
,

-

24 diesels and the selection of losds under the condition that
25 the loading of the pressurirer heaters is nandatory.

(8,.))

|

[ ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 licensee does not accept UCS Contention 3 and is

2 not proposing automatic or mandatory loadino of the

3 pressurizer heaters on the diesel generaters. On the

4 contrary, Licensee's plan of action is to assure that the

5 disconnection of the pressurizer heaters is to assure the

6 disconnection of the pressurirer heaters upon an FS signal

e 7 and to prohibit connection of the pressurizer heaters unless

| 8 and until adequate margin exists in the diesel capacity,
I

|
9 wh ether through manual thedcing of other loads or otherwise,e

10 to allow the connection without exceeding the ca pacity of

11 the diesels.

12 CH A!B'1 A N SP.ITH. "r. Trowbridae, I wonder if yon.

13 could repeat that entire lart statement again? I think I

14 followed it, but it is an important statement, and I would

15 like to ponder it for a moment.

| 16 "R. TEDWERIDGE: Licensee does not accept UCS

17 Contention ? and is not proposing automatic or mandatory

18 loadings of the pressurizer heaters on the diesel

c 19 genera tor. On the contraryr Licensee's plan of action is to

20 assure the disconnection of the pressurizer heaters upon an

21 ES signal and to prohibit connection of the pressurizer*

22 heaters unless and until adequate margin existe, whether

23 through manual shedding of other loads or otherwise, to

.
24 allow the connection without exceeding the capacity of the

|
| 25 diesels.

( )i

| %/
!

l
!
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1 The fair readinc of USC Contention a is that it
O 2 attacks the impact of the pressurirer heaters on the diesel

3 capacity and reliability under the conditions which licensee

4 proposes to use the pressuri=er heaters, i.e., when other

5 loadings on the diesels allow their use.

6 This reading cf Contention 4 is borns out by UCS'

7 own testimony, which is mostly concerned with possible
Q

8 effects of fault currents in the pressurirer heaters if they

9 are connected to the diesel and not with the overloadine of,

10 the diesel beyond its capacity.

11 I hope that the Board will rule proeptly on the

12 scope of UCS Centention 4 'n'e h a ve promised to cos.e back te

13 the Board with f urther data on diesel capacity under the
.

s 14 single condition of loss of eff-site power. This is a
4

15 relatively simple story to tell, although we do not at the

16 moment have with us all of the data required te tell the

17 story.

18 If we ha*>o te core back to address diesel loadings

19 under accident conditione including selection of manual
O

20 disconnects and the relative importance of various manually

21 connected loads, we need a very different se t of witnesses,

22 than we new have here.

23 (Board conferring)

24 MS. **EISS : The Licensee's proposal with respect*

25 to the ~ treatment of the pressuriser hecter_ -- that is, not

b)
%s
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1 to make them safety-grade --s

-

2 '' E . TECW3FIDGF: I am unable to hear.

3 MC. WEISS: The Licensee's proposal with respect

4 to p ressurirer hea t? rs -- tha t is, not to make th em

S safaty-grade, but to provide a connection to the heaters and

6 the emergency power supplies -- has two consequences, in

. 7 UCS' view.-

8 The first consequence is that the availability of

e 9 the hesters to perform a function when needed is not
_

10 su f ficiently reliable. That has been the subject of UCS

11 Contentien 3, already litigated.

12 The second consequence of the proposal of the

13 Licensee is to threaten the emercency power supplies and the

() 14 remainder of the safety functions which must be performed ?
,

|
'

15 via the emergency power supplies in the event cf either loss

16 of off-site power or an accident. We have never made any

17 distinction between the two. There is no distinction in the

18 Contention, and there is no distinction in the licensee's

a 19 procedures.

20 It is well established that emergency procedure

| 21 1202-29, with respect to connection-disconnection cf the"

1
22 pressurizer heaters and Icad setting to make reor for the

23 pressurizer heaters, the shedding of other loads on the

24 safety bures applies both for loss of off-site power events

25 and for accidents. There is no distinction.

|
- 's
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1 This is the first time that we have ever heard an,

2 objection to the scope of the Contention alonc the lines

3 presented by tr. Trowbridge in alrost this year and a half

4 that we have been litigating the Centention.

5 let me trace back a li ttle bit to how we got to

6 the question which engendered the long argument and the long

7 objection.
,

8 On pa'se 4 of the licensee's direct testimony of

9 the witness Torcivia and the witness Shipper, the first,

10 paragrsph, the first full pa ra gra ph , reads: "T!!-1

11 emergency procedurec specif y that only cne grcup of

12 pressurizer heatere be connected to hn emergency bus at any

13 one tine and that sufficient capacity be available for the

| r s, 14 emergency diesel generator to handle the pressurizer heatet
i \J
| 15 loads as verified by the vatt meter indicator f or the rated

16 capacity. The diesel has been verified as being capable of

17 hsndlin? the heaters in addition to the safety-related loads

18 required during loss of off-site power events."

19 ME. TF0WERIDGE: Could I have a rereading of
.

20 that? I failed to follev. It was fast and not all of it
|

|

, 21 audible.|
i

! 22 MS. WEIES: I resd the entire paragraph on page 4

23 of Shipper a nd Torcivia's testimony. The wir nes tes weres

24 asked wha t emergency --

r

!

! 25 CHAIRFAN SMITHS Give Mr. Trowbridge an
l
.

O
t
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1 opportunity to identify and come up to spaed on that

2 paragrath.

3 (Faure.)

4 ME. TROWBEIDGE: Thank you.

5 MS. WEIEEs The witnesses were asked, "What TMI-1

6 emergency procedures does that paragraph refer to?" They

7 ansvared, "That refers to e ercency procedure 1202.-29."g

8 Mr. Torcivia eventually produced a letter

e 9 instructing the plant to change emergency procedure

10 1202-29. That is in evidence now. Fage 13 of the procedure

11 describes the process for ensuring that the loads will be

12 kept below 3000 KV - - K 'J , excuse me. That process includes

13 shedding series of loadr, which are identified only by
I

(} 14 number but which are described a s " nonessential. "

15 Let me stress that UCE' Contention goes not only

16 to t he threat posed by the connection of the pressurizer

17 heaters to the diesels, beca uce the diesels are

18 nonsafety-grade and not -- because the heaters are

19 nonsaf ety-7rade and not appropriately isolated , but aise to,
,

20 th e f act tha t the addition of the load in itself makes it
* 21 critical to ensure that the entire accuculative load on the

22 diesel is kept below the rated capacity for the diecels, so

23 that the diesels are not threatened.

24 In other wofds, there are two sources of threat:

6 25 One is that a failure, a short circuit from failure in the
,

f,

1-

C *

()T *
; ,

* '
l d

a
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1 circuits of the pressurizer hesterr may cause a failure in

2 the diesels. The recond na ture of threat is that the '

l
1

3 additional load of the pressurice'z heaters of the diesels )
4 may overload those dieselc and thereby threaten them. |

!

5 So a fair question is: How do you determine that |
1

6 the diesel load is kept below 3000 KW? '

I
7 Now, it is clear that the witnesses saw that to be

C ,

1

8a question relevant to the Contention, because the; answered

9 it, and they answered it on pace 4.

10 :io w , there was questioning on transcript page

11 9350, which we went over somewhat yesterday, askinc for the
:
'12 specifica tion of the nature of loadr an paga 13, emergency

13 proced ure 1202-29. Those questions are highly pertinent,

14 because there are indications on the face cf the document

15 th at some of those loads may be safety loads, indicatiens,

16 at leact, flowing from the use of the word " redundant."

''e acked the witnesses, "How was it determined !17 -

18 that those loadr could be shed ? Did somebody else tell you

19 th at ? And did you simply use the work of somebody else, or
.

20 did you employ -- did you use any of your own jud;nents?"

21 Had the answer to that question been, "We simply took
,

22 somebody else's word for it," I think the Li censee could be

23 in a position to arguably maintain that these are not the

24 appropriate witnesses to answer the question.

25 Although I am not prepared to say right here that

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (232) 554-2345
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1 I would, agree te that, but, in fact, that is net what thes

2 witnesses ssid. They said -- ! havan't had a chance te find-

3 this pace yet this morning. But tC paraphrase what they

4 said -- and I will provide you in fact, ! did find it, on-

5 page 9514 of yesterday's transcript, line 2.

6 The question was asked by Mr. Pollard: " .L m I
,

I 7 correct then that neither of you have any basis for
l o

8 testifying as to the accuracy of any of the information you

I 9 were given as to wha t loads are needed and the time frames
,

10 in which they are needed? This ir something you used as an

11 input in preparing your testimony in which you conclude that

12 rou have adequate capacity?"

13 The answer from "itness Shipper is: "What we did
,

|

.n
14 use was the engineered safetguard leadinc sequence, and what

i 15 is loaded by the engineered safetcuard syst;ms."

16 Question: "Those era all autor;-ical loads; am I

17 correct?"

18 Pnswer: "They are all automatic loads."

19 Ouestion: "What about manual lead where the
a

20 operator may choose to add something or may need tc add

21 something manually?",

|

22 Answer: "That was basically our discretion ."

23 Ouestion: "Your discretion?"

24 Answer: "We looked at the lea ding and said, 'We

25 have certain margin in order to load the manual loads and

b("N

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1

11 what may c. may not be needed based on our knowledge of the 1

0 1

2 operation.'"

3 The question which then followed and te which the

4 objections were raised were an a ttempt to get the witnesses

5 to explain exactly how that discretion war used.

6 I have a couple of final remarks. As I said

7 earlier, this procedure -- that is, emergency procedure
o

8 1202-29 -- a pplies in all ca ses , wha tever the ca usa of the

9 need to connect er disconnect the pressuriser heaters to
,

10 shed the loads. And the arbitrary distinction between loss

11 of off-site powe r er acciden t sequences has ne irportance er i

l
12 significance wha tever to th+ record, as far ar we have been '

13 able to determine.

() 14 We think that we have shown that the questionc are
%)

15 clea rly relevant to the Contention. The addition cf the

16 significent load of the pressurizer heaters --

17 CHAII.ztN SMITH: Your microphone seems te no on

18 an d off.

19 X5. WEISS: The addition of the cignificant load

20 of the pressurirer heaters makes it even mpre critical that

21 nonessential loads be shed and to determine that they are
,

22 really nonessential and that the procedure for shedding

23 then, fer instructing the cperator to shed them, is a

24 Correct one.

25 Three, I would like to stress the scope of cross

A
V
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1 exar.ination is limited by the scope of the direct

O
2 exatinatien. And this is clearly within the secpe of the

3 direct examination. I don't think that there is any

4 colcrable argui'n* that these questions are not within the

5 scope of the direct and are not relevant to the direct and

6 to otn r questions asked on cross.

7 The licensee is not free to put in evidence or too

8 allow cther parties to ask questions on evidence without

9 objecting to them and then attempt to ._ 'Tte these answers,

.

10 from ressonable cross examination of other parties.

11 CHAIR!AN StITH: tr. Cutchin.

12 MP. CUTCHIN: I have nothing further to add.

13 CHAIFYAN SMITH: "r. Cornsife.

{} 14 MR. DOENSIFE: Just ene comment. I don't recall

15 any testimony which indicates that the p ressurizer heaters,

16 either procedurallywise or cther, is not allowed to be

17 loadec :n the diesel following a small-break loss-of-coolant

18 accident.

19 DB. JORDAN: I an sorry, I missed the import of
,

20 your statement.

. 21 ME. DGENSIFE: I don 't recall any testimony which

22 indicates, or any other ora.1 cr written testimony that

23 indicates, that there is any procedural limitations or any

24 other type of limitation on loading the pressurizer hesters

25 on the diesels following a small-break loss-of-coolant. If

't

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 anything, it var indicated as being desirable if they ares

i

2 available.

3 CH AIE:' AN SMITH: This is a reference tC Mr.

4 Trowbridge's earlier statement this morning?

5 MS. WEISS: I think he is abrolutaly correct. And

6 ve agrae. If I didn't say that, I meant to say it.

7 HP . DORNSIFE: In fact, with the addition of the
.

8 emergency feedwater pumps onto the diesel during a

9 small-creak loss-of-coolant accident, the margin to,

10 2000-hour rating becomer about 6 percent. And if you add

11 the pressurizer heaters onto that, you are getting down

12 within 1 to 2 percent of the maximum rating of the diesels.

13 So it becomes much more critical, considering the addition

14 of the emergency feedwater pumps onto the diesels.
(}

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Trowbridge, do you want to

16 respond to these comments?

17 R. TECWEFIDGE: Yas, Mr. Chairran, but I would

18 like a few minutes to consult with Mr. Wallace.;

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's take a five-minute break se
a

20 that the Eoard can see if he have questions, too.

21 MF.. TROWBRIDGE: Thank you.
.

22 (Prief recess.)

CHAIR?AN SMITH: Would you preceed, Mr.23

24 Trowbridge?

25 3R. TE0WERIDGE: I will try and respond to some of

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 the pointe made by Ms. Weirs more or less in the order ins

2 which she msde them.

3 Her argument that this is the first time f or

4 Licensee obj ection, the simple answer, I think, to that ic

5 we have not had occasion f or objection or notice until very

6 recently that UCE intended to question diesel loadings under

7 accident conditions.g

8 CRAIRMAN SMITH: S. r . Trowbridge, excuse me just a

9 moment. I want to assure both cf the parties that the Board,

10 is not going to be making a decision of this nature based

11 upon that particular argument. I see s. Weiss busily

12 writing notes, and I think we can just shcrtcut that process

13 and get right down to the merits of the subject matter.

14 52. TROWPEIDGE: I will say no more on that,{}
15 th en .

16 There was a reference to pa;o 3, a paragraph on

17 page 4 of Licensee's direct testimony, which was than cited.

18 as the basis for the examination on the ground that they

19 were simply examining into matters covered by Licensee's
; e

20 direct testimony.

21 As I indica ted yesterday, in licensee's view the.

22 paragraph deal: solely with the loss of off-site power

23 e ve n t, by it self . It is there. One of the reason why we

|
24 are prepared to put' f urther evidence in on diesel loading in

25 the event of loss of of f-site power is because that

i

' N.-
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1 paragraph is there.

2 Eut that paragra ph was there also becauce of the

3 situation where the loss of off-site pcwer is different than

4 the loss of of f-site power plus a LOCA, in that there is no

5 ES signal and automatic disconnect of the pressuri7er

6 heaters, where there is only the off-site power.

7 In that sense, and to the extent that we talk in
v

8 our testimony about the ES disconnect signal, it is not

9 applictble to a situation where you have no LOCA but only
,

10 loss of off-site power. To the extent that UCC attempts

11 further to talk about our enercency procedure, I would

12 remind the Eoard that that emergency procedure was not

13 cffered by Licensee. That emergency procedure ir an exhibit

14 offered by UCS, and it is UCS' construction, net ours, that'

15 that procedure has tt do with accident situations.

16 It is, in fact, our view that that procedure is

17 concerned with pressuriner heater problems, including

18 of f-site power. But if you have an accident condition, you

19 ?o look to the accident procedures for operator guidance.
a

20 Ms. Weiss made an argument, the releva nce of which

21 I don't understand, but I will comment on it. Ns. 'Jeiss
,

22 made the observation that the Contention 3 had two aspects

23 to its one, whether connection of the pressurizer heaters

24 might, through the fault current, decrade the power supply.

25 and also , in her view, Contention 3 dealt wi th the

(v~h
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I
1 possibility of overloading the diesel.

O_s
2 It has been -- he have addressed -- and perhaps I

3 misunderstood f. r . Dornsife in this respect we have--

4 addressed in the direct tertimony and elsewhere in oral

5 testi=ony the fact that we do have a limitation, not a

6 prohibition, not a prohibition, on connecting the diesel

7 generator -- the pressurirer heaters to the dieselg

8 generators. 'a's have acknowledged that if there ir -- if we

9 are able to do that and if we have the capacity for doing,

10 that, it is a desirable thing te do.

11 It is the preferred means for maintainine natural

12 ci rc ula ti on , but we have clearly testified that there is a

13 limitation -- and I think that is the word Mr. Dornsifa used

(~g 14 -- have clearly testified that there is a limitation en the
V

15 loadin; of the diesels under -- with the pressurirer heaters

16 under accident conditions. You do not load them. Ind the

17 procedures will have additional -- we will have additienal

18 procedures, as has been tsctified ty ?.r. Tercivia, which

ig prohibit the loading of the diesels or limit the loading of
a

20 the pressurizer heaters on the diesels and that the capacity

21 must be there without overloading the diesel.
.

22 There was f urther reference to the Co=menwealth's

23 questioning , and we are back, as far as I can see, en the
-

24 question of opening doors.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'a'e are not going to receive

)
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1 arounents on that now.

2 MR. TEOWBEIDGE: All right. I would be very happy

3 to address further the question of opening d oors, if we can,

*4 to that point. I will simply sa y I think that is an

5 openino-door question, observation not limited, as the Board

6 wanted this initial argument limited, to the scope of the

7 Contention. I don't think what the Commonwealth has to do,
b

8 to say, has any bearing on the scope of UCS' Contention.

9 I would m?ke one last observation. Ms. Weiss
,

10 read, and rea d correctly and the transcript, as f r as I--

1

11 am concerned, is correct -- a ;a ssage , an exanination by Mr.
I

12 Fo11ard of our witnesses, with answers provided by Mr.
'

13 Shipper, concerning their role and responsibilit.les in

14 determinino diesel capacity requirements in the light of

O 15 loads. Ms. Weiss was entirely proper in using that

16 testimony in support of her arcuments.

17 I do wish to report to the Board that tr. Shipper

18 has notified m e, last evening and again this morning, that

19 his answer to Mr. Pollard 's question ' as incorrect. And Iw
a

go intend en redirect to ask him for a further and mCre
j

21 accurate definition of his role.
.

22 CHAIEMAN S ITH: I have been advised that 2n.

23 Br ad fo rd has called back, and I would like to take a short

24 break so we can resolve the problem.

25 XE. TROWBRIDGEs Very well.

s

\_Y
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1 CHAIEYAN S ITH: On tne record.

(~Ds/ 2 (2oard conferring.)

3 CHAIE"AN SEITE: The Feard during th e very b rief

4 recess has reviewed the bachcround of how this issue cane to

5 be within the scope of the notice cf hearing in the first

6 instance. We fael that one of the provisions of 2.1.1 ef

| 7 NUREG-0578 is er a catecory A item and thus is incoraorated
>

8 into the scope of the hearing by tha t reference.

| 9 We see that matters discussed at pages A-1 through
,

10 A-5 of the lessons Learned short-term recomnendations,

11 NUEEG-0576, and that those recommendations require that

12 pressurirer heaters be connected to the diesel generatore,

13 the emergency power source; and that, quoting from page A-3,

I " careful attention should be given to ensure that the14

15 es pacity , capability and reliability of the emergency power

16 source is not d e gr e. d ed . " Cuots.

17 We understand that M r. Trowbridge's peint is that

18 the direct testimony which is being challenced refers --

19 that paragraph on page 4 refers to the particular sentence
*

t

20 t h a t has been referred to saveral times now, and that is,

I
' 21 quotes

.

22 "Further, the rated capacity of the diesel has

23 been verified as being capable of handling the heaters in

24. a d d i tion to the safety-related loads required during loss of

|
25 of f site power events." Qucte.

~

(v
,
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_ 1 hr. Trowbridge has made the point that

\
2 cr oss-examina tion on tha t direct testi ony should be litited

3 then to loss of offsite power events. As I understand the

4 progression of the debate, Ms. Veiss then points out that

5 th? procedure reflected in "nien of Concerned Scientists

| 6 Exhibit 19 -- that is, 1.02-29 -- UCS's Exhibit 19, 1202.19,

7 is not necessarily ar. a ccident sequence or a loss of power
>

8 sequence.

g We haven't restudied that to determine whether,

10 that is the case. We don't think that we ha ve to to into
|

11 whether the Commonwealth has opened the door or not. And in

12 fact, when it comes richt down to it, the Board has decided

13 that we do not have to decide whether it is within the scope

g- 14 of U CS ' contention, that the short-term lesons learned and
( )g

15 the action plan reflected in C727 makes it clear that the

16 shed ding of loads ss they may relate to safety functions

17 shculd be considered in the implementation of this 2.1.1 as
!

| 18 it relates to pressurizer heaters.
1

19 That would be -- this would he page III a5 of
a

20 NUPEG-0737. The position reflected there, item 2, quote.

21 " Procedures and training shall be established to make the
,

22 operator aware of when and how the required pressurizer

23 heaters shall be connected to the emergency buses if

24 required. The trocedure shall identify under vnat

25 conditions selected emergency loads can be shed from the

! /~S
(_)
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1 emergency power source to provide sufficient capacity for(s)
2 the connection of the prersurirer heaters." Quote.'-

3 Fo we believe that the subject of the precedure c'

4 shedding loads to accornodatt the presrurize r hea ters is

5 clea rly within the scope of the proceeding and ir romething

6 that is appropriately before ur, if not within the scope of

7 the contention.
.

8 Now, in the course of litigating the contention,

9 this panel of witnesses has testified as tc the -- as power.

10 supply engineers, they have testified within their

11 disciplines and their limited knowledge, and we have heard

12 several times what the limitation is. Ho w e 'r e r , the fact is

13 that hr. Shipper did say that some loads, including these

/^' 14 loads under 1202.29, will be shed, at least in part, in a*

", LJ
15 mann er which has bien determined within the discretion cf
16 th e people in Fr. Shipper's department.

17 I un'erstand that that is a rtatement that i:

18 goin g to be clarified.

19 %3. TFOWERIDGEs Ir. Chairman, I'm not sure that
,

20 wa s a ver y precise repetition of his staterent. It is not

21 that important if the statement is going to be clarified..

22 CH A I?..t A N SMITH: It was a statement which

23 identifier a shfety issue that the Eoard believes is

24 appropriate to bre explored and the record conpleted on it.

25 It is clearly within the scope of the proceedin;, although !

O
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1 don't know how we can saticfy Lt. Cutchin't requert that we

J 2 clea rly identif y how it is related to the TXI-2 accident.

i

3 We don't have to do that because the Ccemissict takes a

4 sh o rtc u t to that consideration by requiring it tc he a
|

5 consideration in the notice of hearing.

6 fR. TROWBRIDGE: Yr. Chairman, I have no quarrel

7 with the determination by this Board that it wishes to hear
.

8 more on this subject. I don 't quarrel that it is within the

9 scope of the proceeding if somebod y raises it properly or if.

10 the Board wishes to.
I

11 I im plore the Board to not warte further time with

12 these witnasses, one or both cf which could be part of a

13 further panel, but will not be -- will not be the spokerman

. {''/)
14 on many aspects of the shedding of loads or the cafety

%s

15 significance of rome of the --

16 CHAIEMAN SMITH: I want to sssure you, Fr.

17 Trowbridge, that although it may seem like a convenience for

18 the Fosrd at this point to decide we dcn't have to untsvel

19 all cf the argumente and evidentiary censiderations, it is
a

20 something we have been debating as the argument has

21 unfolded..

22 We would have taken the record ar it has been

23 presented to us now. Ws would have, without any further

24 argument, if we nad caught it, required that the record be

25 completed on the peint.

1

!

[\
'

\_/
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1 Now, es to further examination of these witnerses,s

2 I do think it is appropriata to explore the tarir for tr.

3 Shippar 's staterent.

4 53. TEU.* 3 R I DG E : I wculd appreciate the

5 opportunity f or Mr. Shipper to --

6 CHAIR 3AN SEITH: "e also thirk it is appropriate

- 7 for parties to argue to the Board tha t our ruling is
- >

8 incorrect and move for reconcideration.

9 (Counsel for licensee conferring.),

10 (Board conferrinc.)

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are there any further comnents on

12 the Board 's ruling ?

13 MR. TEOWBEIDGE: Mr. Chairman, the answer to your

14 question, if it was a question, the Licensee does not object
('N

15 to the Eoard 's request and will produce a panel of

16 witnesses. !t will take a little preparation.

17 CHAIEYAN SMITH: Zs. Weiss, I assuce you are

18 satisfied with our ruling?
|

19 !S. WEISS: Yes, fr. Chairman. I guess I would
a

20 just ask to be informed as coon as you can let us knc" when,

!

21 this other panel will be appearing.
.

| 22 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Now where do we go? Have you
!
| 23 concluded your recross axamination on the redirect and

| 24 corrections of the staff? I don 't believe you had, I think
l

25 we stopped, so let's complete that, and then we will go back

i ()
|
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(~} 1 and clarify the record with respect to thic one particular
V

2 issue.

3 %R. FCLLAF.D Befere I resume, Mr. Chairman, I

4 thought I heard Mr. Trowbridge say that perhaps Witness

5 Shipper had some cla rification t r th e testimony which ?r.

6 Weiss had read on transcript page 9514

; 7 CHAIRMAN SFITH: Yes, he did, and tha t was the

8 point I was makinc. Not only should the clarification be
!

9 made, but examination on the clarification; there should be| =

10 an opportunity f or that. But I am succesting that we cor.e

11 back to that on re-redirect at a separate matter, and you

12 conplate your recross examination.

13 MR. TF.CW E PIDG E: If it would facilitate Mr.
;

I

| (-} 14 Pollsr?'s examination, I would have no objection.

l
| 15 CHAIEMAN SMITH: It ir certainly a t the pleasure

16 of the parties, whatever fits your --

17 MP. TPOWERIDGE: It might save time if we could do

18 it now.

39 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, then it will fit inte
,

20 the discussion of the matter.
l

I REDIRECT EXAMINA!!ON21*

22 BY MR. TROWBEIDGE:

23 0 Do you have 9514 of the transcript before you?

24 A (WITNESS SHIFFER) Yes.

25

~[/)I s_
!
i
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-
1 0 I wish te refer particularly to the questions and

2 answers on lines 13 through 22. And since F.s. Weiss has

3 already read those lines verbatim into the record, I will

4 not repeat them. ! will just pause 1cng enough for the

5 Poard to indicate that it has f a milia rized itself with those

6 quections and answers.

; 7 Yr. Shipper, I ask you simply whether you regard

8 your answers to the questions to be correct or wh ether they

9 need in your view modifica tion in any respect?.

10 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) I feel thay need rome

11 modification. The loads manual or automatic are given to
k

12 the electrical power group by mechanical system derigners,

13 and we use those as a basic summation to assure capacity.

(} 14 Our system designers tell us wha t they need and we tell them

15 whether we have it availabla.

16 0 Would you comment more specifically on the lines

17 16 through 18 -- excuse me, lines 13 through 17? The

18 question was, what about the manual loads where the operator

19 may choose to add something or may need to add something
,

20 manually. And your answer was, quotes "That was basically

21 our discretion." Quote...

22 Would you qualify that answer in any respect?

23 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) When I stated "our discretion ,"

24 I meant the discretion of the system designers, not "our"

25 meaning strictly the electrical end.
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1 5F. TE0WEEIDGE: Thank you.

2 DE. JOEDAN I would inquire, by the system
|

3 decioners you refer to the mechanical department? Are they

4 the system designers?

5 WITNESE 2H!PPFPs The mechanical system, whether

6 they be the fluid system designers or the heating,

; 7 ventila ting system designers; this na ture.

8 DR. JORDAN What group is this? This ic one of

9 the Met Ed operating groupc presumably you are talking arcut-

10 now; is that right or not?

11 WITNESS SHIPPER: In the preliminary design stage

12 it would be the engineerine group and in thic care it would

13 be the operating staff.
,

() 14 DR. JORDAN Operating staff, fine.

15 DE. LITTLE: Operating staff of TXI-1?

16 WITNESS SHIPPER: Yes.

17 CHA!ENAN FMITH: Could you give us more of a

18 layman's avplanation of juct how this works? Do they come

19 to ycu and sa y, we need so many -- we have X amount of power.

20 requirement for the system and then -- or do you halp ther

21 iden tif y the nature and the amount of load that they requice.

22 for their function?

23 WITNESS SHI:)ER: No. The identification is made

|
24 first by what we call the mechanical system designer, and

! that is fixed based on how much water you have to pump, how25

!

i
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1 much air you have to blow arounc. From that is developed

O 2 pump characteristirs, which is then cerverted to rotor
,

3 characteristics. '

I

4 CHAIR'AN SMITH: That is done by whor? You?
1
i

5 WITNESS SHIPPER: Nc, the mechanical system -

l
6 designer develcr3 the pum; characteristics a nd a r.otor is

i

7 mated te tha t pump.! e
,

*
1

| 8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: To de the work that has to be
| |

| 9 done ?,
1

:

10 WITNESS SHIPPER: To circulate the fluid.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And then you are -- e t what point

12 do you enter inte it? Are you given the motor

13 characteristics or are you given a net power requirement?

|
T 14 WITNESS SHIPPER: They ge hand in hand.

4

15 CHAIPMAN SMITH: There is an interface there where

16 you begin with the characteristic of the load and the enount

17 of the load needed, and then there is apparently sete

18 interface overlapping and consideration. ?ut that is the

19 poin t where you take it, and then you do ycur job and that
*

t

20 is making sure tnat the power is available?

21 WITNESS SHIPPER: Making sure that the power is
,

22 a vailable to run tha t piece of mechanical driven equipment.

23 CHAIRvAN S ITH: You make no judanents as to the
'

24 safety significance of the unit that is involved?

25 WITNESS SHIEPER: Ne.

O
k-)
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1 EECROSS EXATINATICN -- CCFTINUEr

2 EY MS. WEISS:

3 C Mr. Shipper, can you tell me when it is you

4 decided you needed to change your testimony?

5 A (WITN7FS SHIPPEE) Probably about 5430 yesterday
,

6 afternoon.

7 0 Listening to the lawyers arguing abost the legal.

.

8 significance about what micht or might not flow from those

9 words*ri

.

10 A Yes.

11 0 Let me take you back to the first question on that

12 page, to recall for you the context in which the answer was

13 given. I am on transcript page 9514, line 2. The question

14 was, quote: "Am I correct, then, that neither of you have

0-
15 any basis for testifying as to the accuracy of the

16 information you were civen as te what loads are needed?

17 This is something you used as an input in pre'parinc your

18 testimony, in which you conclude that you have adequata

19 capacity?" Quote.
a

20 Would your answer to that question toda y be yes?
|

| 21 A (WITNESS SHIFFEE) I think my answer to that
,

! 22 remains as was presented in the testimony. The engineered
i

l

! 23 safeguards loading sequence and what is loaded by the
i

24 engineered safeguards system ic, as I described, given or

25 determined by the mechanical designers.

!
- (~N, .

| \-)

|
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1 Q Then it would be accurate to sa y that it is en

2 input in pre pa ring your testimeny?

3 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) It is an input in preparine the

4 diesel loading sequence.

5 0 You naither -- i t ir not part of your job to

6 verify or to check that information in any way?

j 7 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) To verify what is required for

8 safety?

9 C Yes.,

10 A (WITNESS SHIFPER) That is correct.

11 O Let me refer you down to line 19, the question and

12 answer af ter the answer which you have just corrected. Ycu

13 stated , now, as I understand, that when you referred to "our

14 discretion" you meant discretion of people other than

15 yourself, discration of mechanical systems enginears,

16 correct?

17 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) Thst is cerrect.

18 0 And you were then asked your discretion and the

in answer was, beginning on line 19, transcript 9514, quotes
.

20 "We looked at the loading and said we ha ve certain margin in

21 order to load the manual leads and what may or may not be.

22 needed based on our knowledge of the operation." Ouote.

23 Would you testify today that the "we's" and the

24 "our's" in that answer also refer to people other than

25 yourself, in other words, who were not involved in looking

A
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1 at that loading, and you were not involved in determination

2 of what might be needed base d on your knowledge of the

3 operation?

4 A (WITNESS SHIPPEF) The "we" and "our" refers to a

5 design team or design effort.
'

6 0 We should not include either yourself or Mr.

,7 Torcivia?s
m

8 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) No. It had to include the

9 electrical people in order to assure that th e mechanical
,

10 design would have rufficient power.
I

11 Maybe what we need to do is break that answer up

12 into twc parts. The second part of the answer refers to

13 what may or may not be needed based on our knowledce of the

14 operation. Would it be accurate to say that that part of

15 the analysis did not in vol ve you?

16 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) That would be accurate.

t 17 MS. WEISS 4 Thank you.

|

| ja CHAIRtAN SMITH: Are we going to go around to all.

19 the parties on this cla rification? I think we thould before
| *

| 20 you resume your main line of examinatien.
!

21 Mr. Adler?
.

*
l
'

22 MR . ROPERT ADLER: Not on the clarification.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Cutchin?

24 MR. CUTCHIN: No quertions on the clarification,

25 Mr. Chairman.

D\
U
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1 (Board conferring.)

O
2 50ARD EXA".INATION

3 BY CHAIRMAN EMITHz

4 0 'do uld it be possible for you to describe an
--

. _ . , _ _ _ ~ ~ ---< ,_..
_ . , , _ .

5 example, a'typicai interface tha t you cight have with en '

6 operating department, how far your discipline might

s 7 penetrate into their presentation to you and how far their
s

8 knowledge of supplying electric power may penetrata into

g your discipline, jurt to put it into context, an example?
,

10 You would have, I imagine, a good understanding of

11 the load cha racteristics of an electric motor, which they

12 would present to you as a given, however. That is the type

13 of thing that I wonder if you cculd give us a brief

14 elabora; ion on how it actually works?

15 A (WITNESS TCECIVIA) Mr. Chairman, let us take an

16 example . For some reason or other, the ventilation people

17 decide that they need a fan, and they also decide at the

18 same time that it ir a fan that, for some reason or other,

19 is to be available for loss of offsite power on the diesel.
.

20 And they may come back to us and say, which they have done

21 many times, we need a five horsepower motor from the diesel.
.

22 Our normal answer is, where is the hersepower

23 required, the five horsepower needed ? Can you give
;

24 characteristics f rom which we deter,.ine how the motor will

25 actually draw during its full load capacity?

O
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1 We ottain that information and decide the loadO,-1

2 that is requirad for the diesel, whether it can be put on
3 the diesel under those conditions, when it will he required
4 on the diesel, whier may be a timing sequence of an hour,
5 five hcurs, ten hours, which we will ask that also: Will it

6 be required six hours, eight hours, or immediately?
", 7 At that point we will determine tha t there'is at

8 that time X number of KW on the dierel and we therefore can
| 9 put it on and can allow it to be put on at that particular-

10 tim e .

11 Should the motor be of an extreme higher

12 horsepower capacity, we might involve curselves intc the

13 question as to inrush current during its sta rting procedure,

(] 14 its acceleration time, if any such problem does exist, andb
! 15 if during that period of time we do have voltage drop

16 conditions which may be det rimen tal to either other

17 equi pm ent and provide other problemt down the line.

18 And that is the extent of our operation.

j 3g O You might say, I want to know a little more about,

20 net horsepower, I want to se; the motor, I want to see some

. 21 specs on it, and you are likely to know more about their

22 motor than they do?

23 A (WITNESS TCPCTVIA) That's correct.

2A O You take as a civen the f act that the motor has to
25 be used?

~. Q)\.
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1 A ('a'ITNESS TOFCIVI A ) That's ccrrect. And we obtain

the motor characteristics from the manuf acturer when we feel
2

3 that is critical to get more precisely what we are doinc.
4 CHAIEHAN SEITH: That's very helpful tc me.
5

EECEDSS EVAMINATION -- CONTINUED
6 BY th. P0llARD: (Resuming)

, 7 0 In determining whether the diesel generators have.

8 adequa te capacity, am I correct that if all of the equipment
-

9 which can be connected to the diesel generator buses, both.

10 at the 4160 volt level and the 430 volt level, that if all
11 of that equipment were sim ulta neously connected the diesel
12 generator would be overloaded; is that correct?
13 (Panel conferring.)

14 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) I have peinted out that there
~

15 are time sequences involved which the mechanical people teli
16 us. Now, I fully appreciate that your statement is that if
17 all of the loads were put on simultaneously the diesel
18 engint- would be overloaded.

19 Q I didn't mean to imply anything about the loadinga
$20 sequence itself. I assumed tha t we went through the normal

loading sequence in blocks so we don't21
stall it cut..

22 I am basically just trying to get an idea, if you
23 simply added ur all of the loads connected to these bures
24 they would total more than 3,000 KW, am I correct?
25 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) I have a little problem, not

!

1
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1 in answering the questien, but in its implications, and that,

2 is as to adding up all of the loads. Which leads are we

3 talking about? The loads required by the mechs 4 1 cal pecple

4 at that time or all of the loads that we have specified on

5 our listing at one time?

6 C All of the loads which physically could be

e 7 connected to the diesel generator power supply?
.

8 A (WITNESS TOECIVIA) If all of those loads that

9 have been listed for the diesels exceed 3,000 KW rating for
,

10 2,000 hours or the 3300 KW rating for the half-hour rating,

11 they will of course exceed the rating.

12 0 Maybe I could ask the question and try for ycu not

13 to worry too much about the im plica tion of the question , and

14 th en I could get to my next question. Just let me ask it a-

V
15 different way.

16 If I simply added up the KW of the equipment which

17 can be connected to the diesel generater power supply, am I

18 correct that that total would exceed 3,00C KW?

''
19 A (WITNESS TOECIVIA) I think you have made a

20 reasonable assumption. I have no reason not to question

21 that if all of the loads and everything we can conceive of
,

22 were lumped tocether and put on all at one time, yes. I

23 think I must make an affirmative statement there.

74 0 When the Commonwealth was cross-examining you, you

25 referred to the equipment on page 13 ac non-essential,
.

r

d
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1 correct? Page 13 of emergency procedure --
O

- 2 ; (WITNISS TORCIVIA) I recognire what you're

3 talking about.

4 0 Eut the record micht not. Page 13 cf emergency

5 procedure 1202-29.

6 I think you answered another question from the

e 7 Commonwealth that there is other non-safety equipment
.

8 powered from bus 1-P and 1 -5 o th er th an th e pressu ri re r

'

g heater; is that correct?
,

10 A (WITNESS SHIPPSE) That is correct.

11 0 And then finally we get to the question ! vant to

12 a sk . In evaluating whether the diesel generator would have

13 suf ficient capacity to carry the pressurirer heaters, did

14 either of you recomnend or did you recommend to someone else()'x ]
15 to consider removing non-essential loads from the diesel

16 generator buser and powering them from somewhere else in

17 order to eliminate the need to s*.sd non-escential loads so
18 that the diesel would be capable of carrying the pressurirer

19 heaters?
.

20 A (WITNESS TCECIVIA) let me say this. That has

" 21 been given consideration and some thinking has been done in
o

22 that area, to eliminate some of these so-called

23 non-essential loads and put them on possibly some ether

24 power supply.

25 We have specified that our limitations before

s

%
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/~N 1 putting on the pressurizer heater shall be, ar it standsb
2 right now, 2874, and frankly, I am considering loweri:4g it

3 down to 2850, so as to satisfy the possibility of ';he
4 in st rum en t error which has been brought up. On *. hat basis,

5 we have limited the operator from puttine on anf more than

6 is required, so as not to exceed the capacity of the diesel.
I 7 We have also set up a situation in which records

8 are kept of any leads that a re put on f rom time to time for
_

9 any other reason, so that no loads are put on the diesels
-

10 without them beina included or excluded from the present
' 11 loading, to assure that we are not overloading the diesel.

12 We are making every effort to maintain that and I'm trying
13 to do that.

() 14 Cur interest is not to exceed the ca pacity of the

15 diesel.

16 0 It would also, of course, be valuable in terms of

l 17 overall saf ety if the operator did not have to be concerned

I
i 18 about shedding non-essential loads from the diesel generator
| '

! * 19 before he added the pressurizer heaters; wouldn 't you agree

20 wi th that?
.

21 A (WITNESS TOFCIVIA) I'm sorry, I d id n ' t get the*

1 22 question .

23 0 Wouldn't it be an overall safety advantage if we
l

| 24 could remove sufficient non-essential loads from the diesel
!
| 25 generator buses th a t the operator might not need to be
|
t

O
I
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1 concerned about load-shedding before he added the

h
' 2 pressurirer heatera?

3 ME. TE 0'n'B E I DG E : O b j e c tio n .

4 CE. POLLAED: I withdraw the question, then.

5 FY !E. PDLLAED: (Eesuming)

6 C I have one further line of questioning, which is

7 on the Commonwealth cross-examination on transcript page,
s

8 9355 from December 24th, beginning at line 22. The

- 9 Commonwaalth asked, quote: "Are there any non-safety grade
.

10 loads which are normally powered from either the 1-P or the

11 1-5 bus?" Quota.

12 Witness Shipper answered , qucte: "There are."

13 And it is repeated: "Ouestion: There are?" And the answer

14 is "Yes."
O

15 And if you could oc on and read the rest of that
s

16 line of questioning, which deals with how are the other

17 non-saf ety loads possibly affecting the diesel generator

18 supplies.

19 (Pause.)u

.

20 If you could continue reading through at least

," 21 line 7 on page 9357.

22 (Pause.)

23 MR. TEDWERIDGE: How far should we be reading?

24 ME. POLLARD: Line 7 on page 9357.

25 MR. TE0WERIDGE: Thank you.

w.
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1 (Pause.)

O
2 EY MR. P2LLARD. (Resuming)

3 0 It has been some tire since you gave those

4 answers. I just wanted you to have a chance to refresh your

5 memory.

6 '4 h a t I would lixe to do now is explore how the

t 7 normal design of Three Mile Island works and how the
g

8 non-safety loads are shed from the tus and how the automatic

.' 9 loads are added. I am nct talking about which loads or the

10 magnitude. I just want to understand the desi n of Three

11 Mile Island Unit 1.

12 I am coine to try the technique of goine through a

13 sequence of how I understand how it works and see if you

"3 14 agree with it.
(V

15 MR. TROW 3 RIDGE: Could we have an identification

16 as te how this relates to -- an explanation as to "ow this

17 relates to the contention which deals with the connection of
18 the pressurizer heaters?

g MR. PCLLARD: I don't know if I can answer his

20 question directly at first. It clearli relates to the line

[ 21 of questioning as to Paw other non-safety loads are shed,

22 wh ether or not tbr pressurizer heaters are somehow unique or

23 not unique. It deals with the contention in the sense tha t
'

24 can we rely upon the design at Three ile Island Unit 1 in

25 the sense of is there adequate previsien for isolating the

O
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1 non-safety grade pressurirer h ea ters f rom the safety grade

'' 2 emergency power supplies.

3 hE. TEOWERIDGE: I still don't have any*

4 understand 1nc of how this line of questioning relates tc the

5 connection. I at nindful at this point of 's. 'Jeics '

6 arguments that we va.ted too long to otject and therefore we

7 can't object any more.s
.

8 It seems to =e that we need to have a better

9 understanding of where we are coing, so that I et least have,

10 a provisional --

11 CHAIET.AN SMITH: Eefore we get too far away fron

12 the question, I predict it will have te be read back. So
.

13 would this be a good time to do it? Or is there coing to be

14 an objection?

15 3E. P0llAED: So far a question hasn't been

16 asked. I var just e x pl aini n g to the witness what ! var

17 intending to do. I haven't yet asked a question, other than

18 to say, as I ac going through this sequence, please correct

- 19 r e if : as wrong.
.

20 ZE. TE0WEEIDGE: You indicated you are going to be

[ 21 talking about other leads, the shedding of other loads,

22 perhaps the mechanics of shedding other loads. And having

23 announced tha t line of questioning, I cgn announce -- I can

24 do one of two things.

25 I can say, I object because I don't see that it is

',.

v
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1 relevant, or ! can ask for an explanation of how it is going~~

\

2 to be connected up with the contentions.

3 DP. JORDAN: I think M r. Trewbridge is raising the

4 point of, are we coing to litiga te the de sign of TXI-1. I

5 am cura it's ?r. Pollard's position that the design of TMI-1

6 is inadequate in that it did not r.eet the requirenents of

* 7 the reg guide. And so therefore I believe that, Mr.
,

8 Trowbridge, an I ri;ht, you are raising the question of

9 whether this is within the scope now of this hearing, or-

10 also as well at th? scope of the con tention?

11 ME. TEGWERIDGE: Foth. I would raise the

12 contention question, but I would also at this point -- I

13 don't see its relevance to the scope of the proceeding.

14 DR. JCEDANs I.think I understand your position.

15 h3. WE!SE: We would suggest, if it seems

16 appropriate to the Eoard, that we may approach the bench and

17 on the record have Mr. Polla rd go through precisely the

18 question that he was coing to ask, outside of the hearing --

', v. , CHAIEZAN SEITF W ould n ' t it be easier to ask the

20 witnesses to leave?

21 ES. VEISS: Probably. I didn't want to make them-

22 feel bad.

23 (Witnesses temporarily

24 excused.)

25 MR. PCLLARD: Perhaps I asked the witnesses to

-

(~s)m
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1 read tco nuch of the transcript. What I intend to focus onO
2 is the cuestion on pace 9357 at line 4 and Witness Shipper's

3 answer to it. Ihe general line cf questioning dealt with,

4 are there other non-saf ety loads, how are they handled. And

5 then we finally get to the final question: "So tha

6 pressuriner heaters are not unique as far as that is

a 7 concerned, as far as that breaker being an isolation device?"
,

8 And Witness Shipper sa ys: "I think that is
'

9 correct." And I believe tha t is an incorrect answer,,

to because the other non-safety loads are shed and stay shed.

11 DR . JORDAN: Are what?

12 ME. POLLARD: The breakers are opened by an

13 undervoltage trip as a result of loss of offsite power.

/" 14 They are tripped by either the undervoltage or the ES signal
(.]/

15 and never reclosed. That is the unique part of the

16 pressurizer heaters.,

17 MS. WEISS: I don't know if that needs further

18 explanation, but the point of the line of questioninc is to

'

gg show the difference between the treatment of the pressurizer
9

20 heaters and the treatment of all of the other non-safety
"

21 loads..

22 DR. JORDAN: That was my understandine, that you

23 are saying that not only are the pressurizer heaters

24 inadequate to meet, but also the other loads con't meet.

25 MS. WEISS: The point is not to arcue that the

u

%s
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1 shedding of the other loads is in some wa y in violation of

O 2 th e regulations , but to show the contract.

3 CHAIEXA5 SEITE: The other leads are the standard

4 that you are saying the isolation --

5 02. JORDAN: ! had missed the point entirely

6 YE. POLLAED: I am only taking issue with the

; 7 answer that he think s that the a rrangement of the heaters ir

8 not any diff erent than any of the other non-safety loads. I

,' 9 think it is different.

10 DR. JORDAN: But you are raying it is different

11 because it has the undervoltage protection device.

12 %E. POLLAED: No, because after having the main

13 feeder breaker trip open it is subsequently reclosed. At

14 that point, with tne engineered safety feature signal

15 by pa ssed , the only available signals to trip the circuit

16 breaker now become the fault current or the undervoltage

17 which is derived f rom the f a ult current, and therefore the

18 design does not meet Eeg Guide 175, whereas if you left the

19 breakers open, the breakers that were tripped by the ES

20 signal, then it would meet Beg Guide 175. That is the

[ 21 difference.

22 That is why when ! get on the stand I will explain

23 the footnote in ny testimony, why I said that the IS sienal

24 is not appropriate in this circumstance. It is typassed and

25 the breaker is reclosed.

_

%
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1 55. WEISS: The peint is not to argue that tha

2 other non-ssfety loads are a problem, but that the

3 pressurirer heater is unique.

4 DR. JORDAN: P ' '_ right. I see. You are saying he

5 is mistaken in making that statament.

6 3R. POLLARD. That is correct.

* 7 DR. JOED F.N All right.
,

8 MR. POLLAED: The method I was going to go through
*

9 this was sim ply to describe how the whcle secuence works,,

10 from the plant in operation, we have a loss of offsite

11 power, the undervoltege rela ys a ctua te, they shed all the

12 non-safety loads, the diesel generator starts, and

13 automatically the load loads. And the operator has the

14 freedom to add whatever else he wants.(-}v
15 And then along comes an accident signal and that

16 vill trip everything off again, or at least the non-safety

17 loads off, and then we will go into the accident sequence

18 for the diesel generator, vnich is different frem the

19 sequence loading for loss of offsite power, and the

20 distinction being under those circunstances ycu typass the

21 ES signal and reclose the main feeder breaker on the
.

22 pressurizer heaters.

23 F. E . TE0WEEIDGE: 3r. Chairman, I think Er. Pollard

24 vill in the end have to decide how he goes a*. this. We are

25 not objecting to further questioning in this area. I think,

J
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1 quite frankly, Pr. Torcivia is inevitably looking at theg-)
\/

2 implication of the questionc. I can't believe that tha

3 element of surprise is vary important to Mr. Pollard. And

4 if he simply gave the explanation of what he was concerned

5 with, we would get there faster.

6 I can't dictate the method here.

7 CHAIEMAN SMITH: It is within their judgment how*
,

8 they approach c ro ss-e xa nir.a tion.

'

. 9 MF . TP O'JB EIDGE s And I am asking ".r. Pollard to

10 consider whether or not he really wishes to pursue this step

11 by step without indicating what his ultimate concern is.

12 CHAIEMAN SMITH I don't want to interfere with

13 your cross-examination.

( 14 MR. POLTIPD: I appreciate that kind of help. I

15 know the Board has also tried to help me with this before,

16 and I will see if I can 't approach it in a simple r manner.

17 CHAIP. MAN SMITH: Could you ask tha witnesses to

18 return, please.

19 ( itnesses resumed the,

20 stand.)
e

21 BY MR. POLLAFD: (Resuming).

22 Q Mr. Shipper -- and Mr. Torcivia as well, you can

23 ad d , if you think you can, on any question I asked. I am

24 pa rticularly concerned with the questien the Commonwealth

25 asked you. "So the pressurizer heaters are not unique as

O
%.)
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1 far as that is concerned, ac far as that breaker being an
%)

2 isolation device?"

3 And your answer was: "I think thet is correct."

4 Can you please tell me, if we have a loss of

5 offsite power and an accident signal, what happens to all of

6 the non-safety loads on bus 1-F or 1-S? Are they all shed?

7 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) All of the loads, all of the*
m

8 non-safety loads are shed if they are controlled by

e 9 automatic means. When I say " automatic means," if they are

10 controlled by a circuit breaker, electrically operated

11 circuit braaker, a motor controlled through a cotor starter

12 or some type of remoto lavice.

13 C In other wards, there are a few loads that are not

O 14 shed that are relatively small loads?
%/

15 A (WITNESS SHIPPEEi These would be leads that would

16 be fed from the 120-volt distribution panels, et cetera.

17 C Thank you. Tow, after the shedding of the

18 non-saf ety loads -- and I assume under the circumstances I
'

, 19 have given you, with a combination of loss of offsite power

20 and an accident signal, we would have also shed the safety

21 loads -- then the diesel generator starts and then we.

22 sequentially load sutomatically the necessary safety loads.

23 And I think you have described that. Is that correct?

24 A (WITNFSS SE!PPEE) That is correct.

25 0 Fow at this point, if the operator decides he

b'l
m/
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s 1 wants the pressurirer heaters and if the lead on the buc is
( )
x_./

2 below 3,000 KW limit by an a m o un t sufficient that he hac the

3 capacity to add the pressurizer heaters, he than bypasses

4 the EF signal and then closes the main feeder treaker, after

5 going through all of the Kirk kcy interlocks and se on; is

6 th a t correct?

* 7 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) I think your description is
,

8 correct.

e g C Now what happens to the other non-saf ety loads?

10 Do they remain disconnected?

11 A (WITNFSS SHIPPEE) That is correct.

12 C S0 the pressurirer heaters are unique in the sense

13 that they might be reconnected, but the other non-safety

f~} 14 load s would not be?
x ._ /

15 A (WITNESS TOPCIVIA) They are all cancally

16 oper a ted . So they can be connecting other loads at th e

17 discretion of the cperator. They can te connected up. I

18 don't follow your questioning, se forcive re. They can or

19 cannot be connected ur just like any other manual load.

20 0 I know, but we have a procedure which says te the

21 operator connect them if you can for the pressuriner.

22 heaters, ri7ht?

23 A (WITNISS SHIPPER) I don't think the procedure

24 says that, connect then if you can.

25 C Doesn't 1202-29 set forth the procedure for

O
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1 powerinq the pressurirer hea ters f rom the erercency buses?
\

2 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) It says connect them if you

3 feel they are necessary.

4 C Can you please tell na whe re th e procedure says

5 that, conaect them if you feel they are necessary?

6 (Pause.)

*
7 0 Or does it simply say, if you have lost the normal,

8 power supply f or the hea ters, go ahead and connect them,
.

9 either group E or ;roup 9, to either bus 1-P or 1-F?*

10 A (WITdESS SHIFPEE) I think in the scenaric on page

13 10, on the bottom under " Objective": "The cbjective of this

12 procedure is to maintain pressurirer control and to ensure

13 conservation of ECS inventory and provide emergency power

'T 14 to tha pressurirer heaters, if needed."
)

15 0 Doesn't the "if needed" mean if you don't have

16 other power to them?

17 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) I think we are back into the

13 contention or the discussion tha t preceded this, which I was
h,

19 no t a party to, saying that the pressurirer heaters are not.

20 needed , but they are the preferred method.

21 (Counsel for UCS conferrinc.)-

22 C Isn't the whole purpose of this ecdification to

23 Three Mile Island Unit 1 to provide the operator with the

24 capability of povering the pressuriner heater from the

!25 onsite power supplies if he dces not have offrite power

("N ,

(_
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1 available for the heaters? Is t ha t the whcle purpose for
f w)s

bi
2 the mcdificatien?

3 A (WITNESS SHIFFEE) ! think one of your statements

4 said "offsite pcwer." I think you meant to say "ensite

5 power."

6 A (*JITNESS TOECIVIA) loss cf offsite.

7 A (WITNESS SEIFFEE) Ee that as it may, the purpose*
,

8 of this connection is to provide or the purpose of this--

.

. 9 modification is to provide a reliable power scurce to one

10 group of pressurirer heaters.

11 O And if the operator did not have power available

12 to the heaters from the ner al power source, he would then

'

13 proreed as a catter of course to connect the pressurire:

/O 1 a. heaters to the onsite power supply, after first nakinc sure
r iv

15 he had sufficient capability recaining .co that the diesel

16 generator would not be overloaded?

17 WITNESS TOECIVIA: I don't know if I'r in order or

18 ou t of order, ir. Chairman, but please correct ne if I am
s

gg out of order. The line of questioning that appears to be
,

20 developine here is associated with the loading, in which, as
'

21 Mr. Trowbridge has indicated, we will indicate where the.

22 10" ding is and the loading that is required at particular

23 stages and when the pressurizer heaters are put on, whet

24 manual loads will be required at that time for the safe

25 shutdown of the plant and the safety of the environment or

O
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(V~)
1 whatever it may be , and what capacity will be available to

2 put on that 126 KW required.

3 And it is very difficult for us to centinue this

4 line of questionin; without eventually jeopardiring

5 ourselves, in the sense that we don 't know what the loads

6 will be at that point without these facts that hr.

', 7 Trowbridge has been referring to.

8 CHAIEMAN SMITHS This particular consideration has

* 9 come up bafore and this is presented in a somewhat different

10 light. As f ar as objecting to a question, which seems to be

11 the essence of what you are doing, that is not your

12 prerogative. It is your counsel's prerogative, unless you

13 feel that you are personally or professionally being dealt

(~) 14 with unfairly, which I don't think is the issue here.
v

15 WITNESS TOECIVIA: No.

16 CHAIEMAN SIITH: Fron thet point of view, you have

17 to rely on your counsel to make objections.

18 However, we also, as we have indicated before,

19 have a right and an obliga tion to make sure that the record.

20 is accurate as to what you know and what you don't know.
~

21 And that is your own individual right, notwithstanding your.

22 coun sel, to make sure that you as an individual do not

23 appear in a hearing under oath and give the wrong
.

24 impression. So that is your right.

25 Is that guidance helpful to you?

O
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1 WITNICS ICRC!VIA: Yes, that's the area ! am

2 concerned about. The answers at least that I might give at

3 this stage, a t this point, may not te exactly accurate

4 because of the loading chart which we are ta lking about down

5 the line.

6 EY ME. POLL AF D (Pecu ing)

*
7 O I was not trying to question you on loading or.

8 loading sequence. I was questioning you along the lines
.

g that the purpose of the modification was te allow the*

10 operator -- to provide the opera tor the ce pability or the

11 means to energire the pressurirer heaters f rom the onsite

12 power supply, as a result of this modification and'the

13 development of emergency procedure 1202-29.

() 14 %y sir.ple question was that, if the operator did

15 lose offsite power or lost the normal source of power for

16 the pressurirer heaters, wouldn't he as a matter of course

17 proceed to enercire the pressurizer heaters from the onsite

| 18 power supply , observing the precautions of making sure that
| .

, gg he has sufficient capacity cn the diesel generators so that

20 he could power the pressurizer heaters?
l .
'

21 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) I think that question would be.

22 better a sked of someone from the operations department.

I

| 23 0 So your answer is you don't know?

l
i 24 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) I do not know.

25 Q Mr. Torcivia?

,

l
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(~} 1 A (WITNFSS TORCIVIA) ty line of thinking just
%)

2 suddenly disappeared. Would you repeat the last statement?

3 C 'J o u ld n ' t the operators, as a matter of course, if

4 th ey lost the normal source of power to the pressuriner

5 heaters, proceed to energire the pressurirer heaters from

6 the onsite power supply, observing the precautions in the

*
7 procedures of making sure tha t there was suf ficient capacity.

8 available from the diesel generator to carry the heaters?
.

9 MR. TFOWERIDGE M r. Chairman , I object to the*

10 question. But I think my objections could be taken care of

11 by Mr. Pollard. There are several, it seems to me,

12 assumptions implicit in !r. Pollard's question.

13 One which has not been established is that this

() 14 procedure 1202-29 governs the accident situation, as opposed

15 to the simple loss of power situation. That was not in the

16 second statement of the question, but it was in the first

17 statement of the question.

18 There is another -- there is another assumption
.

19 implicits that Mr. Torcivia is a proper or Mr. Shipper is a*

20 proper individual to discuss at what point you would put the
.

21 pressurizer heater on. You will recall testimony before*

22 this by other witnesses that a minimum of two hours and.
I

23 perhaps a good deal more might be passed bef ore you would

24 need to call on the pressurizer heaters, assuming you wanted

25 to call on them, for natural circulation.
1

1
1

' ()
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1 And 6r. Pollard's question, it seemed to me,

2 assumed an immediate operator connection, which these

3 witnesses don't -- that is not their tsstimony, nor their

4 expertise.

5 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

6

* 7,

8
.

* 9

10

11

12

13

-
(] 14

C
v

15

16

17

18

.

19.

20
e

21*

22

23

24

25

O
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(a~h
1 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Mr. Pollard, as I followed the

2 question, which was difficult -- I think I was able to
1

3 follow it it seems the questien is almost a truism. I
--

4 think I could have almost answered the question.

5 Fat the trouble is, as Mr. Trowbridge points out,

6 that all of the assumptions are somehow not surfaced. So I
*
. 7 don't know if Mr. Torcivia can honestly say he doesn 't know,

8 nor could Mr. Shipper say that he does know, because
,

*
9 implicit in that are all of th e assumptions that he may or

.

10 may not know about.

'

11 But is the question, is it borderinc on a trusim

12 as f ar as the actual practice is concerned? You begin with

13 the q ualification , "normally," and then you go on from

14 there.

15 MS. WSISS: I don't know what you mean by

16 "trusim." We think it is obvious. That is perhaps why Ia.

17 troubled. We think the answer to it is obviour. .ut I must
1

18 say I am troubled by the objections.'

.

. jg CHAIRMAN SMITH. It is the mischief that can be

20 caused by th a t type of a question, because both people are
.

21 put on the spot. Mr. Torcivia, I suspect, feels he knows*

22 the answer to the question, but he doesn't know what all of

23 the ramifications might be. And the same way with !r.

-
24 Shipper. I think you could have two reasonable,

25 well-informed people answer the question entirely

ALDERSoN REPoRTINJ COMPANY,INC,
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( 1 differently, and what does the record demonstrate?

2 MS. WFISS: I ouess I really don't follow what you

3 are saying.

4 CHAIENAN SMITH: Let 's go through the question

5 again very slowly. If it is important to you, let's carry

| 6 it through.
!

| * f MS. WSISS: We think it is important, bewause we.

l

8 think it shows a distinction between pressurirer hea ters in

! * 9 a situation in which there is a loss cf off-site power or

10 need to energire safety loads from the emergency buses and

11 all other nonsafety loads which are shed. For thar reason,

12 ve think it is important.

13 We don't think they are all in the same

() 14 situation. The nonsafety loads are shed, but the emercency

15 -- b u t the pressurizer heaters are then reconnected. We

16 think -- the questions we are askin; are simply tryiraq to

17 get at that: Isn't it the case that all of the nonsafety

18 loads are shed, but that then, in the normal course of
-

,

i ig events, the pressurizer hecters are reconnected?.

20 CHAIPMAN SMITH: There you are, you see. What the
.

* 21 normal course of events is may be one thing to .Mr. Shipper,

22 wh a t the normal course of events is may mean another --

23 MS. WEISS: Let's just take --

24 CHAIBMAN SMITH: More often or not, isn't it 3

25 truism, you lose it and you put it on?

us
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1 MS. WE!SS: I think it's correct, and that's why I

2 can't understand --

3 DR. JORDAN: Can 't you ask the witnesses to assume

4 the carrectness?

5 25. WEISF My next instruction to P.r. Pollard was

6 going to be to assume that. As I say, I am troubled when I

* 7 hear objections. I would think it is something that the.

8 Licensee would stipulate to, and tha t raises questions in my
9

* 9 mind that perhaps the record isn't absciutely clear on it.

10 CHAIEMAN SMITE: You are buildinc blocks very

11 carefully , a nd you are beginnine with the fundamentals.

12 Okay?

13 MS. WEISS: Yes.

O 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: to you understand the question,
v

15 Mr . Iorcivia ? Do you have the question before you?

16 WITNESS TORCIVIA: If I understand the question --

17 I hope I understand the question -- my answer tc the

18 question, the way I understand it, would be: If the

19 capa city is a vailable to the operator, in ny opinion, and hee

20 vishes at that time to put on the pressurirer heaters tor
~

21 whatever reason, he is free to do so. That is the only*

2

22 answer I know to the question.

23 CHAIEHAN SXITH: I think the question goes one

24 step further, though, and tha t is normal -- and you can take

25 " normal" any way you want to, because it wasn't qualified --

/'3
\m/
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! 1 "Kormally, would he do it?"

2 WIT. NESS IDECIVIA: He has other avenues available

3 to him. I don't know if he would normally do it.

4 E! ."E. P3LLARD:

5 C A'e either of you aware of any other emergency

6 procedures for Three Eile Island Unit 1 setting forth how to

* 7 go about connecting any other nonsafety load to the diesel,

8 generator buses other than the pressurizer heaters?

* 9 A (WITh7SS SHIPPEE) : myself am not familiar with
,

10 the emergency procedures at Three Mile Island Unit 1.

11 A ( WIT.'iESS TORCIVI A ) My only answer to that vculd

12 b e : As we snow it righ t now, th e re are about 1500 of them.

13 Cf those that I am aware of, I don 't think I know of any
!

I']N 14 that specifically pinpoint in the same manner. I really
\-:

|

| 15 dca't. Haybe there is; I don't know.

16 C Have the plant designers ever come to you before

17 and asked you to verify that the dieeel generatcr had

18 suf ficien t ca pe. city to carry another nonsafety load.?

I
*

| 19 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) As I peinted out before, not.

20 only have they been coming to me unofficially to find out,

1
* 21 but several months ago a specific procedure was set up that|

.
22 no loads were to be put on the diesel and -- without my

23 personal signature to the requert.

I 24 How, I want to make it very clear that I am not
i

s

i

j 25 questioning what the type of leads are in terms of what they

| CD
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1 are doing, but rather the KW involved and the nature of the

2 load if it happens te be one that requires certain

3 engineering considerations f rom an electrical point of

4 view.

5 E! MS. WEISS:

6 C ! am not sure that you heard the question. Maybe

* 7 you did. The question was whether the mechanical people or.

8 the systems designers have come to you before with respect
,

* 9 to a nonsafety load and asked you to verify that the diesel

| 10 generators are capable of ha ndling that load during a loss

11 of off-site power or any other transient or accident?

12 A (WITNESS TOBCIVIA) Ma y I repeats Irrespective of

13 whether it is a safety or nonsafety, any load that is put on

() 14 the diesels will come to my attention at one point or

15 another.

16 C Correct. And do you know whether any of those

17 loads that have come to your attention, where the systems
:

18 people have said to you , "Tell us whether this can be

19 carried by the diesels during a loss of off-site power or*

20 any other accident or transient," have been nonsafety
.

21 loads?*

| 22 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) Of late? My recollection f or
|

| 23 th e past few months has been that most of those loads have
|
| 24 been mostly connected with communications, for additional
1

1

25 communications and sore hydrogen --

| (~%~

\_);
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N 1 ('41tnesses conf erring)

emergency lighting. I don't knew if I am2 --

3 answerine the question. I am piontin; out the types of

4 loads that have come up lately. Now, regardless of the type

5 they are, we make as complete a review as we know how to

6 make, to arrive at the loads at tha t particular time when

* 7 that load j s required.
,

8 0 The answer is, am I correct, that you don't know?
.

O It is simply not part of your job to know whether a load is*

10 nonsaf ety-crade or safety-grade when ycu are approached by

11 the systems engineers?

12 A (WITNISS TORCIVIA) I don't know -- I don't think
'

13 I would be honest in saying I don't know. I normally vill

() 14 ask. Now, they may not give me an answer. It may be

15 saf e ty-grade a t the time they give me the answer and then

16 revert back to a nonsafety-grade. I may not know it then.

17 But-I normally ask, "What type of a load is this? Is it

18 safety-grade load, and when will you require it," and so
.

. 19 f0rth*

20 (Counsel for UCS conferring)

* 21 MR. POLLARDa We have no further questions of

22 these witnesses at this time.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 5r. Adler?

_
24 ME. EOSEET ADIER: 3r. Dornsife has come

25 questions.

'
i

)
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/~' 1 RECECES EyAMINATION
C)

2 FY E. DOENSIFE:

3 0 If you will, look et UCS Exhibit 19, on page 13,

4 procedure 1202-29. There is some confusion in my mind about

5 the ES signal and its effect on the pressurizer heater

6 feeder breaker. If you lock at the note at the bottom of

*
7 page 13, it says -- you have the procedure?.

8 "An ES sional will tri p the pressurizer hesters
*

*
9 off the bus but will not lock them out." roes that imply

10 that as soon as the pressurizer heaters are tripped by an ES

11 signal, you can then reload them on the bus, or do you have

12 to bypass the ES signal in total to allow relosding of the

13 bus? I don't think that is clea r f rom that description.

() 14 A ('dITFESS SHIPPEE) I think in previous testimony

15 we have brcucht out the fact that when the ES sional trips

16 the pressurizer hea ters, either the accident condition mr.st

17 have gene away, th e accident signal is no longer present, or

18 th e Es would be bypassed, would have te be bypassed, in
.

19 order to manually reload the pressurirer heaters..

20 C Sefore the criteria are met for bypassing the ES
.

21 signal, if the operator would try to put the pressurizer*

22 heaters on the ES bus, they would just trip right off e:ain;

23 is that correct ?

24 A (~4ITNESS SHIPPEE) That is correct. I think that

25 was brought out in testimony before Christ:as.

OG
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(} 1 0 From that standpoint, they are ne different than

2 any of the other nonessential loadr? They can be all

3 manually loa ded the same way?

4 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) That's correct.

5 C If you lock a t the list of loads, then, at the top

6 of Page 13, did you testify, Mr. Torcivia, that they were

*
7 nonessential loads?.

| 8 MR. TBOWERIDGE: I object. We have just been
.

' *
9 through an explanation by i.r. Tercivia that he -- it is not |

10 his function to Knov whether they are safety-grade or

11 nonsafety-grade. The definition in this procedure, the

12 title may be "non e ssen ti al . " If we are going to start

13 getting into the importance to safety of these loads, I
t

() 14 object to the question. If that is not Mr. Dornsife's

15 intention --

16 CHAIEZAN SMITE: I thought he just wanted help on

17 what had been the case.

( 18 !s that your purpose, 5r. Dornsife? You are
I ,

e jg trying to have your memory of what was actually testified to|

20 refreshed ?
.

21 ME. OCENSIFE. The witness had said he thcught thet *

|

22 loads ware nonsessential because they weren't automatically

23 loaded on the diesel.

24 WITNESS TORCIVIAs I sure hope when I use the word

25 " nonessential," I mean they weren't necessary. If they

(.
i
i
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:

' 1 weren't, they better get out of there. They certainly are

2 essential in the sense that they wouldn't be there if they

3 weren't. If I make myself clear.

4 PY ME. DOENSIFEs

S C Is ycur testimony still that they are not

6 automatically loaded on the diesel, all of these loads are

*
. 7 manually loaded?

8 A (WIThESS TORCIVIA) Out of that list, there are
.

* 9 probably one or two that are automatically loaded. I can

10 see this first cne over here, AME-15-A, that would be

11 automatically loaded.

12 0 Tha t 's the point I was making. If you lock at the

13 Pestart Feport, the tahle on question 1-E, AFE-15-A is

O)(_ 14 loaded a utoma tically , and I believe airo ANT-18, the

15 emergency control roor fans, are airo automatically loaded.

16 Fo there are at least two on there that are automatically

17 loaded on the diesel.

18 hy last question thens If the manual loads thati

.

* 19 are in question on 1-3 of the Festart Peport, the list at

20 the bottom of the -- you have that question -- the manual
.

21 loads that are indicated there?*

22 A (WITLESS TORCIVIA) On the Restart Ecport?

23 0 Right. Are there any precedures which cover their

24 loading onto the diesel?s

25 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) They are talking about --

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(} 1 0 Thines like instrument air compressors, spent fuel

2 pump, control building emergency supply fan, the manual

3 loads indicated in Table 3-1.

4 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) I hope on pace -- no paga
'

5 nu mb er -- th e next page, thsre is a list of notes.

6 0 Torrect. Yes.

*
. 7 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) You will notice that those

8 notes ref er back to the chart here where there should be a
e

* 9 column marked " Notes." I hope that will clarify as to the

10 type of information that we have had as to when those

11 particular loads go on.

12 For example, I4ote 7 says: "tanually started loads

13 within 30 minutes with or without an ES actuation." Things

() 14 of that nature.

15 MS. WEISS: Could we have an identification of

16 where you are?

17 MR. CORNSIFE: Supplement 1, Part 1 of the Restart

18 Peport, question 3, talking about Table 3-1 of that report.
.

* 19 MS. WEISS: We need to get a copy of that.

20 BY M3. D3RNSIFE
.

21 0 My question isn't covered by the notes. *y*

22 question isa Is there a precedure , f or exan ple, question 6

23 -- my question doesn't concern looking at the loads --
_

24 question 8 says " Manually started loads continue upon diesel

25 generater ca pacity." Is there a procedure similar to the

O
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1 procedure in 1202-29 fer these other leadr?m

2 A (i'ITNEFS TORCIVI A) There ar? 1500 procedurec.

3 There rust be one, but I don 't know what it is. That is a

4 future job that we have

5 C You would expect that there would necerssrily be a

6 procedure for each and every one of these manual leads

', 7 similar to this procedure verifying the capacity of the

8 diesel generater prior to starting those loads?
9

e g A (WITNESS TOECIVIA) I am sure there must be one,

10 but what it is ! don 't know.

11 0 Your testimony is, then, that you don't know

12 whether in f act there are procedures but that there

13 necessarily should be procedures which cover loadin; all

() 14 those loads on the diesel to ensure the capacity is not

15 exceeded; is that correct?

16 A (WI! NESS TORCIVIA) That is correct.

17 Q In your responsibility, you would probably be the

18 one that would at least verify, look at those particular
.

. 19 loads and verif y they did not exceed the diesel capacity; is

20 that correct?
.

* 21 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) I see wh=t you maan. Yec,

22 yes, yes. At no time is a diesel to be overloaded teyerd

23 th e 3000 KW. Within those limitations, that 's correct.

24 0 I cuess my next question is Obviously, you would

25 probably go back now and m ake cure then those loads are in

-

)
ud
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(} 1 fact covered by precedures?

2 A (WITNESS TORC VIA) While you have been talking, I

3 have been trying to think who to accign that whole job to,

4 whirh is coing to be a ronstrous one.

5 MR. 00RN3IFEs I have no further questiCns.

6 CHAIR 5AN 5%ITH: r. Cutchin?

*
. 7 MR. CUTCHIN: I have no questionc of the

'

8 witnesses, Mr. Chairman.
t

* g CHAIR?.AN SMITH: 'f r . Irowbridge.

10 "R. TE0WBEIDGE: No further questione.

11 (?oard conferring)

12 FOAED EXAMINATION

13 EY DE. JOED Ah :

() 14 0 "r. Shipper, you may not be the right witness for

15 this. I think I have mentioned before that I have observed

16 in IEE Bulletin 7901? Supplement Number 3 cf Octcber 24,

17 1980, which has to do with the environmental qualification

18 of Clare 1 equipment, item 1E reads as follews: "Ihe
.

39 qualification info:mation for equipment required to achieve.

20 and maintain a cold shutdown condition must te submitted not
21 later than February 1, 1981."*

22 Do you know whether the pressurizer heaters are

23 included as part of that equipnent referred te in this ICE
.

bulletin?24

25 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) 'y answer to that is: Yes, I

|
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(} 1 do happen to know that the prescurizer heater ir not

2 included in that February bulletin. I say that with tongue

3 in cheek f or f ear tha t I may be asked further questions

4 within that area for which I am not qualified to do so.

5 Sov, the reason ! do know --

6 0 You ray it is not in cl ud e d , the prescurizer heater

*
. 7 is not included as part of it?

8 A (WITNISS TOPCIVIA) No, it will not be included in
e

* 9 the February report.
.

10 C That, I think, ir as far as : vill try te go with

11 you, because I do realize that would be outcide the cccpe of b

13 your expertise.

13 ! vould like, however, to warn the Licensee that I

() 14 intend to pursue this as to whether the Bulletin Number 3,

15 in fact, doesn't require the pressuricar haater: to be

16 qualified . But I think it is cutside the scope of these

17 gentlemen and something to be thought about later.

18 Just a question or two, summarizing your
.

19 testimony. Do you believe that the methods of automatic*

20 circuit brea kers f or disconnecting the pressurizer loads,
.

21 the pressurizer hea ters in case, say, of a failurs, a shcrt,*

22 does meet the requirements of the reg guide, tha appropr'''.

23 reg guides, Eeg Guide 1.757 Do you believe that the

24 requirements of 1.75 are met with respect te the pressurizer

25 heater?

(~%
O
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1 A (WIT"ESS TORCIVIA) As Hr. Pollard has indicated

2 in soma of his examinations, I was not a member of that

3 committee in raking it up; and, therefore, I can only put
4 into it my int-rpretation of what the intent was.

|
'

5 C I am talking about Reg Guide 1.75.

6 A (WITNESS TORCIVI A) I am sorry.

', 7 0 That's all right.

8 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) Which one are we talking

I-

,

9 about?a

|

10 Q Reg Guide 1.75. Don't you refer to that?

11 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) Yes. Reg Guide 1.75.

12 0 You say you weren't a member of the committee:

13 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) We are talking about 1.75, is

14 that correct?()
15 0 Yes. I thought you were confusing it with the

16 IEEE 373-
-

17 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) Oh, no, no. I am rarely

indicating that not having been a member on the committee to
18

19 develop this reg guide, I can only put my interpretation as
e

to the intent of it. And based on my interpretation of the
20

* 21 reg guide, I honestly believe that we fulfilled the intent

22 of that reg guide.

C That's all I wanted to know.23

FY CHAIREAN EMITH:24s

0 hr. Torcivia, would you be sure that ycu are
25

.
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(a~'h
1 referring to the reg guide issued by the staff, the Nuclear

2 Regulatcry Commission, as compared to the IEEE standard that

3 has also been discussed in connection with 384-1977, is it?

4 The reason I ask you to be sure about that is you are

5 talking about being a membar of the committee which wouldn't

6 normally be the case on a reg guide. That is why ! vould

*
. 7 hope *--

8 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) ! an referring to section 3 of
a

* g Reg Guide 1.75, which is what we have been discussing

10 mostly.

It C I var just somewhat confused about your reference

12 to being on the committee, not being on the committee. And

13 I just want to make sure that you have correctly identified

() 14 the document you are referring to, that's all.

15 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) Yes, my reference to bein; on

16 the committee is that I wasn 't there.

17 53. WEISS: Did ycu say section 3 cr section C of

18 the reg guide? I wasn't sure I heard.
.

* 19 WITNESS TORCIVIA: Section 3. Isolation devices.

20 All the way down.
.

21 DR. JORDAN Page 1.75-2, the second column under*

22 C, regulatory position, we have Roman numeral I section 3,

23 isolation device. And tha t's what you 're ref erring to?

24 WITNESS TORCIVIA: Yes. And with particular

25 reference to the tripping of the main breaker and so ferth

. - (~)v
|
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1 and so forth, would cause a loss of emergency power.

2 BY DR. JORDAFs

3 C And you say the basis of your saying that is you

4 have both overcurrent protection and undervoltace

5 protection? Is that correct ?

6 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) That is one basis. If I may,

', 7 may I read this? And this is the portion that we are

8 referring to, and, hopefully, ! don't read it out of
u

9 context: " Tripping of the atin circuit breaker would causee

10 the loss of emergency power to redundant divisions of

11 equipment. It is recognized that proper breaker-fure

12 coordination would preclude such an event. However, because

13 the main breakers are in series with the fault and could

() 14 experience momentary occurrences above their set points, it

15 is prudent to include the uce of interacting devices

16 actuated only by fault current as acceptable devices for

17 isolating non-Class 1E circuits from Class 1E as associsted

18 circuits. "
.

19 0 Yes..

20 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) Acain, I say my interpretation

a 21 isa The undervoltage device is one device that is tripping

22 ou t not through directly the current elements of the breaker

23 but through, in this care, a shunt trip. So that is

24 disassociated from the current.

25 dy other feeling is that even if we lost the main

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 circuit breaker which was feeding the control centar, we
(}

2 would not be ceing up to tha diesel itself, we would be

3 tripping out one section of the transfcrmer, one section of

4 the loads to the diesel. I don't know if I am making mycelf

5 clear. We are just tripping out one section, which on

6 Figure 1 would be that main circuit breaker.

'. 7 0 Yes, that is the main breaker just below the

8 transformer.
o

*
9 A (WITNESS TOECIVIA) We would have a failure of the

10 mein f eeder breaker. And in addition tc that, the next

11 breaker that would trip out would be the main breaker.

12 C Yes.

13 A (WITNESS TORCIVIA) At that point, we are not

() 14 losing the power, the diesel itrelf; we are losing that one

15 bus, bus 15.

16 C \re ycu sayinc tnen that you have not just one

17 breaker, you have two breakers which protect the diesel?

18 A (WITNESS TORCIVI A) Yes. The main feeder breaker
! =

19 backed up by the main breaker.'

|
! 20 C All right.
! .

21 A (WITNESS TORCIVI A) They are both qualified*

22 breakers.

23 0 Now, with respect to the ether nonsafety loads

|
24 which may be loaded onto the Class 1E power supply, I don't

!

{ 25 really want to get back and relitiga t e the design of the
|

|
.

! /'T
U
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1 original plant. But in your opinion, ere there other loads

2 protected in the same way, or ir there any need te protect

3 these other loads in the same way -- and I am referrine to

4 the isola tion devices ?

5 A (WITNESS SHIPPER) Those loads are all protected

6 by qualified circuit breakers.

. 7 0 But are they douoly protected according to the Reg
,

8 Guide 1.75?
*

. 9 A (WITNESS SHIPPEE) When you ray " doubly

10 protected," you mean breakers in serier?

11 A (WIT:iESS TORCIVIA) I think perhaps, Dr. Jordan --

12 I hope I am in terpreting thir right -- you must te thinking

13 in terms of the undervoltaga relays which are a separate

14 signal?{}
15 C Yes-

16 A (WITNESS TOECIVIA) No, they are not.

17 0 Ic there any reason, logical reason, why they

18 shouldn't be protected? Is there any reason, I might say --

19 perhaps you won'$ rather answer the other way that you--

,

20 need both current and voltage in order to protect the

21 pressurizer heaters? Do we 'eed current and voltage for the
| .

.

1

22 others ? Is there a dif f erence ? Is there a difference in

23 the load that makes it sensible to protect the pressurizer

24 heaters with undervoltage as well as current, but not the

25 other, not the other loads?

,

i
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1 A (WITNESS TOBCIVIA) Dr. Jordan, you are asking me-

\J 2 an engineering quection. I must answer that based on an

3 engineering judgment. It is my honest judgment that in the

4 particular case of the pressuriner heaters, they were put on

5 there in an effort to further satisfy this 1.7. I was

6 instrumental in putting them on.

. 7 The reason I say that is that I feel the
e

' 8 coordination that exists between -- and the selectivity that

*
. g exists -- between the main feeder breaker and the main

10 b aaker, they are so far apart from each" other that it is

11 quite, in my engineering judgment and based on some of the

12 studies that were made, that the momentary current of which

13 the reg guide is concerned with -- Under some conditions I
1

14 agree with it because I ha ve had that experience it is
}

--

15 not within the same area.'

16 Fo, such momentary currents that may develop will

17 not affect the main breaker, which is shown in Figure 1, the

18 feed to that bur 15. So, in my judgment, the relays are
i
l * 19 very, very good backup. I say this -- and I hope I am not

,

20 introducing something out -- in addition to the undervoltage

*
21 relays, we have also provided ground fault relays within,

22 that circuit.
23 Now, again, in my judgment, from an engineering

24 point of view, the type of equipment we are talking about is
.

25 far more susceptible to a ground fault condition than it is

;

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 to a bolted short circuit, which we have heen discussincg
)

2 here. Those ground fault relays will normally detect small

3 undercurrents that develop and will normally take care of

4 faults which may develop as a result of even a

5 phase-to-pha se condition which eventually turns into what we

6 term a " ground fault condition."

. 7 Those relays are set at a very low level to trip
e

8 out; and althouch they are actuated by a current, they will

g trip out through a shunt trip, which is exclusive of the*
.

10 breaker current element.

11 0 Are you saying that it is more likely that you'

,

12 have a short to ground than from terminal to terminal in the

13 pressurizer hester?

A (WIT 3ESS TOECIVIA) '41th the type of equipnent we(} 14

15 are talking about, in my engineering and personal equipment,

16 YeS+

17 0 ! see.

DR. JOEDAN: I have no further questions.-

18

CHAIFMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss.*
ig

e

MS. WEISS: We have no questions.
20

CHAIEMAN SMITHS Anything f urther hy anyone?
21.

(No response.)22

CHAIEMAN SMITH: You are excused, gentlemen.
23

24 Thank you very much.

(Wita sses excused)25

O
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<-s 1 CHAI?'AF SXITH: I want to report that I had a
s ~.

( '/'
2 telephone conversation with Ps. Bradford. I told .ser that

3 her Contention en filters wculd be heard as early as
.

4 tomorrow afterncon, Thursday, January 26th. I explained to

5 her that we have not ruled on the testimony of Dr. Peyaa.

6 She asked when we would. I caid we don't know, we are still

. 7 considering it. She said then, "Does that mean thare is no
C

8 need for Pr. Eeyea to be present?" And I ra id that is up to

*
. 9 her whether he is present or not, but it ir we are no t--

10 scheduling his testinony. ! peinted out that ether

11 Interveno rs ha ve had technical *advicers, but it ir entirely

12 her judgment. We don't reguire him to be present.

13 She said that she would be present. She stated

( ~'s 14 that she hasn't been receiving tranceripts. I told her they
' ._ i,
s

15 were stopped. She wanted to know who stepped t h e,t . I told

16 her it was a result of the General A cco un tin g Office. She

37 objected that I did not infor: her of that. I told her to

18 come to the hearing and make her arguments.

', 19 If there is nothing further, we will adjcurn until

20 1 00 p.m.

21 (Whereupon, at 11: 51 a.m., the hearino was.

22 recessed, to reconvene at 1.00 a.n., this same day.)

23

24

25

O
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1 AFTEENCON SESSICN

2 (1812 p.n.)

3 CHAIFZAN eMITH Are we ready to proceed?

4 2R. TCUPTELLOTTE: I have one preliminary matter.

5 After our discussion last night I talked with Mr. Easdekac

6 once again this corning, and there are two points that he

* 7 wished to make and make clear. The first is that if UCS,

8 wishe3 to talk to him, he would be happy to do so, but he
e

* g wishes to ma ke it clear tha t he does not want to do this as

10 a private citiren but as an NRC staff member, with

11 appropriate members of the staff present. In pa rticular, h e

12 thinks it advisable that I be there.

13 The second point he wanted te make, wanted me to

,) 14 convey to the Eoard is that he has presented the best way he

15 knows now the position that he bas, which is a mora or less

16 generic position but which may or may not -- may have

17 applicability to TMI-1. He suill does not have a desire to

18 appear, although he will a ppear if requested.
.

, gg He believes that if the Eoard has a question about

20 what he has precented to them, he would like to have a
e

* 21 specific question directed toward wha tever subject matter it

22 is that the Board is concerned about and then have the
23 oppo rtunity to respond to that in writing. And, of course,

24 if the Eoard alco wishes him to appear, he would do that,

25 but he would also like to ha ve some f ocus in his appearance. !

|
i.

.
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1 That is the information I have to pass on. I will |

2 also discuss this with hs. Weiss and see if we can work out
3 some arrangement to meet with UCS and Mr. Ba sdekas. I told

4 him that UCS was concerned about his acility to speak openly

5 and freely with the staff present, and he indicated that he

6 had had no difficulty in the past speaking openly and freely '

1

7 with any mem ber of the staf f present and he didn't feel like.

8 that was a partirular problem now.
l

,' 9 CHAIEdAN SMITH: Do you have any comment, Ms.

I
10 Weiss?

1

1
11 MS. WEISS: No. :

l

12 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Does anyone have a comment? |

13 (No response.)

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything else, Mr. Tourte116tte

15 or anybody? Ms. Weiss?

16 MS+ WEISS: No-
|

17 Mr. Polla rd has already been sworn, Hr. C'i air m an ..

18 Whereupon,

*
19 ROBERT D. POLLARD,

,

20 recalled as a witness b y counsal f or the Union of Concerned

* 21 Scientists, previously having been duly sworn by the,

22 Chairman , was examined and testified as follows:

23 MS. WEISS: We have distributed to the Poard and

24 reporter copies of a documen t en titled Direct Testimony of
.

25 Robert D. Pollard on Eehalf of the Union of Concerned

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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i
,

1 Scientists regarding UCS Contention Number 4, dated

2 Se p tem be r 15, 1980.

3 DIEECT EXAMINATION.

4 SY MS. WEISS: s

5 C Would you direct your attention to that document,
i

6 Mr. Follard? It consists of an outline and 13 pages of
:

* 7 testimony.
e

8 MS. WEISS: I don't know if the reporter's copy

*
g contains the sta temen t of qu a lifica tion s . The copy which I.

10 have does not. I have just noticed that for the first

11 time.

12 THE REPORTER: No.

13 BY MS. WFISS: (Recuminc)
,

(} 14 C With the exception of the outline, are you the

| 15 author of the document?

16 A Yes.

17 0 hre there any corrections which you wish to make

18 in it?
,

|
'

i 19 A Just one, on page 4-7, the third line from the,

20 bottom. The page number now reads page 2.1-7. It should be

21 pag 4 2.1-7(b).

22 C That correction has been made on the copy which

23 the reporter has.

24 A Yes.
4 s

25 C With M at correction, is the testimony true and
;

*w

I
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1 correct to the best of your knowledce and belief?

O
2 A Yes.

3 MS. WEISS 4 Mr. Chairman, I move that the Direct

4 Testimony of Robert D. Follard en behalf of the Union of

5 Concerned Scientists regarding UCS Contention h be adnitted

6 into evidence and bound into the record as if read.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are there any objections?
.

8 (No response.)

9 CHAIEMAN EMITH: The testirony is received and*
,

*

10 vill be incorporated in the record.

11 (The Direct Testimony cf Pobert D. Pollard on UCS

12 Cont ention 4 followns)
,

13

14

15

16

17

18

', 19

20

* *

| 21.
1

22

23

24
.

,

!
25

O
'
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OUTLINE - DIRECT TESTIMONY

O ON UCS CONTENTION No. 4

While not requiring pressurizer heaters to conform with all

safety-grade criteria, the Staff and Met. Ed. propose to connect

the heaters to the onsite emergency power supply, in an apparent

attempt to meet GDC 17. This testimony explains the proper appli-

cation of the single failure criterion and demonstrates that.

connection of the heaters in the manner proposed compromises the

e' emergency power supply by making it vulnerable to a single failure.

The testimony also demonstrates that the proposal violates GDC 17.

In addition, it relies to an inordinate degree on operator action.

Finally, no showing has been made that the TMI-l onsite emergency

power supply is qualified to start and operate with the additional

} load.
This poses undue risk to public health and safety.

.

9

6

b

O

-
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UCS CONTENTION NO. 4

Rather than classifying the pressurizer heaters as

sa fety-grade, the staff has proposed simply to add the pressur-

izer heaters to the onsite emergency power supplies. It has
,

not been demonstrated that this will not degrade the capacity,

capability and reliability of these power supplies in violation*
,

of GDC 17. Such a demonstration is required to assure protection

of public health and safety.

|
In my testimony on UCS Contention 3, I discussed the

\ %J
reasons why the pressurizer heaters must be classified as

safety grade and must, therefore, meet the Commission's

General Design Criteria. I will now address the reasons
j

why the use of non-safety grade heaters violates General

~ Design Criterion 17 and degrades the capacity, capability.

,

and reliability of the onsite emergency power supplies.

General Design Criterion ~i7 requires that the onsitee

i 6

l electric power supplies and the onsite electric distribution
!

system "have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability
i

|
to perform their safety functions assuming a single failure."

|

The design described in Section 2.1.1.3.1 of the Restart Report

1

:
!

_
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l
|

4-2
|

I~
\_)l

1

|

violates this requirement because a single failure can result

in loss of both onsite emergency power supplies. To explain

this statement, it is necessary to first explain the requirements

of the single failure criterion.

The single failure criterion requires that a safety system
*
e

be capable of performing its safety function in the presence of

any single detectable failure within that safety system (or its.
.

essential auxiliary supporting systems or another safety system) i

concurrent with all failures resulting from the single failure,

all undetectable failures, and all failures that caused or

were caused by the accident that requires operation of the

safety system. Performing an evaluation to determine whether

O a system meets the single failure criterion involves the following

steps:

1. Identify components that are not safety grade,

e.g., not seismically and environmentally

qualified in accordance with GDC-2 and 4,,

e
not physically and electrically separited as

required by GDC-17 and 22, or not protected,

s
against fire as required by GDC-3.

2. Assume that each non-safety grade component

fails if its failure adversely affects the

safety system or assume it operates if its

O

_- - - .
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operation adversely affects the safety system.

3. Assume that all failures which can cause or
I

can be caused by the accident requiring the
I'

safety system to operate have occurred. I

4. Assume that any other single failure has occurred
_

*
and then determine whether the safety system

being evaluated can still perform the required.
*

,

^

safety function.

Applying the single failure criterion to the TMI-1

onsite power supply considering the proposal to connect non--

safety grade pressurizer heaters to that power system yields;

1

the following:

O 1. A safe shutdown earthquake occurs and causes

! a reactor shutdown and loss of offsite power.

This requires use of the onsite electric power

system and the pressurizer heaters to assure

decay heat removal by natural circulation.
,

*

2. Because the heaters are not safety grade, it

must be assumed that the heaters are damaged,
,

k<

for example, short circuited.;

3. As called for by Met Ed's procedures, one group
i

of damaged heaters is connected to one of the

two redundant emergency power supplies and the

1

O
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O
short circuit results in loss of that power

supply.

4. The other redundant emergency power supply is

also unavailable as the result of a single

failure, such as the diesel generator failing
.

I O
to start.

S. The result is that the onsite power supply is. .

.

unable to perform its safety function because

both redundant divisions have been lost, one

as the result of a single failure and the other

as the result of the failure to require safety

grade pressurizer heaters.

O ,

The foregoing is intended to illustrate only one example

of how the use of non-safety grade pressurizer heaters can degrade

the TMI-1 onsite emergency power system. Similar analyses can

be done for other events such as a fire in or affecting the

pressurizer heater circuits or a small steam or reactor coolant,

,

leak creating an environment which fails the heaters. The

results of those analyses will be the same - loss of both.

h
redundant onsite power supplies. Of course, each event also

results in loss of the pressurizer heaters as a means of main-

taining the reactor coolant pressure necessary to establish

natural circulation.

_..

.
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O
The only disagreement that I foresee from the Staff

and Met Ed concerning the foregoing analysis is whether a fault,

such as a short circuit in the pressurizer heaters or their

circuitry, will result in loss of the emergency power supply.

The reason there may be disagreement is that the Staff

and Met Ed may claim that the non-safety grade heaters will*

be isolated from the safety grade onsite power supplies in
,

.

accordance with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.75,

" Physical Independence of Electric Systems." Based on my

experience participating as a professional member of the

Staff in the development of Regulatory Guide 1.75 and serving

as the NRC's representative on the nuclear industry committee

that developed IEEE Standard 384, which is endorsed by Regulatory

Guide 1.75, I conclude that such claims are without merit.

In fact, statements contained in Met Ed's Restart Report and

the Staff's TMI-1 Restart Evaluation refute any claim that

the design complies with Regulatory Guide 1.75.
e

On page 2.1-5 of the Restart Report, Met Ed claims that*

"[t]he 480 volt circuit breaker is the isolation device between
a

*
Class IE and non-Class IE portions of the design." Met Ed*

*
Emphasis added. The terms Class IE and non-Class.IE are
equivalent to safety grade and non-safety grade.

O

_
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O
also attempts to describe how the use of an undervoltage relay

to detect a fault and open the circuit breaker connecting the

non-safety grade heaters to the safety grade power supply will

remove any endangerment to the power supply caused by a fault

in the pressurizer heater circuits. In addition, on page
~

.
2.1-5a of the Restart Report, Met Ed attempts to describe how

the fault protection on the circuit breaker feeding power to.
.

*

pressurizer heaters "will be fully coordinated" with the

fault protection on the main circuit breaker supplying power

to the safety grade bus. (The latter circuit breaker is not

shown on Figure 2.1-4 of the Restart Report. If it were,

there would be an incoming circuit breaker above bus IP and

another above bus 15.) Thus, Met Ed's position is that

protection of the emergency power supplies is achieved by

the provision of a circuit breaker that would open to prevent

loss of the onsite power supply in the event of a shorc

circuit in the pressurizer heaters. The circuit breaker would
,

.

be opened either directly by the fault current or indirectly

by an undervoltage relay sensing an effect (i.e., undervoltage),

-

of the fault current.

*
A circuit breaker generally includes a method of detecting
high current through it that causes the breaker to trip
open. These devices can be selected to adjust the magnitude
of current and the time the high current persists needsd to
trip the breaker. The word " coordinated" means that when
two (or more) circuit breakers are connected in series, the

() breaker closer to the load will open on a smaller current than
the breaker closer to the power source.

.
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O
In contrast, Regulatory Guide 1.75 states that:

" Interrupting devices actuated only by fault current are not

considered to be isolation devices..." (Regulatory Guide 1.75,

Regulatory Position C.l., emphasis added.) The Regulatory

Guide goes on to explain that " coordination" of circuit
.

.
breakers was fully considered in developing the position.

|

| It also explains that for a circuit breaker to be considered.

I
*

| an acceptable isolation device, it must be opened by " a

signal other than one derived from the fault current or its
,

effects...." (Regulatory Guide 1.75, Regulatory Position

C.1, Basis). Thus, the inescapable conclusion is that the

I
TMI-1 design does not comply with Regulatory Guide 1.75. ,

O Neither the " fully coordinated" breakers nor the undervoltage

trip derived from the effects of fault current is an acceptable

method of preventing a fault in the non-safety grade pressurizer

heater circuits from causing a loss of the safety grade power
*

supply..

.

. Met Ed's " Safety Evaluation" of the design is contained
!

I on page 2.1-7$of the Restart Report. Met Ed acknowledges,.
1 -

I however reluctantly or tentatively, that a fault in the non-

safety grade pressurizer heater circuits will cause the loss

.

*
The example of an acceptable trip signal given in Regulatory
Guide 1.75 (an accident signal) is inapplicable in this
instance. That signal is incapable of protecting the onsite
power supply against a heater fault.

I

-
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V

of the 480 volt ES system to which the heaters are connected.

In the face of that correct statement, the only realistic way

I can explain Met Ed's conclusion that the design is acceptable

is to conclude that Met Ed either does not understand or chooses

to ignore the requirements of the single failure criterion
,

.

and the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.75. I will now

address the Staff's position, which reflects the same basic*
,

misapplication of the single failure criterion, and then

explain the fallacy in both positions.

Although " Clarification" item 6 (Restart Evaluation,

page C8-6) references Regulatory Guide 1.75, the Staff never
!

discusses how these provisions are met or states a conclusion| g-}
N_-

as to whether it has been complied with. My opinion is
**

that, in view of the language of position #4 on page C8-3

(incorporated in the Commission's Order of August 9, 1979)

and the reference to Regulatory Guide 1.75, compliance with

Regulatory Guide 1.75 is mandated..

On page C8-7 of the Restart Evaluation, the Staff takes
,

!

note of Met Ed's procedural " prohibition of energizing the two*

l

*

Clarification item 6 states "The Class IE interfaces for
main power and control power are to be protected by safety-
grade circuit breakers."

Position #4 states " Pressurizer heater motive and control|

power interfaces with the emergency buses shall be accomplishedi

through devices that have been qualified in accordance with
safety-grade requirements."

|
|

,

j _ _
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O
heater banks simultaneously." The Staff also states the

'

following: "The concern with simultaneous energization of

both heater banks is that the electrical separation of the

heaters within the pressurizer and the heater cables leading

to the pressurizer are not sufficient to assure the required

independence of the two emergency power supplies." This

,' statement is presumably based on the Staff's recognition

that the TMI-l design does not provide safety-grade isolation

devices between the non-safety grade heaters and the safety

grade onsite emergency power supply. If a safety-grade isolation

device were provided, there would be no concern about energizing
,

both groups simultaneously. Thus, the Staff recognizes that

a fault in the heaters can cause the loss of the emergency

power supply. Therefore, one must conclude that Regulatory

Guide 1.75 is not met.

Furthermore, the Staff, either by misunderstanding or

disregarding the requirements of the single failure criterion,*
,

apparently concludes that, if only one heater bank is connected

to the emergency power supply, a heater failure and the resultant*
,

loss of only one emergency power supply will leave the redundant

emergency power supply operable, thereby (in the Staff's view)

meeting the single failure criterion. This is the same reasoning

apparently adopted by Met Ed. Both err in not recognizing that:

O

__ . . - - - - . .
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(
1) the heater failure must be assumed at the outset because

the heaters are not safety grade; 2) the power supply connected

to the heaters must be assumed to be lost because the " isolation

device" between the heaters and the power supply does not meet

Regulatory Guide 1.75; and 3) the other onsite power supply

must be assumed to be inoperable because of a single failure.

Thus, the conclusion that the TMI-1 design does not meet the.
.

single failure requirement of GDC-17 is compelled.

Another reason why the connection of the pressurizer

heaters to the onsite emergency power supply degrades that

safety grade system is that operator action will be relied

upon to connect the heaters to the emergency power supply,

N and to disconnect other loads to prevent overloading the

emergency power supply. Relying upon the operator to perform

more actions needed to protect the public as a result of the

TMI-2 accident, which was caused in part by incorrect operator

action, is inconsistent with the lessons to be learned from
,

that accident. Furthermore, if the objective is to provide

" substantial additional protection to the public health and
,

'
safety," then disconnecting other loads from and connecting

the heaters to the emergency power supply should be done

automatically as required by GDC-20. Relying on operator -

action is both unnecessary and unsafe. It poses the risk

O

-
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O
of operator errors that could result in failure to establish

natural circulation and/or in loss of the emergency power supply

due to overload.

I will discuss one other way in which the TMI-l design

degrades the emergency power supply. Met Ed has not performed
~.

any qualification tests to demonstrate the reliability and

capability of the TMI-1 onsite emergency power supplies to,

,

start and operate the loads added as a result of the lessons

learned fram the TMI-2 accident. Periodic tests are not a

substitute for qualification tests. Proper qualification

requires that a reliability goal be established and that tests

then be performed to demonstrate that the reliability goal

O- is met or exceeded.

Met Ed stated that the reliability of the onsite emer-

gency power supply "has been demonstrated by monthly surveillances

since TMI-l began operation in 1974." (Answer to UCS Interrogatory

391. Met Ed also stated that: 1) the monthly tests were for,

.

the purpose of demonstrating both the reliability of starting

the diesel generators and the reliability of carrying the.

.

required loads; 2) no specific reliability goal has been

es tabli shed; and 3) the reliability demonstrated by the

monthly tests is not known quantitatively. (UCS Deposition

of Ronald Stevens, et al, March 26, 1980, Tr 78-801 Considering

|

(1) i

|

I

__
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these statements and the fact that no monthly tests have been

done on the modified design, no basis has been presented to

support Met Ed's conclusion that the requirements of GDC-17

are met. Similarly, since the Staff has advanced no reliability

goal nor proposed any qualification tests on the modified
.

.
design, there is no basis for determining that the requirements

of GDC-17 are met..

.

I conclude that, in the absence of adequate qualification

testing, it has not been demonstrated "that the capacity,

capability, and reliability of the emergency power source

(diesel generators) is not degraded as a result of implementing

the capability to supply selected pressurizer heaters from ...
7s
\ <

the emergency power source when offsite power is not available."''

(NUREG-0578, page A-3) . I also conclude that it has not been

demonstrated that the requirements of GDC-17 are met and,

therefore, TMI-l should not be permitted to restart.

In summary, my testimony has shown that connection of
,

.

the pressurizer heaters to onsite power supplies in the manner

proposed compromises the emergency power supply by making it.

.

vulnerable to a single failure as defined by NRC practice.

Met Ed's proposed method for " isolating" the emergency power

supply from the non-safety grade pressurizer heater circuits

is unacceptable; it does not meet GDC-17, Regulatory Guide

9

-
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1.75 and Position #4 of the Commission's requirements for

upgrading the heaters. In addition, Met Ed's proposal relies
,

improperly on operator action. Finally, no showing has been

made by either Met Ed or the Staff that the TMI-1 onsite

emergency power supplies are qualified to start and operate

*
the loads added as a result of the lessons learned from

TMI-2, including pressurizer heaters. In my opinion, it is
,

clear that the Commission's regulations have not been meti

and that TMI-1 cannot safely be operated under these circumstances.

1

I

I
3 i-

*
I .

|

i*
|

-

O
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1 25. .' FISS : I have distributed to tne Scard and
J

2 th e reporter tv0 additional docc:ents. The first is

3 Eegulatory Guide 1.75, Fevision 2, September 1975, and the

4 title is Ehysical Independence of Electric Systems.

5 SY EF. WIISS: (Feru:ing)

6 C Is that :egulatory Guide 1.75 the document that is

7 referred to in your testimony?.
.

8 A Yes.
i

"
. 9 55. ?EISS: I ve tid like te have that arked fer

10 identification, and my records show that would be UCS 2c.

11 (The docu:ent referred te was

12 marked UCS Exhibit 29 for

13 identification.)

14 MS. WEISS: The second docu:ent is nine pages is

15 length, includin; a title page, stamped at the to; right,

16 "Eeceived September 2E, 1979," entitlef Feport in Pesponse

17 te sEC Staff Eecc:nended Eequirements for Festart cf Three

18 Elle Island Nuclear Station Unit 1, Met. Ed/0FC. There is

19 handwritten below that, "Br=ssurirer Featers - Word Changes*

4 .

20 - Amendient 22.,

*
21 EY ES EEISS (EESO:iAG)..
22 0 Is that in your handwriting?

23 A Yes, it is.

24 0 Now, the decurent contains nine pages, some cf
, s

25 which are labeled at the botto: right, Amendment 19, and

.

~

l

5
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(~)T
1 some of which are labeled Amendment 22. Could you please

%
2 explain the nature of the document and what it contains?

3 A I had prepared my direct testimony on UCS-

4 Contention 4 and served it on September 15th. !, of course,

5 used the version of the re sta rt report which existed at that

6 time. Subsequently, by letter dated October 17, 1990, under

* 7 the signature of an H.D. Hukill, H-u-k-i-1-1, Eet Fd,

8 transmitted Amendment 22 to the restart report.
-

*
9 So, for purposes of explaining ny testimony I have

10 put togather the pages which existed at the time I prepared

11 my testimony, and those are indicated by a diagonal line,

12 and put together the corresponding pages frem Amendment 22.

13 Although the page numbers don't match, the substance of the

A
(_) 14 information on the pages do correspond.

15 Of course, also on the pages with diagonal lines

16 are some other markings and notes that I had made in my copy

17 of the restart report, as well as some marks I added to the

18 pages on Amendment 22.
*

19 C Have you considered the chances made in Amendment.

20 22, and if you have, have they caused you to change your

21 testimony in any way?

22 A I have considered the amendments and there are no

23 changes in my testimony as a result of Amendment 22.

**EISS . Mr. Chairman, I would like te have24 MS. *

25 this document marked for identification as UCS Number 30.

O
s_J

.
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(~) 1 (The document referred to was
%/

2 marked UCS Exhibit No. 30

3 for identification.)

4 MS. WEISS: We expect both of these to be |
!

5 discussed rurther durinc the questioning and we vill move j

| 6 for their admission af ter the conclusion of the testimony.
l

*
, 7 I have some rebuttal questions.

8 BY MS. WEISS: These which follow relate to the

* 9 Licensee' c testimony of Joseph A. Torcivia and Paul J.

10 Shipper, Jr. in response to UCS Contention Humber u

11 (connection of cressurizer heater to diesel). Maybe I

12 should add, although it is probably unnecessary, if you feel

f 13 the need at any time to use the easel to explain anything,

() 14 please feel free to do so.

~

15 Let me first direct your attention to page 3 of

16 Licensee's testimony. At the beginning of that page the

17 language is as follows: " Contrary to UCS Contention u, this

18 modification does net degrade the emergency busses in

* 19 violation of GLC 17."

20 I would also like you to look on page 4 of the
,

.

* 21 Licensee's testimony, the second full paragraph. The.

i

! 22 language is as follows: " Diverse means of tripping the

23 pressurizer heater loads f rom the safety-related busses are

' - 24 provided to assure that the capacity capability and

25 reliability of the safety buss to supply power to safety

!

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 loads is not degraded ," and these diverse trips are thens

2 listed.
to that?Do you have a response

3

A
I dissgree with the testimony that this does not

4
17 because the designdegrade the busses in violation of GDC5

6 does in fact not comply with the previsions of Fegulatory

7 Guide 1.75. In particular, position C.1 of Begulatory Guide
*

takes pt.rticular exception to Section 3 entitled8 1.75
Isolation Devices of IEEE Standard 384-197L by stating that

.
.

9

the isolation devires, the definition or the use of it
10

" Interrupting devicesshould be supplemented as follows:
it

12 actuated only by fault current are not considered to be
context of this decurent."isolation devices within the13

xl The regulatory guide then goes on to explain in
14

IFIE Standarddetail the basis for this exception to
15 some

384-1973 It points out that in preparing the regulatory
16

the staff took full censideraticn of breaker17 guide,
full censideration of trips derivedIt took18 coordination.

e
from fault currant, such as undervoltage.'

39

It pointed out that the breakers that trip on the
20

signal other than one derived from fault.

receipt of a
21

or its ef f ects -- f or example, an accident signal --
22 curr ent

breakers would
23 are acceptable since the downstream circuit

already be isclated from their respective power sources'

24
no threat to these

25 under accident conditions and could pose

_

t
s'

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 sources."

2 In contrast, the licensee's testimony in j

3 attempting to establish that they have not d eg ra d ed the

4 on-site power supply lists on page - and continuing on page

5 5 the diverse trips. I prefer to go through them in reverse

6 order.

* 7 The trips labeled 3 and 4 on page 5 of the
,

8 licensee's testimony are trips of circuit breakers based

. 9 directly upon the fault current. This clearly is not an*

10 acceptable trip, given the provisions of Regulatory Guide

11 1.75.

12 Trip number 2 on page 4, the low emergency buss

13 voltage trip, is clearly a signal derived from the effect of

14 the f a ult current. This was, of course, illustra ted , I()
15 think, be st by the edditional sheet that was handed out by

16 Mr . Torcivia demonstrating the voltace versus time and

17 current versus time cha racteristics under a fault condition.
3o likewise trip number 2 is not an acceptable

18

19 trip within the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.75.*
.

DR. JORDAN: *4 ou ld you mind -- I k now you said it
20

21 but I couldn't find it at the moment -- referring me to that
.

particular section of 1.75 wnich says the voltage trips that22

23 are derived f rom high currents are no t acceptable?

THE WITNESS: It is in the basis section on page
24

25 1.75-2, the second caragraph. Breakert that trip on receipt

O
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC, .

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 of a signal other than one derived from the fault current or

2 its effects. The undervolta ge trip for the main feeder

3 breaker for the pressurirer heaters in Three Mile Island

4 Unit 1 is clearly a signal derived fro: the effects of the

5 f ault curren t. It is the fault current itself which causes

6 the voltage to reduce, and therefore that is an effect of

*
. 7 the fault current, which is not a type of trip which is

I
8 acceptable within the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.75.i

*
9 DR. JC3 DAN: Thank ,you.

10 THE WITNEES: And finally, that first trip is

11 perhaps the one that has caused the most con f usion in terms

12 of whether or not it complies with Regulatory Guide 1.75.

I 13 It is an accident signal which is utilired to trip the main

( feeder breaker of the pressurirer heaters. If the breaker14
|

| 15 subsequently recained open, that is, the main feeder
,

16 breakers were not reclosed later by either bypassing the

17 accident si;nal or the accident signal being removed, then

18 the design would comply wi th Regulatory Guide 1.75.

19 That is, when this regulatory guide was written,a

20 and I think the basir makes it q uite clear b y the

21 continuation of the words that the reason the accident*

22 signal is acceptable is because the downstream circuits

23 would already be isolated from their respective power

sources under accident conditions and could pose no threat24

25 to these sources, clearly, once you closed the main feeder

|
,
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to thebreaker, once again the heaters do pose a threat
1

s At that pcint the only sienals2 on-site power supply.
3 available for tripping the breaker on a fault current are
4 either the direct fault trips listed in items 3 and 4 on

the licensee's testimony or the undervoltage trip5 page 5 of

6 listed in ite: 2 on page a, and neither of those trips,

either individually or collectively, satisfy the
7

8 requirements of Reg Guide 1.75.

DR. JORDAN: You bring up points that I probably,

.

9
but since you bring them up,should have asked the Licensee,10

I vill ask you. Now, first of all, what is the logic
11

wherein an ECFA9 signal, a trip based on that signal is of
12

13 value in, say, a loss of of f-site power, which is perhaps

14 the most usual requirement, is it not, for the pressurizer

heaters? In other words, the only time you would get the
15

a break.16 ESFAS signal is during
THE WITNESS: Well, that is, of course, one of the

17

we -- I keep vanting to say we -- I am no
18 reasons that

gg longer ?. part of the staff. The 3eg Guide was writtene
'

signal in parentheses as an example of20 putting the accident
an acceptable cignal. The actual wordir 3 " breakers that,

*
21

signal other than one derived fromtrip on receipt of a
22

fault current or its effects."
That is the main requirement.

23
where you

Now, under the conditions you postulate
24

loss of of f-site pow?r, in the designs I am25 simply have a

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., W ASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 564-2345
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(} 1 familiar with and also based upon that testimony of .Mr.

2 Torcivia and Mr. Shipper, I think TY.I-1 is quite similar,

3 that when you lose off-rite power you receive an

4 undervoltage sicnal which sheds all the loads from the ES

5 buss except for sor.e minor ones like he mentioned down at

6 the 120 volt level, and th en the diesel generator

* 7 automatically sequences on those safety loads which are.

8 needed for the event of loc of of f-site power.
*

*
9 In that rase also we have a sicnal trip in the

10 nonsafety loads, which is not derived from the fault current
I

11 or its effects.

12 DR. JOEDAN: I a r. confused, then, as to what I

13 thought an ESFAS signal wa s. I believe the Licencee said it

| () 14 was a sional that was gotten when the reactor pressure went
,

! 15 down to 1600 pounds or the con tainm en t pressure went up to 4

16 poun ds. That was the ESFAS signal.

17 THE WITNESS: Yes, but we also lea rned that there

18 is also an undervoltage rela y which has been added.

.

19 DE. JCEDAN: But that is not part of the ESFAS, is*

20 it, in your understanding?
.
* 21 THE WITNESS: No, it's not, Dr. Jordan. Let ne

22 see if I can explain two separate sequences of events.

23 Let's juct t ak e th e sim ple case of a loss of off-site power
_

24 with no ES cignal. That is, the reactor pressure does not

25 decrease below 1600 pounds nor does building pressure ao

~
s.

(-
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1 above e pounds.

O
2 Under those circunstances without any faults yet,

3 the undervoltace relay which trips the nain feeder breaker

4 and the undervoltage relays wh_ch trip the other nonsafety

5 loads de sa tisf y the re quirements of Fequlatory Guide 1.75

6 in that they are not tripping the breakers cpen based or

7 either the fault current or its effects..
6

8 Now, we have the nonsafety breakers up and the

/ 9 heaters at this point can pose no threat to the engineered

10 safety feature power supply, which is, of course, needed tc

11 power those safety lor.ds that keep the plant in a safe

12 condition resulting from the shutdown and icss of eff-site

13 power. k'e still must r eno ve decay heat.

14 Now, at this point everything is fine. We now

15 connect the pressurizer heaters to buss 1-P or 1-E and

16 subsequently have a fault. There is ne signal available

17 other than ones derived frem fault current or its effects te,

i

18 isolate those breakers. Therefore, it does not meet F. e q

* 19 Guide 1.75.
,

20

*
21

o

22

23

24
_

25

C
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1 Let me take now a different sequence, where we

2 have not only loss of offsite power, but also an accident,

3 an EE sicnal. Under these circumstances, originally you

4 have two signals which comply with Reg Guide 1.75. k'e h a ve

5 the undervoltage signal which is responding to the loss of

6 offsite power because we have no voltage on the bus, and we

7 have the ES signal tripping the non-safety loads.

I
8 The diesel generator then picks up automatically

9 those loads required to cope with the accident. It is only
,

,

10 when you subsequently recloce the main feeder breaker that

11 the design would then violate Reg Guide 1.75, because at

12 that point, in order to reconnect the heaters, you must have

13 bypassed the EE signal or it has been removed, in which care
~

14 we now have encineered saf ety f eatures to cope with the

15 accident .''

16 We aise have the pressurizer heaters connected to

17 the EE power supply, assuming there wa s suf ficient capacity

18 to do that. We now postulate a fault in the pressurizer

19 heaterc. There is no signal available other than those

20 derived from fault current or its effects to isclate the
21 pressurizer heaters..

e

22 That is the basis for my conclusion that it does
,

23 no t meet Reg Guide 1.75 under either the circumstances of a

24 simple loss of offsite power or a combination of less of

25 of f site power with an accident.

I

_
,
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1 DR. JCEDAN: I think I see now. Thank yeu.

2 BY MS. WEISS: (Fesuming)

3 C let me s"3k this question. For the first sequence

4 that you postulated, the less of offsite power sequence,

5 without a break or without an ES sequence, what would

I
6 activate the undervoltage relay? j

7 A Simply the loss of offsite power. It would not be,
.
- 1

8 a fault that would actuate it. The result of the less of

, 9 of f site power actuates tne undervoltage relay.
=

i
.

10 C Could you explain, please in terms of the logic of

11 electrical engineerino, why trips based on fault current or |

12 deri ved f rom fault current are not acceptable as isolation i

13 devices?

14 A The reason why Regulatory Guide 1.75 was written(g
%.)

15 this way is exactly the same reasons behind the position

16 expressed in Reculatory Guide 1.6, which was UCS Exhibit

17 27 When you have a fault, the effectr of that fault

18 current are felt everywhere throughout that circuit at the

19 same time. This does cause an unacceptable influence on the.
i.

20 saf ety portion of the power supply, and that is why we took

* 21 exception that if you have a fault current throughout the
e

22 whole circuit, that this fault current could result in

23 tripping the upstream breaker, even though, breaker

24 coordination, if it worked properly, that would not be the

25 ef fect . The downstream breeker would trip.

l

~

[('>T
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1 Sow, if you accepted che logic set forth by Er.

2 Torcivia and ?. r . Ship pe r, then automatic bus transfer

3 switches would be acceptable because you could rely upon the

4 breaker coordination. If it failed on one side, the bus

5 would be -- the fault would be automatically transferred to

6 the redundant safety power supply, and we would have to

7 assume that the breaker coordina tion worked.
t
*

8 The staff fully considered this way back in 1971.

9 We have been presented many times with designs where
,

,

10 applicants tried to claim that th e design met the single

11 failure criteria because they had two or three or four

12 cirruit breakers in series, and they argued it was not

13 correct to postulate the failure of all of those treakers to

14 trip.
.

\~
. 15 The staff specifically rejected those arguments

16 time and time and time again, that you cannot rely upon this

17 because the fault current simultaneously affects the whole

18 circ uit , and you cannot guarantee that this will not result

19 in the loss of the safety-related portion of the power

20 supply .

''e also had some experiences where this happened"21.

a
22 in plants despi'a attempts at proper breaker coordination.

23 These are not very accurate devices. They are not easily

24 callibrated. They can very eacily change their set point

25 between periodic tests.

O
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 Tne staff en halance, in wei;hing the advantagesi

i i

s_/ 2 of tute:atir hur transfer devices and poverinc non-safety

3 equiprent frc: safety power su;;11es against the

4 disadvantages of potentially cc:prc: icing the independence

5 hetween power supplies and of ec: pro sing tha reliability

6 cf safety power supplies, we con cluded that we shculd

7 prohihit the use of isolation devices which rely sciely upon
| e -

h'

8 fault current er its effects.

DE. JOEDAN: Are you ;cing tc ask him what isI 9 -
.

! -

|
10 pernitted?

11 MS. WE!EE: Oc richt ahead.

12 DE. JOEDAN: If you cannet :=1y en either fault

13 current er its effects, what else is there?

14 THE W!TNEES: You are hasically asking me, how can
I

''
15 ve satisf y Contention 4 ?

16 D?. JOEDAN: Yes, go ahead and design one.

17 THE WITNESS: There are several ways that :he

18 Licensee could acco:plish its etjective of trying to improve

j 39 the power availability to the pressurirer heaters without,

|
'

2c violating Eag Guida 1.75. You can either put in an

L1 isolation device, such as an 1:pedance transformer --.

d

! 22 DE. JOEDAN: Such as a what?
t

| THE WITNESE: Mr. Torcivia sectioned a23

24 high-impedance transferner, a current li=itin; transforcer.
i
,

DE. JOEDAN: Is that what that ancunts tc, thei 25
t

/%
i
5

I N,

,

;
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1 same thing?

'

2 THE WITNESS: Yes. Eut you would have to add one,

3 so that if you had a fault on the presruricer heaters

4 themselves, you would have to have a transfer somavhere -- a

5 transformer between bus 1-T and th e hea te r itself , so you

6 could have a fault in the heater and not have any effect on

7 th e voltage on the bus 1-P or 1-P..
i

8 You have an isolation device which meets the

,' 9 definition that it prevents unacceptable influences. The

10 breaker coordination, ra t' er tha n preven ting , ettempts to

11 remove the unacceptable influence af ter it has occurred.

12 That is one way.

13 Another way, of course, is to upgrade the

14 pressurizer heaters to safety-grade. Therefore, under those{}
15 circumstances -- I'r not getting into Contention 3. By

16 upgrade to safaty grade I mean make ther environmentally

17 qualified, tested and so on.

IS Under those circumstances, then, we could only

19 postulate the fault on one bus. Therefore, you could at*
,

20 most result in loss of one F.S pcVer supply, just as if you

21 had a fault in a high pressure injection pump that could*

a

22 itself result in loss of one EF power supply. You would not

23 then be permitted, under the single failure criterion, to

.

24 postulate a f ault in the redundant one.

The diffsrence being, in the design at Three ?.ile25

ns-
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,

1 Island Unit 1, underneath the single failure criterion you

2 can po stula t e f aults in non-saf ety equipment and still

3 postulate a single failure in a safety power supply under

4 those conditions. You could result in total lors cf both

5 1-F and 1-S.

6 That is one way. You could rake the pressurizer
.

. 7 heaters safety grade. Another way -- of course, doing that
,

| 8 would also accomplish the objective under UCS 3. But that

.' 9 is a separate consideration.

10 Another way you co uld do it is you could add to

11 Three Mile Island another power supply onsite and use that

12 power supply to supply elect rici ty to the heaters during the

13 event of loss of of f site power.

(~ I don't know if I have exhausted all theL)' 14

15 possibilities. I am sure there are ways to power equipment

16 on the Three Mile Island Unit 1 site without jeopardizing
i

| 17 the reliability of the engineered safety feature power

18 supplies.

*
19 DR. JCRDAN Thank you.

.

| 20 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

21 0 Mr. Pollard, still on page 4 of the licensee 's

| 22 testimony, the beginning of the first full paragraph
i

23 contains the following statement, quote: "THI-1 emergency

24 procedures specify that only one group of pressurirer heater

25 be connected to an emergency bus at any one time." And the

O'

V
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1 sentence continues.

O 2 Do you have any comment on that?

3 A In my opinion, the reason that the licensee has

i 4 had to write the precedures to require that only one grcup

5 of hea ters be connected at a time is because they themselves

6 recognire that a fault in the heaters could result in loss

7 of one ES power supply. I think this can be illustrated
,
.

8 quite well by UCS 30.

e g At the time I wrote my testimony, there was a page
,

10 in the restart report, which ,is the first page af ter the

11 title page in UCS Exhitit 30, labeled page 2.1-6, amendment

12 18. The last sentence on that page said, quote: "The

13 undervoltace relays will initiate tripping cf the 490-volt

14 ES circuit breaker feed to the pressurirer heaters and

15 thereby remove any endangerment caused by that circuit."

16 !. o w , when they revised the restart repcrt --

17 C' 'ake sure they havc read it first..

18 DR . JOREAN Thank you.

, gg (Pause.)
. .

THE '4 ION ESS : "The undervoltage relays will20

21 initiate tripping of the USO-volt ES circuit breaker feed to*

e

22 the pressurizer heaters and thereby remeve any endangerment

23 caused by that circuit."

24 The endangerment being referred to is, cf course,
s.

25 the ES power supply, if you read the whole paragraph in

-

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 context.

2 Now, when they revised the restart report -- the

3 next p' age in UCC Exhibit 30 is page 2.1-7, arendment 22.

4 Now the corresponding introductory paragraph says:

5 "The design prevents a nalfunction fault on the

6 pressuriner heaters from causing unacceptable influences on

7 the ES system."
'.

8 They removed *he phrase "any endangerment.".

e g BY MS. WEISS: (Eesuming)
.

10 Q Oculd you indicate where on the page that line

11 appears?

12 A It is the second paragraph under Section

13 2.1.1.3.1.2, " Design Basis."

14 Similarly, changes were made in the paragraph

C~J)
15 antitled "Sa f ety Evalua tion," which is the last two pages of

l
t

! 16 UCS Exhibit 30. The original page or the page that was
|

17 current at the time I wrote my testimony is labeled 2.1-75,

18 amendment 18. The second or third full paragraph on the

e 19 page, entitled " Safety Evaluation," in the middle of that
_

j 20 pa ragraph there was a sentence which sta ted , quote: "Taking
,

21 into account the single failure criterien, faults on the BOF-

22 syst em will at most cause the loss of one 48 0-volt ES

23 sy st en . "

24 When they revised the restart report, the
.

25 corresponding pa ra g ra ph , which is now on page 2.1.7c,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 amendment number 22, now it says, quotes "The design
,_

U 2 prevents a malfunction fault on the pressurizer heaters f rom

3 causing unarceptable influences on the EE syster as

4 praviously described."

5 I think, rather than clarifying what has happened

6 here, in the restart report is come word engineering

7 designed to obfuscate the fact that a fault on the
.
.

8 pressurizer heaters can in fact result in loss of one

,. 9 480-volt ES bus.

10 0 Let me direct your attention to page 5 cf the

11 Licensee's testimony. There is language quoted from

12 Regulatory Guide 1.75 towards the bottom of that pace. The

13 lancuace is as follows, quote:

14 "Also, the susceptibility of non-Class 1E loads

15 energized from redundant Class 1E power sources to design

16 basis events (e.g., seismic events) could similarly threaten.

17 th e red unda n t main (bus) circuit breakers."

18 Does the quoted lancuage support the manner in

19 which the Licensee has provided isolation of heater loads.
.

20 from emergency buses?

(Pause.)21-

.

22 A No, it does not support that. If you read in

23 context the entire basis for position C-1 in Reguletory

24 1.75, the point was that even for seismic events, by opening
, -

25 the breakers and leavinc them open, you would remove the

~

C:)
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1 possibility for non-safety equipnent threatening the ES

2 power supply.

3 It was not foreseen that sonebody would attenpt to

4 say, well, once we have isolated, we can rec 1cse it. Their

S quote from Eegulatory Guide 1.75 in my opinion doec not

6 support a conclusion that their de ign complies with the reg

* 7 guide.
,

8 0 Now, directing your attention to page 6 cf the

*

9 licen see 's testimon y , additional language from Peculatory.

10 Guide 1.75 is quoted at the top of that page, and the quote
'

11 is as follows, quote.

12 "It is recognized that proper breaker or fuse

13 coordination would preclude such an event. However, because

() 14 the main bus breakers are in series with the fault and could

15 experience momentary currents above their set points, it is

16 prud ent to preclude the use of interrupting devicer actuated

17 only by fault current" -- ellipses, and then quCte.

18 Is th? use of breaker coordination a technically

* 19 su pports ble way of isolating emergency power supplies? And.

20 if not, what is the meaning of that language?

e
21 (Pause.).

I
l

22 A I think perhaps I may have already answered this

23 qu estion . In the staff 's view and in my interpretation of
_

|
24 the meaninc of Regulatory Guide 1.75, that was the whole

,

| 25 purpose of writing the Regulatory Guide, tha t you could not

("%
"

; u-)
I

|
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1 rely on a device as an isolation device which was actuated

2 only by fault current or its effects, because such a device

3 does not prevent unacceptable influences en the ES syste:.

4 And as I said earlier, it was a weiching of the

5 advantages versus the disadvantages. We conclude the

6 disadvantages in terms of reduced reliability or reduced

* 7 independence of ES systems, that it sould be precluded from
*

,

I

! 8 using such devices and calling the: isolation devices.
' .

9 I think the way to sun up is that the design*

10 proposed by the licensee for Three Mile Island Unit 1 in

11 this particular case of connecting the pressurirer heaters

12 to the onsite power supply, it directly violates the

13 principles underlying not only Eegulatory Guide 1.75, but
I

l

I~s)' 14 also Regulatory Guide 1.6.
r %_J
,

| 15 The staff carefully considered this use of treaker

16 coordination of undervcitage derived f ror f ault current and

17 concluded it could net be relied upon as an acceptable way

18 of isola ting non-safety equipment fror safety busas.

? 19 0 let te refer you back in th e testimony , in tha

20 lice nsee 's testimony , to page n, item number 2 under the
,

e
21 general headinc of " Diverse Trips," botto: of the page. On.

|
|

22 the very last line, in fact, the language appears as fellows.

23 "Three underv,oltage relays are provided, any one

24 of which will trip the pressurirer heater 1cade f rc the

25 emergency bus when the voltage level indicates that that

u

a
,
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1 ca pa bility is jeopardired."

2 Is there any particular advantage to having three

3 undervoltage relays?

4 A In my opinion, no. And I see no evidence that

5 there is any advantage presented in his proceeding. All

6 three of those undervoltage relays are acting to trip the

. 7 same circuit breaker, the main feeder breaker.

8 The design would be, in my view, perhaps just as

* 9 adequate with one undervoltage relay as three, unless you.

10 did some sort of an analysis to demonstrate that the weak

11 link wac the undervoltage relay rather than the breaker

12 itself, because you could always postulate a f ailure in the

13 breaker, in which case it wouldn't matter how many

14 undervoltage relays were telling the breaker to trip, the
;

15 breaker is not going to trip.

16

17

18

* 19,

20

*
21,

|

22

23 |

24

l
25 i

1

)

O
|
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(~T 1 C let me direct your attention now to page 7 of the
V

2 Licensee 's t es t imon y , the item, the para gra ph la beled "E,"

3 the f ollo win g languages "ihen required, only one croup of

4 pressurizer heaters are powered from one emergency bus at

5 one time. The connection meanc precludes interconnection of

6 emergency buses or interconnection 5f a BOP bus with an

; 7 emergency bus."

8 My question to you iss Even if only one set of

'
9 heaters is connected at a time, does that provide protectione

10 against losing emergency power to both sets of engineered

11 safety features?

12 A No, it does not. Once again, it must consider the

13 assumptions which f orm the bases for saying that the

() 14 single-failure criterion is an adequate criterion. The

! 15 assumption, the starting point for the single-failure

16 analysas, is that you must postulate the event, such as loss

17 of off-site power, you must postulate the failure of

18 nonsafety equipment, and then -- and the effect of the

* 19 failure of the nonsafety equipment and only then do you.

20 apply your postula ted single f ailure of the safety

e
21 equipment.-

22 So that under the circumstances of the single

23 failure being one diesel generator failing to start, a

24 postulated additional fault in the pressurizer heaters is

25 not two failurer, it is a required postulation. And since,

'
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1 under these circumstances, the only devices available to

2 isolate the heaters f rom the bus are devices either based

3 directly upon fault current or its effects, it would recult

4 in loss of the other ES bus, resultino in total less.

5 So I d on 't think it is significant that only on?

6 croup of heaters is being connected at a time. The desion

e 7 still violates the provisions of Reg Guide 1.75. And,
,

8 theref ore , I conclude it violates the requirements of GDC 17

.' s to not degrade the reliability of the on-site power supply.

10 DR. JORDAN: I believe you addressed that directly

11 in your testinony. Isn't that true?

12 THE WITNESS: There may te one exseple of a

13 scenario I went through in my testimony that may give

() 14 similar information.

15 DP . JORDAN I was thinking of pages u.: and 4.3.

16 TRE WITNESS: Yes, where I went throuch the

17 assumption of the single-f ailure criterion; that's correct.

18 I don't think we point out there , a t least explicitly, that(
| t jg I don't think it 's significa nt that only one group of
'

.

20 heaters is connected at a time.
*

21 DR. JORDAN I see. All richt.
.

22 BY h3- WEIES8
1

23 0 Now to rhange the subject a bit, back to paga 4 of

, 24 the Licensee's testimony, ! vould like you to address

25 yourself to a sentence that has received a fair amount of

I

($)
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g-~ 1 attention in the past couple of days. That appears at the

2 end cf the first f ull pa.i,ra ph there, and I quote -- eaybe

3 I should start a bit before. ! will start at the beginning

4 of the sentence above that. "Eufficient capacity will be

5 available for the emergency diesel generator to handle the

6 pressurizer hea ter loads, as verified by watt meter

7 indications. Further, the rated capacity of the diesel has.,

8 been verified as being caphble of handling the heaters in

* 9 addition to the safety-related loads required during loss of.

10 off-site power events."

11 Do you have a response to that?

12 A I think that section f ails to address the f actors

13 of reliability. I do not think, in my opinion, that you can

'

(} 14 divorce the question of reliability f rom the loading from

15 the capacity; that is, by in crea sin g the load on the diesel,

16 even if you still remain eithin the rated capacity of the

17 diesel's generator, you have had an effect on the

18 reliability of that power supply.

19 If you take a case where you are operating the*
.

20 diesel generater at 2600 KW and you increase the loading to

* 21 3000 KW, you are still in both instances under the 2000-hour
.

22 ra tinn , but you have, in effect, had some effect on

23 reliability.

24 CHA!PMAF EM!TH: Is that a straight linear

25 ef f ect? The more the load, the lest the reliability? Or is

.
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1 there a curve where reliability is affected, perhaps

2 flattened out, let's say, at a diesel genera tor c perating at

3 extremely low speeds, low loads, is as reliable as one

4 operating at design? Or can you?

5 THE 4!! NESS: That is correct. In fset, on rome

6 diesel generators you cannot run them under no-load

7 conditions for a long period of time. Ko. I do not know-
*

i

8 the direct relationship. I am comparing a case where we
'

s have substantial load on the diesel generator and then=

10 increase it but still stay in both cases within the rating

11 of the diesel generator.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Oo you have any idea where that

13 point is? Do you have any idea what t.he rela tionship is in

() 14 increased load to reliability? Or is it just a philosophy?

15 THE WITNESS: I don't have any anrwers for you as

16 a specific mathematical equa tion that will tell us what the

17 decrease in reliability is.

18 The point I was trying to make is that you cannot

* is make the conclusion, in my view, that the addition of the.

20 pressurizer heaters has not decreased the reliability of the
e

21 on-site power supply simply by saying that the loads are.

22 within the rated es pacity.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITHS That is different, however, from

24 your other statement.

25 THE '4ITNESS : I know it's different. But the

ALDERSON REPoRTiwJ COMPANY,INC,
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fS 1 other statement is my basis fer saying that. I also, from
V

2 my experience on the staff in the time period that Three

3 Mile Island Unit 1 was licensed, my view is that we cannot,

4 from a technical point of view, accept the fact that these

5 diesel cenerators were adequa tely qualified f or their ra ted

6 capacity at the time that Three Mile Island Unit 1 was

7 licensed..
.

8 BY MS. WEISS:'

*
9 C Do you have an opinion as to how the reliability, ,

l

! 10 of the diesels to carry this additional load could be

11 verified or could be established?

12 A I think I have di= cursed thic in my direct

13 testimony, that question on pages 4-11 and 4-12. In

( 14 gene ral, you must run qualification tests -- first, you must

I 15 establich what is the reliability that you want, what is
i

16 your reliability goal, and then run sufficient qualification

17 tests to demonstrate that that reliability goal has been

i 18 achieved .
|
'

* 19 0 Do you have before you a copy of the testimony of
,

20 the staf f 's witness on this subject, Mr. Fitzpatrick?

4
21 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Are we engaged in rebuttal of the

.

22 staf f testimony bef ore it's presented?

23 MS. WEISS: Yes. We've been doing that. Rebuttal

| 24 to the written testimony. We 've been doing that all alona.
1

25 CHAIRJAN S!ITH: I don't recall this exact

|

O
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1 sequence, but it doesn't seem inconsistent wi :h what we have-

2 been doinc.

3 MR. TF0WBFIDGE: I believe that's correct. I got

4 the answer to my qu estion.

5 BY MS. WIIES
i

| 6 0 Do you have an extra copy of it?

. 7 A No.
.

8 MP. TROWERIDGE Could we have a brief break while

* 9 we all get a hold of copies of this?.

10 MS. VIISS: Sure.

11 (Brief recess.)

12 BY MS. WEISS:

13 0 Question and answer 5 of Mr. Fi trpa trick 's

() 14 testimony relative to emergency power supply for pressurirer

15 heaters appears on page 3 of his testimony. The question

16 is: "What is the staff 's position on the UCS Contantion and

17 its bases for its position?"

| 18 The answer is: "First, the staff disacrees with
|

19 the characteriration that we have simply required addition*
,

20 of the pressurirer heaters to the emergency buses. There

* 21 are four positions and seven clarifications which must be
.

22 met in order to satisfy the staff's requirements. These are
|

23 documented on pages C8-3 and C8-6 of hDREG-0680, ' Staff's

- 24 SER on TMI-1 Restart.'"

25 Do those four positions.and seven clarifications

(~J
h

(-i

1

!
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| 1 refer to anything other than connecting the heaters to the
| u.)

2 emergency power supply?

3 7 No, they don't. They are all related to the

4 position of simply requirinc the addition of the pressurirer

5 heaters to the on-site power supply, the emergency buses. I

6 see no attempt cf the st'aff to evaluate different designs or

' 7 to evaluate different ways of assuring that this has not.,

8 degraded the on-site power supply. All they did was say you
t

* 9 should connect it, and all of the positions and| .

to clarifications relate to that position.

11 0 Have you read and considered all of those

12 positions and clarificatione, and do they change your

13 testimony in any way?

('}I 14 A No, I do not.

15 HS. WI!SS: That's all the rebuttal I have. The

16 witness ir available for cross examination.
.

17 DR. JORDAN: Before we start cross examination, I

, 18 had one question on the testimony, which was similar to the
t

19 wording of the staf f -- of the Licensee's Eestart Eeport.*
,

i

'

20 Your testimony var written at an earlier date, and

* 21 I think possibly we addressed this earlier. But on pages
,

22 4.7 of your testimony, the last sentence, which continues on

23 4.8, you say, "het Ed acknowledges, however reluctantly or'

24 tentatively, that a fault in the nonsefety-grade pressurizer

| 25 heater circuits will cause the loss of the UEO-volt ES

r
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1 system to which the heaters are connected."

2 I looked for that statement and couldn't find it.

3 Do you know where in the Rectart Report you found that?

4 THE WITNESS: The statement is not now in the

5 Re sta r t Report. It used to be a t the time I wrote my

6 testimony. I can show you where it is in Exhibit 30.

7 DR. JCRDAN: How is that?.,

8 55. WEISS: If you could just repeat that.

*
9 THE WITNESS: The statement which I make about Yet.

10 Ed acknowledging, there is no longer any reference to that

11 in the Festart Report. This is one of the word engineering

12 changes they made when they put in Amendment 22. They

13 obfuscated the fact that this was their position.

() 14 DR. JORDAN: Was that included --

15 THE WITNESS: It is in Exhibit 30, page 2.1.7E,

16 Amendment --

17 DR. JORDAN: Did you point that out to me already

18 this afternoon once?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. It is on 2.1.7B,*
.

20 Amendment 18, the next-to-the-last page on UCS Exhibit 30.

* 21 It says: "Taking into acccant the single-failure criteria,
.

22 faults on the POP system will, at most, cause the loss of

23 one 480-volt ES systes."

24 %5. WEISS: Would you make it clea r what you are

25 reading f rom ?

' (~J
h

~
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( 1 THE WITNESS: I a:' reading from the paragraph

2 labeled "Fafety Evaluation.'

3 DR. JOEDAN: Okay. You did. didn't understand4

4 it. I had not connected it up with the page on your

5 testimony. I understand. *'ha t 's fine ..

6 ME. TECWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I a m, cf course,

e, 7 prepared to proceed on cross eyamination of Mr. Pollarf.'s

8 direct testimony. I would need a conference, I think not

*
g very long, with my technical advisers to determine what, if, .

: .

10 a n y , additional questions I would have with respect to

| 11 rebuttal testimony. I think it would oe more efficient if I

12 took -- if I had the conference now and did it all at once

13 in 3 coordinated way.

() 14 CHAIRMAN SMITHS It is still e bit early for our

15 mid a f ternoon braa k. Ma ybe we can take two of them today.

16 Will 10 minutes be enough?

17 MR. TEOWFFIDGE: Fine.

18 (3rief reciss)

I 19

|
'

20

.
21.

22

23

f 24

|

| 25

O
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1 (Pause.)
|
t 2 CHAIEMAN SMITH On_the record.

3 MR. TF0W9PIDGE Mr. Chairman, I will be using my

4 cross-examination plan furnished to the Board for my

5 questions on Mr. Pollard's direct prepared testimony.

6 However, I will eliminate some of the questions, because I

7 think events and other testimony have adequately ccvered the
|

*
| 8 matter.
t

l

9 My questions will la rgely -- my crces-examina tion| ,
l =

10 will largely be confined to the questions listed under page

11 4-7 and closely ralated questions of Mr. Pellard's

12 testimony.

13 CROSS-EXAXINATION

s 14 EY EE. TROW 3EIDGEs

15 0 Let's turn to page 4-7. There will also be a

16 reference to u-0 in the course of the cross-examination.

17 MS. WEISSs I'm having a hard time hearing you.

18 CHAIRZAN SMITH: There used to be a gooseneck

19 stand on that, on that tabla. I want to point out to the
,
.

20 parties that it is available if you want to use it.

21 EY MF. TPOWLSIDGEs (Fesuming)
,

22 C On page 4-7, Mr. Pollard, of your testimony you

23 make several references to Regulatory Guide 1.75. I begin

24 by asking you whetner Regulatory Guide 1.75 does not have

25 the ususi notation in the lower left-hand corner cf the

ALDERSOs4 REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 first page that in fact Regulatory Guides are not

2 regulations or a sub s ti tute for re ulations, compliance with

3 them is not required, and methods and solutions different

4 from those set cut in the guides will be accepttble if they

5 provife a basis for findings requisite to the issuance or

6 continuance of a permit or a license by the Commission?

., 7 hy question, this Regulatory Guide in this respectr

8 is no different than other Eegulatory Guides? Do ycu agree

e
g wi th tha t?a

10 A Certainly that paragraph, you are correct, it

11 appears on all the Pegulatory Guides. I tnink in this

12 particular case, though, this Regulatory Guide is

13 specifically mentioned as part of the position civen in the

() 14 short-term lessons learned report. So that may give it some

15 other status.

16 0 Iet's turn to that, Mr. Follard. On page 4-E of

17 your testimony, you refer to position number 4 on page C8-3

18 of the safety evaluation report and to clarification item 6

* 19 on page C8-6 of the same report.

20 ME. TECWPPIDGEs Does the Board have a copy of the

.
. 21 safety evaluation report?

2p CHAIRMAN FMITE: Yes.

23 (Pause.)
.

- 24 EI ME. IROWBRIDGEs (Resuminc)

25 0 let's take position 4 first, which is quoted in

_ (
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1 full in your double asterisk footnote on page a-E; is that

2 correct?

3 A Yes.

4 0 It says -- in itself it says nothing abcut

5 Regulatory Guide 1.75; is that correct?

6 A Tha t 's correct.

7 C Now let's turn to clarification item 6 over on
.
.

8 page C8-6 of the safety evaluation report. The beginning

,o 9 portion of that clarification is quoted in the single

10 asterisk footnote on page a-9 of your testimony. But the

11 full text adds, parentheses, quote: "See also Peg Guide

12 1.75," close parentheses, quote; is that correct?

13 A Yes.
,

-

14 0 So the only reference in the position, Jtstement

15 of position or subsequent clarification to Feg Guide 1.75 is

16 the parenthetical statemen t which follows the statement

17 thats " Class 1E interfaces for main power and control power

18 are to be protected by cafety grade circuit breakers." The

19 only reference to 1.75 is the pa renthetical statement, "See.

20 also Rec Guide 1.75"; is that correct?

* 21 A I think the answer is yes, Mr. Tro w b ri d ge. My
.

22 conf usion is it sounds like you just asked r.e the same

23 question twice. If there was a difference, you will have to

24 ask me again.

25 C I think there was not a difference. I may well

\-
~

d
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1 have re;eated the same question.

2 On page 4-8 of your testimony, you draw the

3 conclusion stated in the last sentence of the paragraph in

4 the middle of p a c e. 4-6 that your opinion is that, in view of

5 the language of position 4 and the reference to Fegulatory

6 Guide 1.75, quote, " Compliance with Begulatory Guide 1.75 is

7 mandated," quote.,
,

8 Now, I ask you, what basis do you have for

.# 9 concluding simply by the reference, quote, "See aise Reg

10 Guide 1.75," quote, that there has suddenly been mandated a

11 Regulatory Guide which otherwise, in the practice of the

12 Cor. mission, is for guidance, not a regulation, not a

13 requirement, and open to substitute solutions?

( 14 A I can answer your question. I need to get one

15 more documen t.
.

16 (Pause.)

17 A. Let me see if I can go through it step by step.

18 It is quite an involved answer, but I will do it slowly.

19 0 Do it slowly, then.*

20 A First, on position u on page C8-3' of the SER, it

21 is the same, of cou '., as position 4 in the short-term*
,

22 lessons learned report, which is on page A-u of NUPEG-0578.

23 And where we are talking here is about interfacer between

.
24 the non-saf e ty heaters and the safety power supplies. And

25 the position basically on its face says, quote: "That

..

|
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() 1 interface is going to be a circuit breaker and that circuit

2 breaker shall be safety grade."

3 And then the staff published the clarification

4 which eventually showed up on NUBEG-0737. Put at that time

5 I think the only place I had known of its existence was in

6 t S. e SEE. And clarification 6 on page C8-6 of the SE3

*
7 ref erences the same interfaces.

8 From that I conclude that the clarification 6 is a

9 clarification of position 4

10 0 That doesn' t explain to me very well why you

11 conclude that --

12 A I haven't finished my answer.

13 Q All right , go on.
,_

('- 14 A Clarification 5 says the circuit breaker shall be

15 safety grade and it references Seg Guide 1.75. In order to

16 decide whether that circuit breaker is safety grade when

17 used as a3 isolation device or an interface between the two,

18 the sta f f 's practice ha s been that it must also meet the'

I
ig requirements of 1.75.

|

20 Q Let's stick for the moment, Mr . Fo llard , to the
,

r .

21 documents in volved. You have eade a number of statements,

22 particularly on rebuttal, in which you talk about staff

23 positions and staff meanings on the baris of your

24 pa rticipa tion some yea rs ago in staf f activities, some of

25 which were directly associated with the Regulatory Guide in

|

I ()
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O)(_ 1 question.

2 Normslly, I would ask you a cood deal more about

3 your qualifications to speak for the entire staff, either as

'

4 to the purpose or meaning of the Regulatory Guides. I am

5 not coing to do so now because the staff ic here. The staff

6 will be on the stand and the staff can speak for itself as

* 7 to to what 9xtent your views represent those of the staff or

8 the f ormer views, the views of the staff at the time you
*
.

9 were a member of the staff.
.

10 If your answer is based on staff experience er

11 staff actions which you claim ha ve existed, co be it. n ut

12 distinguish carefully between testimony by you as to what

13 staf f actions were and wha t one could derive simply from a

14 reading of these documents.

15 MS. WEISS: If the two can ba separated, which I

16 don't believe the premise is necessarily true.

17 THE WITNESS: let me.give you my background on the

18 staf f and then I will answer your question with respect to

19 these documents.

23 EY ER. TROWBRIDGF (Resuming)
*>

*

21 Q Has that not already been provided ? Isn't that in

22 your statement of qualifications and elsewhere?

23 A Not with respect to Reg Guide 1.75 and IEEE

24 384-1974 I don't recall. I don't think so.

25 (Pause.)

O
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() 1 A Yes. I'm sorry. It is already on page n-5 of my

2 direct te stimon y , so I needn't go into that.

3 Just working from the documents and takinc into

4 account the positions as they were stated in the short-term

5 lessons learned report, NUESG-0979, the concern was, on page

6 8-3 in particular, quote: "That careful attention be given

7 to assure the capacity, capability and reliability of the*

8 emergency power source is not degraded as a result of
.e

9 implementing the 01pability to supply salected pressurirer

10 heaters from either the offrite power source or tha

11 emergency power source when offrite power ir not

' 12 available ." Quote.

13 From that flowed four positions, one of which

(k-
w

14 required that the interfaces be qualified in accorda nce with

15 safety grade requirements, and that was then clarified by

16 position 5, which adds no clarification to tha pocition

17 except to the reference to Feculatory Guide 1.75. In other

18 words, the position itself says that pressuricer heater,
e
'

gg motive and control power interfaces with the emergency

20 buses shall be accomplished through devices that have been
.
*

21 qualified in accordance with safety grade requirements.

22 The clarification says, quote: "Clacs 1I

23 interfaces for control power and main power are to be

24 protected by safety grade circuit breakers." ~41thout the ;
1

25 parenthetical reference, "See also Eegulatory Guide 1.7","

A
V

-
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() 1 it really says not anything more than the position itself

2 said.

3 The next docunent I r= lied upon to draw this

4 conclusion that it was mandated was the restart report. On

5 the first page of'UCS Exhibit 30, it came from the restart

6 report, page 2.1-6, amendment 18. The first paragraph under
*

7 " Design Base s," th e last sen tence, quote s*

8 " Separation and isolation of Class 1E equipment
!

9 and circuits from non-Class 1E equipment and circuits will

10 he in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.75." And then it

11 goes on to say the 450 volt circuit breaker is the isolating

12 device between Class 1E and non-Class 1E portions of the

f 13 design.
~%;

,

14 It seemed to me, f rom all the information I hads

15 available to me, everyone was interpreting this correctly,
,

16 but in fact the clarification was for the purpose of saying

17 that the method of accomplishing the interface should be

18 th rough a circuit breaker and you should concider whether or
l .

*
gg not that is a safety grade device by considering the

20 requirements of the position in Regulatory Guide 1.75.
.

21 0 And from that you drew the conclusion that it was

22 the staff 's intention to mandate a reg guide without regard

t 23 to staff practice with respect to other Regulatory Guides or

24 this one in other circumstances?
A That is certainly how I phrased my direct25

(')%%-t
|

|
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1 testimony. There is no doubt in my mind that I also

2 considered my own encineering evaluation, considering the

3 statements made in the short-term lessons learned report

4 about the objectives to be accomplished and the precautions

5 to be observed in connecting the pressurizer heaters to the

6 onsite power supply.

*
* 7 And it was my conclusion that you cannot achieve

8 the objectives of not degrading the capability, capacity and
*
.

9 reliability of the onsite power supply if you are coing to

10 use a circuit breaker without conforming to Feq Guide.1.75.

It 0 Let's get to that, tha t last statement. Let's

12 take a look at Peg Guide 1.75. 'Je vill loo'< a t sentences

13 th a t have been read before, but I would like to have them in

14 sequence for this portion of the record.

15 'Je are looking, as we have before, at page 2 of

16 Reg Guide 1.75, paragraph C.1 in the second column, entitled

17 "Section 3. Isolation revice," or beginning at " Faction 3.

18 ! solation Device." And in particular ! am referring to the

tg basis expressed in the reg guide f or the position expressed

20 in that section C.1.
.
*

21 You would agree with me that the basis does state

22 a recognition that, quote: "? roper breaker or fuse

23 coordination would preclude such an event." Ouote. "Fuch

24 an event" means in this case the tripping of the main

25 cirruit breaker. It does contain that statement?

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 A Yes. I haven't been followinc you, but I assume

2 you have read th e re g guide correctly.

3 C 1 will give you plenty of opportunity to comment

4 on this.

5 It also vives only one reason why it might be,

6 quote, " prudent," quote, not to rely on interrupting devices

7 actuated only by a fault current, a5d that reason is

8 because, quote, "The main breakers are in series with the
' '

, .

| 9 fault and could experience momentary currents above their
i

10 s et p oin t s . "

11 That is also a correct statement of the content, '

12 is it not, of the basis? Those sta tements are contained in

13 the basis?
. (~)
! #

A Yes.14

15 0 Mr. Pollard, I would hope you would answer my next
|

16 series ;r set of questions on the basis of technical

17 reasoning ;ather than your interpretation of 1.75. You have

;;; testified on other occasions that it was your purpose here
I

19 no t to make legal arguments, but technical arguments.

20 And I am coing to ask you, what is the technical
,

.

21 reason for quarreling with the isolation devices which TZI-1

22 will have? And for the moment, I am going to ask you to

23 limi t the explanation of your quarrel to the two fault

24 current b reakers, the distribution breaker and the maint

[

25 feeder breaker. And you may ignore for the present any
,

O
V

i
|
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1 credit we might claim for the undercurrent -- undervoltage

2 trip.

3 But ! ask you to take into account testimony you

4 have heard that there are two circuit breakers in series,

5 both of which are safety grade except for the fact the

6 distribution breaker is loca ted in the non-seismic qualified

7 area; that the time setting that the time to trip of the--

8 -- that the trip time of the distribution breaker and the

9 trip time of the main feeder breaker are a fraction of a

10 second; and at current levels not large enough to trip the

11 main bus breaker.

12 I also ask you to take into account in your

13 technical assessment of the isolation scheme the testimony

14 that I believe you had of Mr. I:rcivia tha t even if the main

15 bus br=aker were to trip tha restoration of power to that

16 bus is a very simple action, which can be taken by an

17 operator in the control roon.

18 That is the end of the things that I ask you to

1
39 state, except I may have neglected one, and if ! did I would

20 lika to be sure that you include it, which is the time delay
,

.

21 in the tripping of the main bus breaker compared to the time

22 a t which tha distribution and main f eeder breakers would
23 trip.

24 35. '4?!SS. I don't personally remember any

25 testimony on the very simpla action required to restore

O
V
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() 1 power to the bus even if the main bus breaker were to trip.
2 It can be taken by the opera tor in the control room. If Mr.

3 Pollard remembers that, he is free to answer. Eut I do not

4 recall any testimony on' that .

5 BY MR. TROWBRIDGE: (Resumin:)

6 0 Do you recall th e testimony, Mr. Follard?
.
*

7 A It was before Christmas. As I recall, it was on

8 th e rebuttal and you asked him a question, what would
*
.

9 happen. I think the answer was that, as I basically recall,
10 you close the breaker. That's all I remember about it.
11 0 I would be glad to take the time. We can locate

12 it in the transcript, precisely what the answer vac. It

13 would take a few minutes, but I would be happy to do that.

14 Why don't we de that while you're making notes?

15 A If you think tha t is an accura te recollection, I

16 don't think that is significant one way or the other in

17 terms of my answer to the question you are askina. You can

18 look for it if you wish. I don't think I need to .
I

19 Q All right. You answer when you're prepared to.

20 A Also, I should say I do not remember, of course,
.

21 the exact trip timen of the breakers or the set points or

2'2 the time delays or the various currents. I do recall

23 generally what you have characterired as the main feeder

24 brea ker trip 's significantly shorter time than the main

25 breaker.

O
I

|e
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p
(_) 1 I do recall the testimony that the distribution

2 breaker was in a non-seismic area and no credit had been

3 taken by the Licensee for that breaker. I recall some of

4 the testimony in the testing scheme with respect that not

5 only was there no objection to doing th e tes timony , ,but also

6 that it was important enough that it ought to be a

7 requirement of the technical specifications.*

8 I also ramember some testimony giving at least an
*
.

9 order of magnitude -- not an order of magnitude, an ides of

10 th e accuracy of the trip devices being approximately 20

11 percent. I think the actual statement was that they wculd

12 not trip unless the current decreased, that the pluncer

13 would continue to move ss lono as the current remained,-,
v )
\/ within 80 percent of the set point.14

15 C I believe, Mr. Pollard, the testimony you are

16 talking about there is -- it relates tc the main bus

17 breaker, not to the --

18 A It related to any breaker which had this plunger

1
39 type of time delay. The cla rification -- I had first asked

20 the question, if the fault current was sufficient to start
,

a
21 the plunger moving, not with respect to any breaker

22 particularly. It may have been the main feeder --

23 0 It could be that -- if this is important, we can

24 get this straight in the record, too.

25 A I am just coing through this so that at least

O
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( 1 there is some indication in the record to what extent I

2 recall all of these factors that you have given me to

3 co ns id er .

4 C I think it important, if you recall portions of

5 the record differently than I do, that we get it

6 straightened out.
'

7 The 80 percent was talked about by Mr. To rcivia'

8 when I referred him to earlier testimony and asked, did he
*
.

i 9 wish to expand or correct it. And we made it very clear in

10 the course of that discussion that what we were talking

11 about was the main circuit treaker.
I don't know whether similar12 I am not saying --

i 13 tolerances exist. I am sayinc that that 20 percent

14 testimony related only to that breaker.

15 A To the msin feeder breaker?

16 0 YeS-

17 A I also recall testinony th a t during a fault en the

18 pressuriser heaters, the original testimony of the witness
%

19 was that with a voltage line to line fault that the voltage

20 would only drop down to 460 volts and then would. immediately
e
*

21 recover. It was only after being off the stand and he came

22 back and then subsequently reviced his estimate devn to 390

23 volts being the peak drop.

24 0 Your star.ement of the substantive aspect of the

25 test imony is corredt. Your characteriration of a witness

-
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() 1 who said, I can't believe that that is what the transcript

2 said, is not censistent in my view with -- that he went

3 home, came back and thought abcut it later.

4 A His original testimony was 460 volts. It was

5 after a break that that's a fact, it was after a break--

6 that this chart was produced indicating the voltage drops to

*
, 7 390.

8 C That's correct.
e

9 (Pause.)

10 A To answer your question, in the past a t other

11 plants there have been instances where, despite an attempt

12 to have proper breaker coordination, a fault subsequently

13 resulted in tripping of the equivalent of the main breaker,

14 that the reliability of devices which operate on f ault

15 current both reliably and accurately, both respect to the

16 se t poin t and the time delay, is not what I would

17 characterize as a highly reliable device.

Thiri, if we can believe --18

19 0 Do you have any other -- well, finish ycur

20 statement.
. .

21 A If we can believe the testimony on UCS 3 that it*

22 is not necessary to ever power the pressurizer heaters from

23 the oncita power supply, then whatever decrease there is in

24 the reliability of the onsite power supply by doino so is

25 not worth it.

bo
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1 (Pause.)

2 A I think perhaps, if I had heard a proposed test

3 being described where, prior to restart of Three Mile Island

4 Unit 1, we were going to load the diesel generators up to

5 their rating of 3,000 kilowatts, including the pressurirer

6 heaters, and then subsequently impose on it a voltage line
' '

'
7 to line fault and observe what happened, but no equipment

8 was destroyed, no fires occurred, it might be a basis there
*
.

9 for considering whether or not this arrangement is

to adeq ua tely safe to permit restart.

it Beyond that, the only way I can answer it is ny

12 participation on the committee which developed IEEE Standard

13 384, my participation on the staff in developing Pagulatory

14 Guide 1.75, looking at the other reasons other people on the

15 staf f had given for voting sgainst this particular provision

16 of the IEEE standard and subsequently touching the

17 3egulatory Guide.

18 But I agree with the position stated in the
*

19 Regulatory Guide that, considering the disadvantages of

| 20 decreased relisbility of enoineered safety features, power
, ,

.

21 supplies or, in the case of Peg Guide 1.6, the loss of

| 22 independence, thst it is singly not a wise decision to rely

23 upon devices actuated by f ault current to isolate non-rafety

24 grada equipment from the saf ety grade power supply.

25 Q Tr. Pollard, you =entioned that there have been a

O
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()| 1 number of plants where, as I understand your testimony, you

2 say that a circuit breaker failed in its isolation f unction

3 to prevent the tripping of the next upstream breaker. Can

4 you name those plants?

5 A I figured you would ask me that. The only one I

6 can remember as a specific plant was one at Oconee.

*
7 0 Do you know, how close were the trip settings.

8 between the breaker that you say failed in its function and

*
9 the next breaker, upstream breaker?

i

10 A No, I can't remember those details.

11 C You don't remember whether they were rather

12 closely set?
!

| 13 A The best I can remember was, the load that had the

14 fault in it was a small percentage of the load on the bus,

15 just as in the case I assume with this arrangement, that the

16 heaters th e m sel ves , 120 K'4 heaters, are a small percentage

17 of the total load on bus 1-? or 1-S. And I would assume

18 that the difference between the trip set points of the

19 breakers on overcurrent was probably in the same ratio, at

20 least within an order of magnitude. That's all I can
'e .

21 remember.'

22 Q Do you recall whather there was a time delsy on

23 th e second upstream breaker and what its relation -- the

| 24 relationship of that time delay to the trip time?

I
i 25 A I don't recall specifically for that incident.

l

l

|
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O
(_) 1 0 Apart from Oconee and other incidents, other plant

,

2 incidents where, not surprisingly, you may not be able to

3 identify the plant you are talking about -- ! will withd ra w

4 the question I just started.

5 MS. WEISSs What was that?

6 53. TPOW3 RIDGE: I just withdrew the question I

7 just started. It wasn't a very useful question.*

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I'm not quite sure which question
|

9 --

10 MR. TS0WERIDGEs I started to ask a question. I

11 am just striking it.

12 (Pause.)

13 BY dR. TE0WBRIDGE: (Resuming)
~s

14 0 Mr. Pollsed, I am going to turn now to your

15 rebu ttal testimony. On UCS Exhibit 30, showing the before

18 and af ter language, before and af ter amendment 22 language

17 relating to the -- relatino, anong other thingc, to the

18 circuit breakers --
.
'

ig You pointed to the language of the -- under the

20 title " Safety Evaluation" on the amendment 18 version of the
,

*
21 restart report, sni the language under the same heading,

22 "Saf ety Evalua tion ," on amendment 22. I think on commentino

23 on the change of language you used the word "o bf usca tion . "

24 You do recall 1, Mr. Pollard, do you not, that Mr.
1

25 Torcivia was asked in the record of this proceeding whether

V(3
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(} 1 the statement contained in the pre-amendment 22 version,

2 namely the statement, quote, "Taking into account the single

3 f ailure criteria, f aults on the 20P system will at most

4 cause a loss of one 480 volt ES system," quote, that Mr.

5 Torcivia, when asked whether he still ctood by that

6 statement, said, yes, with only one correction. He changed

* 7 the word " system" to " bus.".

8 You do recall that Mr. Torcivia addressed that?

* g A I don't recall that one specifically. I do recall

to you asking him some questions about the changes. I do not

it recall that particular one.

12 C The record will speak for itself on that point.

13 (Pause.)

) 14 Q Mr. Pollard, you in your rebuttal testimony, you

15 advanced some opinions on the reliability of diesel

16 generators, the ralative reliability of a fully loaded er

17 less than fully loaded diesel generator. I have reviewed

18 your statemant of professional qualifications, both the

1 ig statement that secompanied your testinony on UCS 4 and also

20 the supplemental material which was provided in connection
'

' 21 with UCS Contention 10. And I saw nothing in there which

22 would suggest that you were qualified to talk or to have

23 technical opinions on the reliability of diesel generators.

24 And ! vish you would explain on what basis you

25 feel competent to give a technical opinion?

O
U
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1 A The first part desis with my experience in the

2 naval submarine program , whe re our emergency power cource

3 also was an emergency diesel generator. I a m f amiliar with

4 the difficulties we had with that diesel generator and the

5 types of failures that occurred.

6 But I think more importantly, or perhaps more
*

7 directly relevant, is my experience as a member of the NRC*

8 staff assigned to the electrical instrumentation and control
*
.

g systems b ranch where no t only did ! have direct

to responsibility , but also, associated with cther individuals

11 who had similar responsibilities for evaluating

12 qualifica tion tests of diesel generators, evaluatino failure

13 modes of diesel generators that cccurred in operating plants.

14 I am also familiar with the werk that the staff

15 did for developing a method for c -lucting qualification

16 tests and recognize that if you were going tc do

17 qualification tasting for a diesel that would be loaded to

18 3,000 K 'J , just as an example, that you would not conduct the

! 19 testing at 3,000 K'4, but tha t you would conduct it at some

20 higher rating to make sure, some higher level above what you
,

*
21 knew the diesel generator would actually have to carry

22 during the plant -- 1" . accident, to make sure you were

23 not on the razor's e65a af a failure and you would have sone

24 martin in the qua.lficatiGA testing.

25 That, of course, implies there would be an effect

|

('_TI )
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() 1 on the reliability by increasing the load.

2 0 What exact I understand that your position ----

,

|

3 what exact experience in diesel operations led to your

4 conclusion or put you in a position to have a conclusion

5 that a diesel is acre reliable -- let's cee. If I
i

!
6 understood your testimony -- and if this is incorrect,

7 please correct me.*
i

|

8 As I understood your testimony, it was that the
*
.

9 T5I diesel, with a ra ting of 3,000, would be more reliably

| to operated at 2,000 than it would be at 3,000. Is that in

11 effect what you said ?

12 A I don't think that is the example I gave. The

13 example I gave was 2500 versus 3,000. I don 't know exactly
i

! 's
N-) 14 how to point to some particular experience, be ca use it seems

15 to me tc be almcst self-evident that, for example, there

16 would be types of failures that might not occur at lower

17 loads that would occur at higher loads.
.

| 18 If the cooling water system of a diesel generator
! .

'

19 was slightly cloggad or not adequa tely sired , it might be
|

|
20 able to carry a 2600 K'J, but if you increased the load on

,

' 21 the diesel generator you have now increased the load on the

22 coolina system to the point where the diesel will overheat,

23 where it did not overheat, either the diesel and/cr the

24 generator.

25 There could be problems in the fuel supply, and
i

[

O
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() 1 increasing the load makes further demands on the fuel supply

2 system.

3 0 What kinds of demands? You mean you run out of

4 fuel?

5 A You need to pump fuel at a higher rate in order to

6 carry the higher load, and m>:ybe the system can't pump the

7 fuel at the higher rate reliably for over a continuous*

8 period of time.
.'

9 MS. WEISS: You can continue to answer that

10 question.

11 (Pause.)

12 THE WITNESS: I think it is also right down the

13 line of the types of concerns I have heard the AC3S members

14 express to the staff that, when you are qualifying---

15 BY M3. TROWBRIDGEs (Resuming)

16 C Please stick to the question.

17 MS. WEISSa I would like to have the witness

18 answer the question, and then he can move to strike it if it

19 is noncesponsive.

20 MR. TE0WBRIDGE: I object to his answering the
a

'

21 question --

22 MS. WEISS: We don't know --

23 MR. TE0WERIDGE: He ctarted out by testifying as

24 to what ACES members had to say.

25 MS. WEISS: What he has heard.

O
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() 1 MR. TFOWBRIDGE: What in his personal experience

2 qualified him to -- I asked him for specific examples on

3 which he could base --

4 MS. WEISS His personal experience includes what
i

5 he has heard ACBS members say.

6 MR. TBOWERIDGE: You may ask him that question.

*
7 My q uestion was wha t examples of actual experience with.

8 diesels led him to his conclusion and qualified him to have
e
*

9 a conclusion.

10 MS. WEISS I think it is only f air to let him

11 finish the answer.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Sooner or later, he is going to

13 be able to give that information. But if Mr. "rowbridge

14 wishes to ask the information in the context of his direct

i 15 ex perience with diesels, he is allowed to do it.

16 You're going to get a chance to ask the question.

17 MS. WEISS: I understand that. But his direct

18 experience with diesels involves more than simply
.

19 manipulating an engine. It involves being a project manacer-

20 and regulating and reviewing diesels. That qualifies as
.

21 direct experience of diesels.*

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 All right. But it is going to be

23 in the record in as good a place, in as good a time as it

24 will be if Mr. Trowbridge does it his way.

| 25 MS. WEISS: I just believe, Mr. Chairman, the
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( 1 witness should be able to complete his answer. We have been

2 very fair in letting witnesses completa answers and not

3 interrupting them in the middle of sentences.

4 CHAIEXAN SMITH: If it becomes obvious tha t the
5 answer is not going to be responsive to the question --

6 MS. WEISS: I don't believe that's obvicus until
*

7 you let the sentence he completed.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Trowbridge, I guess your
.e

.

9 question now is -- le t's back up a little bi t. Of course,

10 you don't run diesels and you didn't run diesels when you

11 were on the staff.

12 Mr. Follard, I'm looking at you. You can assume

13 that the question is directed to you.

O'
14 THE WITNESS: I know. I was just thinking about

15 the question before ! answered it. I knew you vere talking

16 to me.

17 MR. TROW?PIDGE: Mr. Chairman, let's get on with

18 it. Let Mr. Pollard answer the question, but let it be
t

19 clea r on the record that if he ansvers on the basis of ACRS
20 he is basing it on ACES members' statements and not on his

.

.

2; personal experience or personal review of operating

22 experience.

23 I certainly would not exclude his project manager

24 function, in which he reviewed reports and records and

25 performance of a Licensee's diesels.
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| 1 THE WITNESS: I consider -- and it is strange,
,

1

2 considering other testimony that has ocne on, to exclude

3 from your own personal prof essional experience the

4 discussions you have had with your colleagues --

5 CHAIR'AN SFITH: W ait a minute. This discussion

6 has gone on long enough. It is going to be done my way.

* 7 You ask your question again. You define exactly what you

8 want included in the answer.
*
.

9 And then you answer within the range of the

10 question.
,

11 And if y 2 don't like it, then when it's your turn

12 you can get the rest of the information.

13 Now, begin anew.

14 MR. TE0WERIDGE: I'm sorry, f r . Ch airman .'

15 (Pause.)

16 YR. TECWBRIDGE: I thought I had said that "r.

I 17 Pollard could answer the question, and instead of that --
|

18 CHAIEMAN SMITH: It's not working. Fe wants to go
*

19 O f f -

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: let's start over again.
,

.

21 3Y MP. TROWBRIDGE: (Resuming)

.r. Follard, I want to know what in your personal22 0 *

23 expe rience, '4 hich would obviously include the manipulation
|

|

24 of a diesel generator or your personal associatione, but

25 which would also include review in your official capacity at
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() 1 the NRC of any operating reactors history reports of diesel

2 generator operation, what in your experience fron the actual

3 operation of diesels would support your conclusion that

4 diesels are more reliable at something under their rated

5 power than they are at rated power?

6 A As a member of the staff, I also participated in
*

7 the discussions which led to development of a staff position.

8 on how you would go about qualifying diesel generators to

9 determine their reliability.

10 0 Mr. Follard, that-may be generally -- that is not

11 an answer to my question.

12 A I'm sorry, I thought it was.

13 I also have personally evaluated the tests that

14 were perf ormed by a policants in an attempt to qualify their

15 diesel generators, to prove them reliable devices.

16 Q And what did you learn from those tests?

17 A That the loading can have an effect en the failure

18 rate of the diesels. It is also almost self-evident from

19 the way diesel generators are rated --

20 0 Stay wi th the --
e
*

21 A This is part of my personal experience cf lookinc

22 a t rating of diesel generaters. It is generally the case --

23 in fact, I know of no exception --

24 0 !!r . Pollard, my question was limited. In fact, I

25 was as:;ing to the opera ting experience with diesels, your
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! /~ 1 personal knowledge from your ascociation with diesels or
\_h)'

2 your personal knowledge from your review of diesel reports.

3 And I will include test reports.

4 What, in the operating experience of diesels that

5 you know about through your personal experience supports the

6 conclusion that diesele are less reliable --

i 7 CHAIRZAN SMITH: Does that include test data, too?*
,

8 MR. TROWBRIDGE: That does include test data.

\ *

| 9 THE WITNESS I have nothing further to add to the*

10 question.

11 EY MR. TROWERIDGE (Eesuming)

12 0 My next question, then, is what was the test data

13 that you just referred to that made yo'u conclude that

() 14 diesels were lass reliable a t rated power than they would be
!
'

15 a t something less than rated power?

16 A That there were failures of diesel generators of

17 the type that I have already outlined, which occurred only

18 at higher loading levels, and ny evaluation of those

I *
gg failures --

20 0 Higher than? Higher than rated?

* 21 A Higher than a lower level. All I was t rying to

| 22 sa y. is, in my evaluation of the types of failures that have

23 occurred at diesel generators, f rom the nature cf the ca use

24 of t h e f ailu re , it was clear to me that the failure would

25 no t have occurred had the diesel generator load been less.

O
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[/) 1 Q Were these test data where the diesel had been
m

2 operated at a higher level than some other lower level? 'da s

i 3 the higher level that you refer to above the rating of the

4 diesel? And then I added, do you know the answer to that

5 ques tion ?

6 A I don't recall specifically. But just from

* 7 general knowledge, I would assume that it was not above the.

8 rating of the diesel genera tor because, as I pointed out, we
i
' *

9 try and keep the loads below the rating and then tast at the

10 rating.

11 CHAIE*AN SMITH: Off the record.

12 (Discussion off the record.)

13 SY ME. TECEBRIDGE: (Resuming)

() 14 0 Yr. Follard, how do you reconcile your last,

1
i

15 statement, that probably at less than -- your last statament

16 referred to test data, as did my question; is that correct?

17 A Either test data or failures that had occurred at

18 these diesel generators, failures of diesel generators.
.

1 ig (Rause.)-

|

20 Q Let's break this down, then. 'eith respect to test
e

21 data, did you not testify a few ninutes ago that it would be*

22 the normal practice to test a diesel at higher than its

23 ra tin g ?'

24 A That ay be what I said. The normal way is to

25 test at a level higher than you know the diesel is going to

m

I

1

l

|
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( 1 be used at.
\

2 Q And at the tine of such testino, presumably it's

3 in the construction period. Would that not normally be

4 higher than the rating?

5 A I can't answer tnat question as a general matter.

6 I don't know.

e 7 0 so your answer is, as to the test data you relied
,

8 on, you do not know whether the failures occurred at in

*
9 excess of the rated capacity of the diesel or not?-

10 A That was the first pa rt of my answer, that is

11 correct.

12 0 Can you elaborate on your experience within your

13 own knowledge of operating diesels as to the statement I
|

() 14 believe you to have made tha t f ailure rates were higher at

| 15 or closer to as you approached rated capacity than at lower
,

16 rates?

17 A The question is, can I elaborate on my previous
|

18 answer?

t 19 C Can you give me examples? Can you identif y thet

20 diesels you are talking about?

21 A No..

22 C Let's turn to another subject. Let's turn back to

23 your prepared testimony, more particularly the scenario that

| 24 you describe on, be; inning on page u-3, more or lecs in th e

1

25 middle, ending on page 4-u, also more or less in the niddle.'

O
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1 This scenario involved, did it not, a less of

2 offsite power, but no accident or break?

3 A The scenario described in steps one through five

4 on pages 4-3 to 4-4 didn't specifically indicate whether it

5 did or didn't involve an accident such as a LOCA.

6 0 Let me pause a moment.

7 ( P ause. ).
.

8 0 Mr . Pollard , I won 't quarrel with you as to

9 whether that is a reasonable readin; of the scenario. I
*
.

10 vill simply ask you to assune a scenario such as you have

11 described on these two pages, not involving a break, but '

12 otherwise the same as the scenario that you have got there.

; 13 Under that scenario, with the reconnection of

(} 14 pressurizar heaters or the connection of pressurizer

15 heaters, the transfer of pressurirar heaters to the diesel
l

16 load, is it not correct that there would still remain an

17 accident signal trip , any one of the several accident

18 signals already described in the proceeding which, if the
i

i 19 accident signal occurred, would trip the breaker?

l 20 A Tha t 's correct.

', 21 0 So that under the scenario of the offsite loss of

22 power there would continue to remain an accident signal, in

23 sddition to the fault signals, underveltage signale?

24 A Th a t 's correct.

25 C ~4hich would trip the main feeder breaker?

|
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1 A That's correct, it would trip the main feeder(
i

2 breaker, but not from the same cause. That is, the fault,

3 if it then occurred in this scenario, if a fault occurred on

4 th e heater, the fault would not cause an accident signal.

5 0 I understand that.

6 (Councal for Licensee conferrinc.)

'. 7 MR. TECW3EIDGE: No further questions, Mr.

8 Chairman.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

10 CECSS-EXAMINATION

11 EY YE. 209EST AOLE33

12 C Mt. Follsrd, I would like to ask you about the use

13 of the high impedance transformer type of isolation device

O)\_. 14 that both you and Ir. forcivia have testified to. Could you

15 describe in some greater detail the mechanics of how this

16 typ= of isolation device works?

17 A I don't know how I have testified to that effect.

18 I wa s simply repeatiig f. r . Torcivia's testimony.

19 I guess ! can't, without knowing what device we're

20 talking about, no.
,

21 Q You used that as one of th e three examples, in*

22 response to Mr. Trowbridge's question, as to what type of

23 device would meet the requirements of 2eg Guide 1.75. You

24 listed three. You listed upgrading the pressuricer heaters

25 to fully safety grade.

O
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() 1 MR. TE0WBRIDGE: Dr. Jordan.

2 BY ME. ROBERT ADLEE: (Resumino)

3 Q The second wa s the use of a separate onsite power

4 supply. And the third was the high impedance transformer

5 device.

6 ~4 hat would be included in that third example?

*

7 A When I tried to answer Dr. Jordan's question. I.

8 was trying to give examples of how there may be ways to
.'

s power the pressuriser heaters more reliably, and if t!.ere

10 were a device that met the definition of isolation de rico as

11 specified in Reg Guide 1.75 that would be one way.

12 My reference to the impedance transformer -- I

13 guess at that point I was drawing upon the testimony of Mr.

14 Torcivia as just an example. -how, from my own experience,

15 there have been devices accepted as isolation devices,

16 although I think from my own experience in reviewing plants
i

17 all of those have been on rather low power circuits and have

18 consisted of devices such as isolation amplifiers, which
i e

*
| gg have a characteristic such as, no matter what you do to the
:

1

! 20 output either in terms of shorting it together, opening i t ,.
e
*

| 21 applying a high voltage to the output, you see basically no

22 ef f ect a t the input to the amplifer. Th a t i s --

23 Q Can you slow down a little bit?

24 A I 'm sorry .

25 But you see no reflect of the adverse event,

!

O
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() 1 whether it be a fault or tha impression of s higher voltage,

2 reflected back through the isola tion amplifier to its input,

3 which presumably is the safe side of the isolation amplifier.

4 In my own personal experienc3, I d a not know of a

5 device that has been used in the past on a large power

6 circuit which the staff has accepted as an isolation device.

'. 7 Q You dor.'' in fact know whether the transformer

8 type of device would be acceptable?
.
'

g A No. That's what I tried to clarify when I gave

10 that example to Dr. Jordan. I was drawing upon Mr.

11 Torcivia's testimony that there was such a device.

12 Q I believe -- correct me if I am wrong. let's say

13 -- let's assume that such a device would be acceptable. If

14 this device sensed a fault on the pressurirer heater side of

15 the isolation device, your testimony is that this might

16 reduce the amount of current that reaches the emergency bus;

17 is that correct?

18 A Yes. It might be a device which, f or example, if

19 there is a laroe amount of current, such as would occur

20 during a fault on the secondary side of the transformer,
e

21 this would not reflect an . increase in the current on the*

22 primary side above the normal value or at least noninally

23 above the no rmal value.

24 0 Is there a possibility that this type of a device

25 might mask a fault on the pressurirer heater side of the

\m
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() I current, of the circuit, thereby leading to some adverse

2 consequences?

3 A If it meets the definition of an isolation device,

4 whatever effects or consequences it had would not be on tha

5 emergency power supply. If that 's what you mean by maskinc,

6 yes.

*
7 Q Rather than actually breaking the circuit, as I.

8 understand the device, it would simply reduce the current
*
.

g that is transferred from the pressuriner heater to the

10 emergency bus?

11 A It would prevent the current f rom exceeding

12 basically the normal value of current being fed to the

13 heaters when they don't have a fault, or at least prevent it

14 from exceeding it b ,' some very small percentage.

15 Q Wouldn't that result in energy supply still being

16 supplied to the pressurizer heater, whereby a circuit

17 breakar would remove the pressurizer heater from all sources

18 of POVer?
.
*

19 A Yes.

20 Q Might not that, given a fault in the pressurizer
e
* 21 heater, migh t that not create adverse consequences in terms

22 of the pressuriner heater?

23 A Cartainly I can imagine situatiCns where, if you

24 had a fault, the rurrent going through a fault rather than

25 the current going through the heater itself, you micht have

O
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1 consequences such as a fire.
(

2 0 Such as a fire?

3 A Yes.

4 C So the consequencas might be more severe than just

5 losinc the pressurizer heater?

6 A Not if the plant is designed correctly, because

* 7 the plant is supposed to be designed such that failures in
,

8 non-safety equipment have no effect, or at least not an

9 unacceptable effect, on the safety equipment.*

10 0 Is it your testimony that a circuit breaker type -

11 of device is not to be used as an isolation device for the
12 purposes of meeting Reg Guide 1.75?

13 A No, that is not my testimony. A circuit breaker
t

| () 14 can be used as an acceptable isolation device as long as the

|
| 15 circuit breaker is kept open by some signal other than that

16 derived from f a ult current or its ef f ects.

17 C Do you know of any types of circuit breakers that

i 18 would meet that requirement?

19 A This circuit breaker would if the plant planned*

I 20- never to reclose it after the loss of offsite power or afterI

21 the accident signal. In other words, if once the' circuit*
-

breaker was tripped open, the main f eeder breaker , it was
! 22
!

23 never going to be reclosed again, then it would meet Fag

Guide 1.75.24

It is only be reclosing it and placing the design25

|

Ov
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1 or the arrangement in a position where now there is no

2 signal .to open the circuit breaker in the event of a fault,

3 other than those signals derived from fault current or its

4 effects. -

'

5 C So if Licensee did not ever use emergency
I

6 procedure 1202-29, you would testify tha t the reg guide had

7 been complied with?*

, 8 A I don 't know if I could testify that it had been
:

I 9 complied with. I think the question would be more moot than

10 one of compliance, because the heaters are .not even then

11 ever connected to the safety system power supply, in which

12 ca se I don't know -- if they are not connected, the question

13 never comes up, is there an acce ptable isolation device. An

14 acceptable isolation device is the f act that they are never

15 conn ected .

16 Q The question is this: Until the pressurizer

17 heaters are manually reconnectsd to the emergency power

18 su pply , there is nothing scong with the current design?
!

19 A That's correct.

20 YR. RO9ERT ADLER: I have no more questions.
e
'

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Pollard, could you explain

22 that concept to me? As I understand it, you said a circuit

23 breaker would be all right to f unction in th e event of a

24 fault, providina it does not -- function in the event of

25 what?

O
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() 1 THE WITNESS: He a sked me, was there ever a

l 2 situation in which a circuit breaker could be an acceptable

3 isolation device, and I said yes.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Isolation for what?

5 THE WITNESS: To isolate safety equipment from

6 non-safety equipment.

*
7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: For what purpose?

, .

8 THE WITNESS: For the purpose of not dearading the

!
* 9 safety equipment.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: In what event?

11 THE WITNEES: In the event of loss of offsite

12 power that would trip the circuit breaker, which would then

13 be open. And whatever happened downstream of that circuit

14 breaker from that point on, as long as it remained open,
|

15 would have no -- it would prevent all unacceptable

16 influences on the safety side and therefore it is an

| 37 acceptable isolation device.

18 The only time it becomes an unacceptable isolation

1 device is when it is used, when it is tripped open by a39

20 signal derived from the fault' current or its effects. If

21 you trip it open on an accident signal, fine. If you trip-

22 it pen on andervoltage f or some other reason other than a

23 fault, such as loss of offsite power, th r t 's fine.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The question I am tcyine to

25 understand is, io you want the device to be isolated in the

1
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1 event of a fault?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes, you would like to have it

3 isolated in the event of a fault. And now I have to back

4 up, because your question leads me to conclude that I

5 haven't made myself clear.

6 CHAIRMAN S ITH: Perhaps you have to everyone, but
*
.

7 not to me.

8 DR. JORDAN: No. I have the problem, too.,.

9 THE WITNESS 4 let ne slow down, then.

10 let's take twe hypothetical loads that are safety

11 grade. let's say we had a plant that had only twc high

12 pressure injection pumps and they are connected to the

|
13 opposite diesel buses. If there is a fault in the pump

I

1 ,

| 14 motor, it is desirable to isolate that fault from the bus so
|

15 that you can continue to operate the rest of the equipment

16 from tha t bus.

17 But it is not necessary for the safety of the

18 public or to meet NEC's regulations, because the postulated
,

39 fault is in fact the single failure that the plant has to be

. . 20 designed for. !t is a safety grade piece of equipment and

I -

! 21 therefore we must, in following the NEC's practice, assume

22 that the other diesel genera tor has started and that the

23 other safety injection pum; is operable.

24 Now, to take a different casa where we have, in

25 addition now to our two high pressure injection pumps, we

i

l

|
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1 have a non-safety load so connected to one of the buses.

2 Now, if I again take my single failure of a fault in the

3 high pressure injection pump and that results in loss of one

4 diesel 7enerator bus, it is permissible to also postulate a

5 fault in the pressurirer hea ters or the othe r non-safety

6 grade equipment on the opposite bus, just simply because of

7 the fact tha t it is non-safety grade.

8 And that fault results in the loss of the second
4

9 ES bus.

10 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Yoo don't want th at .

11 THE WITNESS: You definitely don 't want loss of

12 both ES buses, or even a portion of the EE power supply.

13 CHAIRMAN FMITH: You want to isolate the bus so

14 the fault doesn't take it cut.

15 THE '4ITNESS : That's right.

16 CHAIEMAN SMITH: You want to isolate the bus from

17 the effects of a f ault.

18 THE WITNESS: Well, yes. Basically how you go

19 about doing that is attempting to isolate the fau''.t..

20 CHAIEMAN SMITH: This is where I think I don't
'

e

21 understand. In engineering sense it may make perfectly good'

22 se ns e , bu t in English language it is a contradiction of
,

23 terms.

24 If you can't isolate from the e.ffects of a fault --

THE WITNESS: Then you shouldn't have that piece25

!
l
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1 of non-safety equipment connected to the saf ety bus.

2 (Pause.)

3 MR. ROBEPT ADlER: May I ask one follow-up to

4 that?

5 BY MR. ROBERT ADlERs (Resuming)

6 C Tr. Follard, is the implication of that that you

7 can never OSnnect a piece of non-safety equipment to the

8 safety power bus? And if you can, what kind of isolation
J

9 device would you use ?

10 A As the staff tectimony says, there is no general

11 prohibition against connecting any non-safety or non-Class

12 1E load to a 1E bus. You may do this. It is done all the

13 time.
O'

14 A good example, I think, is emergency backup lube

15 oil pumps for turbines. They are very frequently powered

16 from either AC or DC safety buses. In order to protect the

17 financial investment in the turbine, they want to have a

18 reliable power source.
1

19 But when the accident signal comes along or there

20 is a loss of offsite power, all of the non-safety equipment
,

.

21 is isolate by either undervoltage or the accident signal

22 itself. And therefore, since the breaker is now open, you

23 need not be concerned about a fault in that circuit having

24 sn effect on the ssfety power supply, because its breaker

25 has already been opened by some other signal other than the
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A
V 1 f a ult current.

2 0 The implication is you can never connect a

3 non-safatr grade piece of equipment to the Class 1E bur

4 after an accident signal?

5 A By "sfter," now you are going to begin talkino

6 about how long after.

7 Q During the acejdent circumstances?*

8 A Yes, and of course we have e.lready gone th roug h
*
.

9 one contention about how difficult it is to determine when
.

10 the accident is over. But yes, that is correct.

11 DR. JORDAN: I utge you to stay with it a bit. I

12 think.ve are all having perhaps the same problem.

13 C0 you see any way of accomplishing the function

; 14 that is being mandated here, namely connecting pressurirer

15 heaters to the safety grade buses in the event of a loss of

16 of fsite power, without making those heaters safety grade?

17 THE VITNESSs Not unlass they can find a device

18 that would satisfy the definition of --

ig DE. JORDANS Such as an isolation device.

20 THE ii1TNESS s Righ t. ' t re is no vay.
, ,

*

21 CHAIFMAN SMITH: One could conceivably make up an

22 isolation device that would insulate against a fault, that

23 would not act upon the effects of a fault.

24 THE WITNESS: The only example I can give free my

25 experience I have already given to 'r. Adler..

O
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do it again.

2 THE WITNESS: There are things like I said,--

3 from my own experience, this hss been circuits which are

4 drawing relatively low power, where you can use an isolation

5 amplifier which, just becauce of its physical

6 characteri,stics, its design, you can put a fault on tne
' .

7 output of it, you can impress the high voltage on the output*

8 of it, which is the non-safety side of it, and you will see
*
.

9 no effect.

10 CH AIR ?. AN SMITH: It would ignore a fault?

11 THE VITNESS3 Yes-

12 DR. JORDAN: In censidering a transformer in which

13 the magnetic circuit is running very close to saturation --

O''"''
14 THE WITNESS: That is what I was going to give as

15 an example. But he asked me from my own experience and

16 that 's why I had to draw on Mr. Torcivia 's. You might count

17 that as a high impedance device where you start pulling a

18 fault current, which increases the magnetic field in the
i

19 secondary, which saturates the trancformer and prevents any
i

20 further coupl ng of energy beyond the normal load from the
e
'

21 primary to the secondary.

22 DR. JORDAN: So we have at least theoretically

23 here a device that would meet th e requiremen ts , and yo'

24 could do it this vsy ? l'
!

THE WITNESS: Yec.25

O
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() 1 DR. JORDAN : I think I understand now.

2 THE WITNESS: Dr. Jordan, it is very difficult for

3 me all the time to separate the kinds of concerns that are

4 in UCS 3 from the kinds of concerns that we are having in

5 UCS u- If we accept that.UCS is wrong on 3 --
i

6 DR. JORDAN: We have to assume that f or the day,

*
. 7 for today.

8 THE WITNESS: In my view, if you ever need these

1
9 heaters to protect the public, then they should not be put

10 on the onsite never supply and jeopardize your ability to

11 protect the public. If your goal is simply that they are

12 nice to have, that it would be nice to have an onsite power

13 supply for them because this is the normal way that the
,-
\m/ 14 operators are used to operating the plant, it_ sounds to me

15 from an engineering point of view that what you would be

16 better off doing is getting a new, brand new power supply

17 for 127 P.W worth of hea te rs.

18 DR. JCBDAN: But now then, let 's go back to the

I 19 task f orce f or the short-term lessons learned. D6 they say

20 at any time that the pressuriner heaters must te safety
.

21 grade?-

22 THE WITNESS: No, I don't believe so.

23 DR. JCRDAN: I don 't think they do, either.

24 Wasn't the task force saying that, we believe it

25 would improve the reliability? In fact, I think the words
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1 are somewhere there that -- if the pressuriner heaters were

2 connected to the emergency buses and to the diesels,

3 beca use it would thereby challenge some of the other saf ety

4 systems less often.

5 Th ey don' t sa y that the plant is in jeopardy of

6 the pressurizer heaters fail to work. But they have reached
i e

* 7 a situation where, if by connecting them there, one can

8 wonder whether they have not perhaps made the situation
/

9 worse. That is a possibility, of course, because 1.* you

10 have really jeopardized the safety buses -- and I think I

11 have heard the argument made, not by this licensee but by

12 others, that the net effect of this is negative.

. 13 I don't believe that the task force had in mind

14 that the pressurizer heaters should be safety grade.

( 15 THE '4ITNESS s They nowhere said th a t , that's

16 correct. And I would guess the best way I can paraphrase

17 this is basically wha t UCS is sa ying ic , the recommendations

18 of the task force are necessary but not sufficient, both
1

19 with respect to UCS 3 and 4

20 DR . JORD AN : Now then, let's assume for the monent
,

~

21 that one does improve the reliability, the frequency of

22 cnallenges to safety equipment, by making this connection to
|

th e diesels. Then one certainly needs to make sure that
| 23
.

| 24 that connection vill not completely knock out the diesels in
1

25 the event of a loss of power. That now becomes a matter of
f
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() 1 prime importance.

2 THE WITNESS: I wouldn't say knock out the

'

3 diesels; knock out any portion of the engineered safety

4 feature power supply. The reason I make that distinction,

5 Dr. Jo rdan , is losing the diesel, of course, is not

6 desirable. But keepino the diesel and losing power to, for'

*
7 ex a m ple , a suction valve for a pump, by losing only the 480'

.

8 volt bus you might still be able to run the pump. But if
?

9 you have lost the power supply so that you can open the

to suction valve for the pump, I don 't know if you are that

11 much better off then if you had lost the whole diesel.

12 DR. JORDAN 4 We certainly do not want to lose both

13 dieseis, because then we have the blackout situation. ;ie

| 14 have not gone in to that. There is -- that is another

15 unrcsolved safety issue , of c ourse , which we are not trying

18 to litigate today.

17 But it is important that the connection be made in

18 such a way that the diesels vill not be endangered, and I

t
39 think that is your contention, essentially. I am in a sense

20 paraphrasing it.
.

21 It is important that, if those non-safety grade*

22 pressuriner heaters are to be connected to the diesels --

23 and as a matter of fact, whether they are safety grade er

24 not, I would say that it is almost equally important that

25 their cennection to the diesels not reduce the reliability

O
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() 1 of those diesels f or supplying the emergency safety

2 features. Wouldn't you agree with that or am I going astray

3 somewhere?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, I agree with everything you

5 have said. The only thing I am trying to make sure that I

6 clarify for you is, I think that the concern against losing

*
. 7 the diesel is, of course, valid. I just want to point out

8 that, for example, on the Licensee's testimony, Figure 1 --

|
9 perhaps I will just give ycu an example -- is a fault in the

10 pressurizer heatars, resulted in loss of bus 1-P but not

11 1-D. That would also be of concern.

12 In oth er word s, I am sa ying that you could res ul t

13 in some loss of some portion of the ES power supply without

14 resulting in loss of the diesel, and I don't think that that

15 necessarily would be a safe situation either.

16 DR. JORDAN: 1-D is the 4160 volt supply, and I --

17 IHE WITNESS: That is an ES bus.

18 DR. JORDAN: Rut what does it supply? It doecn't

19 sa y on this diagram.

20 THE WITNESSs No, it dcesn't say on this diagram.
.

21 There are engineered safety feature loads besides this one-

22 transformer supplyina bus 1-P.

23 DR. JORDAN: Woul2 you conclude from this diagram

24 that engineered safety bus 1-P, which shows as being

25 connected to other engineered safety circuits, is the bus

(~>\s-
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() I which operates all of the engineered safety circuits? You

2 would not?

3 THE WITNESS 4 No. ~

4 DR. JORDAN: But there are some engineered safety

5 circuits, and they could be important engineered safety

6 circuits.

. 7 THE WITNESS: That 's the point I'm trying to

8 make. When you were talking with me, you kept referring to
/

9 loss of the diesel. It is a very minor poin t. I'm trying
.

10 to make sure that I state my views.

11 I think in evaluating the effect of connecting the

12 pressurizer heaters to the onsite power supply, it is of

13 course a valid concern to make sure that you don ' t lose the
O
\/ entire diesel generator. But I also wanted to add, it is14

15 also a valid concern to make sure that you don 't lose ev9n

16 bus 1-P.

17 DR. JORDAN: Good, because that might be a very

18 critical buc at the time.
1

19 THE WITNESS : Yes, sir. )

20 DR. JORDAN: So I think actually there is not any
.

21 disagreement between you and me or even the Licensee in a-

22 cert ain sense now, and I will try to restate that sense, i

!
23 namely, that connection - when we lose offsite power and '

24 the diesels are connect.ed to the pressurizer hea ters, that

25 that connection must be done in such a way as to not
|
|

(~) !%,
j
i
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1 endanger the buses 1-P or 1-S.

2 And so I believe that the main dif ference between

3 you and the Licensee is that you do not believe that the wa y

4 in which those diesels are connec ed meets the requirements

5 of Eeg Guide 1.75.

6 THE WITNESS: Did you mean to say the way in which

* 7 the heaters are connected?

8 DR. JCRDANs I'm corry, yes.
/

9 INE WITNESS: That's correct.

to DR. JG3DANs So I believe that is the major

11 difference.

12 THE WITNFSS: That is my understanding of the

13 difference.
O

14 MP. TPOWSEIDGE: Dr. Jordan, may I make a comment,

15 since you included the Licensee?

16 DR. JORDANS I would like te hear a comment from

17 the Licensee.

18 53. TROWERIDGE: I think you correctly described
1

19 the major difference between Licensee and UCS as to how good

20 our isola tion device is. We also made the point, however,
.

*
21 which I think is not clear here, if the isolation device in

22 the end f ailed to prevent the tripping at the main bus

23 breaker, it is a very quick matter to reinstate that bus

24 breaker f rom a switch handle turned in the control room.

25 (Pause.)

O
.
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( 1 DR. JORDANS If that bus breaker fails to open,

2 then there is nothing you can do from the control room.

3 ::R . TE0'43 RIDGE : If the main bus breaker --

4 DR. JORDAN: I was talking now about the main

5 feeder breaker.

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I was postulating that somehow
,

* 7 the main feeder brecker, which is not satisfactory to UCS as
,

8 an isolation device, as it is to us, if it failed that the

/ 9 result is a tripping of the main bus breaker and a temporary

10 loss of power to that main bus. And the testir.ony of "r.

11 Torcivia was, given the hypothetical that the main bus did

12 trip, what would it take to put it back on line, and his

13 answer was, it is a simple operation performed from the

() 14 control room by turning a switch handle.

15 DR. JORDAN: I'm sorry Mr. Torcivia isn't here

16 righ t at the moment.

17 .i R . TRO*4 B RIDG E : I kept him around.

is DR . JORDAN : I see him here. I guess then, let me

% 19 ask, 'r. Torcivia, and if you'would sta te -- you have a

20 microphone, as a matter of fact.
^

21 Let's assume, Mr. Torcivia, that there ir a fault-

22 on the heaters. Do you have your diagram in front of you?

23 (Pause.)

24 Let's assume there is a f ault at point A in th e

25 heaters, and the main feeder breaker, just above that little

(G
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() 1 square bractet, A in the square, fails to close. That is

2 breaker 21. And then assume nor that the main -- assume

3 first that the main breaker now does operate.

4 Then we have lost power on bus 1-P red; isn't that

5 correct?

6 WITNESS TORCIVIA: Tha t's correct.

7 6R. JORDAN 4 What can the operator do to restore*
,

8 power on bus 1-F7

#
9 WITNESS TORCIVIA: All he will have to do is close

to the main breakar in the control room.

11 DR. JCRDAN: To do what?

12 WITNESS TORCIVIA: '41t h a control switch, close

13 the main breaker.

14 DR. JORDAN: It will trip right open again.

15 '4ITNESS TORCIVIA No. I was following that

16 through. The 27 device, which is tne undervoltage device,

17 now is completely void.

18 DR. JGRDAN You are saying that the undervoltage

I ig device at that time will have tripped the other, the main

20 feeder breaker, and it will not reclose?
i .
! 21 '4ITNESS TORCIVIA: That's correct..

22 3R. TROWBRIDGE: You understood that answer very

23 well, but I'm afraid the reporter didn' t get it and it won't
|

| 24 show in the reccrd. I wonder if we could ha ve Mr. Torcivia
l

25 repeat his statement.

O
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1 Why wouldn't it inmediately trip again?

2 WITNESS IORCIVIA: I'm sorry, .Tr. Trowbridge.

3 P. R . TECWBPIDGE: I don't think the reporter caught !

4 your answer to Dr. Jordan's essentially question, that if

5 you cicsed the main bus breaker wouldn't it immediately trip
i

6 again. And you explained wh y that would not occur and I

g 7 don't think that got into the record.
<

8 WITNESS TORCIVIA: It would not immediately trip

/ 9 again because, simultaneous to the opening of the main

i 10 breaker, the voltage on the bus 1-P would f all down to zero

11 or would fall below the voltage settina of the 27 relay,

12 which is an undervoltage device, and tha t in turn would trip

13 out the main feeder breaker and therefore clear the f ault.

() 14 DR. JORDAN Very well. I understand now .1 r .

15 Pollard's ansvar, who did understand that all along, I am

16 sure.

f
17 (Pauce.)

18 DR. JORDANS I believe, in summary, yr. Follard's

1 19 view is that you have not mat the requirements of Peo c ideu

20 1.75, and he har stated his reacons for so saying. And you

21 in turn, I asked you the question, have you read Reg Guide.

22 1.75, and the answer was yes and you gave your reasons. And

23 so I believe that th e record is clear at the moment.

24 (Board conferring.)

25 CHAIE2AN SMITH: '4e had interrupted Mr. 2dler's
|
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,

1 examination with this digression.

2 %R. ROBERT ADLERs I had completed.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You had rompleted.

4 Mr. Cutchin?

5 MR. CUTCHINs I have no questions of Mr . Follard .

6 (Board conferring.)
;

*
7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss?-

8 (Pause.)
J

9 MR. TROWBRIDGE: There is a need for a short

10 break, a five-minute break .

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

12 (Recess.) !

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Eack on the record.

14 Ms. Weiss?

15 REDIRECT EXAMINATION'

18 BY MS. WSISS8

17 Q Mr. Pollard, you were asked by Mr. Trowbridge if

18 you would ref er to the standard laguage in the Peculatcry

19 Guides to the effect that they provide guidance to
,i

20 applicants and are not nanda tory . In particular, I would
..

21 like to address your attention to the language at the end of*

22 that paragraph that states, qucte: " Methods and solutions

23 different from those set out in the guides will be

24 acceptable if they provide a basis for the findines

25 requisite to the issuance or continuance of a pe rmit or
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() 1 license by the Commission." Quote.

2 In the case of this Regulatory Guide, that is Reg

3 Guide 1.75, what regulations is it implementing?

4 A Regulatory Guide 1.75 describes a methed

5 acceptable to the NRC staff of complying with IEEE Standard

6 279-1971, which is incorporated in 10 CFR 50.55a, codes and

*
7 standards; and also an acceptable method of complying with,

8 general design criteria 3, 17 and 21 of Appendix A to 10 CFR

9 Part 50.

10 Q In your opinion, does the TMI-1 design for

11 connection of the pressurizer heaters to emergency power

12 supplies meet those regulations?

13 A No, it does not.

14 Q And does it provide an acceptable basis for the-

15 findings requisite to the issuance or continuance of a

16 permit or license by the Commission?

17 A .N o , not in my opinion.

18 (Pause.)
;

19 Q As a gen?ral matter, there were comments about

20 your knowledge of diesels and some limitations of varicus of
.

21 your answers. I would like you to describe for us, please,*

22 where your knowledge of diesels comes f rom and what is its

23 na tu re ?

24 A It comes from primarily my experience as a member

25 of the staff assigned as a reactor engineer to the

[)'

U
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1 electrical instrumentation and control systems branch, from

2 which I think I was not transferred until the end of 1974.
3 In my job in that branch, I was responcible fcr evaluating

4 proposed desions for compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.9

5 and the regulations it references with respect to the
:

! 6 qualification of diesel generators.

| 7 as a member of that branch, I participated in-

| 8 discussions that led to the development of a staf f position
!

9 as to what is an acceptable way of qualifying d.enel

to generators with respect to their reliability. I was

11 responsible for evaluating the results of such test programs

i 12 to determine whether the diesel generators were adequately

13 qualified with respect to their capacity and reliability.

14 I also had occasion, in my work in that-branch, to~ -

15 evaluate diesel generator failures that had actually

16 occu rred . It was on the basis of thir 'xperience, both of

17 myself and associating with other ccit'cques in that branch,

18 that I reached the conclusion that fiesel generator
%

19 reliability is affected by the amount of load they have to

20 carr y.
.

*
21 I think, as I indicated earlier, that it is

22 somewhat self-evident. And I think another example is the

23 way diesel generators are rated. They are rated with

24 continuous 2,000 hour and short-term ratings, sometimes half

25 an hour. And in general, it is always the case that the

f's
b
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(~ 1 higher loading can be sustained only for a shorter time.
(_}|

/
,

2 0 Mr. Torcivia just described the manner in which'

3 power to an emergency bus can be restored in the control

4 room in the event of a loss of such a bus due to a fault in

5 th e pressurizer heaters. Do you have a comment on that and

6 does it change your opinion in any way? Please elaborate?

,
7 A It does not at all change my opinion of the TMI-1

8 design, because essentially Mr. Torcivia's testimony that it

f
, 9 is a simple matter, you have to walk over and turn a switch,

10 that may be an accurate description of the hardware

11 ma nipula tion that is required. It does not nean that the

12 plant is adequately safe.

13 In order to support a finding that, because it is

() 14 simole to reclose the main breaker, that the plant should be

15 allowed to restart, in my opinion you would have to co and

16 first determine what else is going on in the control room at

17 the time. How likely is it that the operators are goine to

18 notice this immediately ? How long before they are going to

be able'to recognize it and correct the situation?% 19

| 20 You would then, after having established the time

*
23 at which the bus may be dead and determined its effectc on,

22 the saf aty systems in the plant, go back and redo these, for

23 exam ple, the ECCS calculations, for a spectrum of break

24 sizes to be sure that if you interrupted the operation of
!

25 saf ety systems f or that period of time you could still meet

s
(G
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1 the appropriate regulations for limits on core damage.

2 Furthermore, his testimony implies that if the

3 main breaker tripped he would walk over and reclose it. If

4 the reason the main breaker had tripped was a fault on the

5 bus, rather than in the pressurizer heaters, I don't think

6 that that is the appropriate action to take. You first have
.

~

to determine, where was the fault that caused the main7

8 breaker to trip, and you can't simply assume that it was in

9 the pressurizer heaters and that the main feeder breaker had

10 failed to trip.

11 Also, I think it is in general a violation of the

12 Commission's policy of defense in depth. You don't design a

13 plant such that if you had a failure you are going to lose a

O 14 safety power supply on the grounds that it is simple to

15 restore it. Nor do you desien plants without adequate

16 physical separations and fire protection, on the grounds

17 that it signt be easy to put a fire out.

18 I just don't think that is an appropriate way to
s

19 safeguard tne health and saf ety of the public.

20 0 Do the safety analyses for the plant assume the
.

21 continuous operation of the emergency safeguards systems?

22 A 31 sed upon the experience I have in workino on the

23 staf f, as well as listenino to the testimony in this

24 proceeding, I think the ancwer is that the analyses that

25 have been done to demonstrate the adequacy of the safety

O
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1 systems assume that once the sefety systems have been

! 2 star ted ti.ay operate continuously af ter that point.

3 Taey have not considered the effect of

4 interruption of ECCS or any other safety system caused by a

5 fault in the pressurizer hea ters.

6 C There has been some discussion about whether the

7 connection of the pressurizer heaters to the emergency.

8 buses is any different than the connection of other

# 9 non-safety systems, non-safety loads, emergency buses. I

10 would like you to describe, if you can, what is it that is

11 different or unique about this proposal for connection of

12 the pressurizer hesters to the emergency buses while those

. 13 buses are carrying engineered safeguards loads?
l

() 14 A The thing that is unique about the connection of

15 tha pressurizer heaters to this bus, althouch there are many

16 ways in which it is unique, first of all, this is the first

! 17 time in my entire experienca that the NRC has ever required

18 the connection of a non-safety piece of equipment to a

% 19 safety grade power supply. The short-tarm lessons learned

20 report is the first time I have ever seen an NRC raquirement

'. 21 that there sust be an onsite power supply for non-caf ety

|
| 22 grade equipment.

23 Second of all, it is unique in the sense that they

24 have now develo=ef emergency procedures which I believe by

25 reading emergency procedure 1202-29 the operators will be

o
'

t

(
|
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() 1 trained to search for ways to connect the pressuriter

2 heaters to the onsite power supply should their normal power

3 supply te lost.

4 It is also unique in terms of the magnitude of the

5 load of the prassuriter heaters coepared to the loads

6 represented by the other non-saf ety grade equipment which

- 7 can be powered from onsite power supplies. Generally all*

8 th at equipment has been in the past significantly less than

! $
9 127 KW.

10 Also, where there has been cennection in the past

11 of non-safety Grade, to the onsite power supplies, in the

12 course of the accident, whether we were referring to loss of

13 of f site power or a combination of loss of offsite power and

14 an accident, this has generslly occurred well into the

15 accident, where the situation has been stabilired or sone

16 other ma.lfunction has occurred , such as loss of instrument

17 air .
'Jnder those conditions, if you lost your normal

18

'
| 39 air compressor, of course, you might w2nt to find a way to

20 restore the air supply. So it would require a subsequent
'

21 failure somewhere in the plant to create the need fer-

l 22 connection of the non-saf ety equipment. And I think the air

23 compressors is a very good extmple. As long ac the
1

l accumulaters that are typically on air systems continue to24
i

|

25 have sufficient pressure, there is really no need to

f'T!

a
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1 reconnect the non-safety grade air compressor.

2 The other one I guess I have mentioned -- I can't

3 remember whether I mentioned it in my direct testirony or
is that normally when the loads,4 ssked questions about it --

5 the non-safety loads, are shed from the bus, the breakers

6 which then serve as adequate isolation devices remain open.

7 It is, of course, true that if they were reclosed, you would.

8 have the same situation that you do have with the
!

9 pressurirer heaters.

10
I was going to add that knowing the limitations of

11 the scope of the issues in this proceeding, we do not intend

12 to try to introduce a conten tion tl.at the other parts of the
i

.

13 plant which were not affected by the short-term lessons
learned could te litigated in this proceedino.'

34

l 15 0 In your opinion, does the provision for connection
|

| 16 of the non-safety grade pressurirer hesters to the emergency
buses in its entirety constitute a detriment or an advantage

17

18 to saf ety?
4 (Pause.)39

20 A I'm not sure I can answer that question in a very
*

I

21 short way by just saying it is a benefit or a detriment.*

| 22 But my opinion is that, considering that the reason why the

23 st a f f rerommended in the short-term lessons learned that the
! heaters be connected onto the onsite power supply, that is
f 24

for the purpose of reducing challenges to the emergency core
2S

O
1

|
|
I ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
I
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1 coolino system, I consider the overall change a detriment,

2 in the sense that we that the staff was trying to reduce--

3 the challenges to the ECCS so that they would not be

'

4 challenged a t a rate higher than their design basis.

5 Anf to in that sense, I think keeping the

6 challenge rate within the design basis must itself be a

y safety function. I think that has more to do with UCS 3
;

8 than 4. But by connection a non-safety grade pressurirer
J

9 heater, which there is no physical separa tion between the

10 redundant group of heaters within the pressurizer or the

11 cables 1eading from the pressurizer through the various
,

12 connections until you get to the containment penetrations,

13 designing or having an arrangement of isolation devices

'

14 which does not comport with the prd.nciples underlying either!

15 Reculatory Guide 1.75 or 1.5, you have now introduced the

16 poscibility not only that you will fail to accomplish your

! 17 objective of reducing challenges to the ECCS system; you
|

18 have also introduced th e probabilitz -- the possibility th a t
i

19 if the ECCS syctems were challenged, some of them would be

20 unavailable as a result of the fault in the pressurizer
,

'
21 heaters, or at least te mpora rily unavailable unril the bus

22 was restored .

23 0 My final question is: '4ould makin g the
,

l
24 pressurizer heaters safety grade achieve the staff's i

l

25 objective of increasing their availability f or certain
l

fs
-
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1 ev en ts ?

2 A Yas.

3 C Withcut endangering the emergency power supply?

4 A Yes, that's correct. If the heaters were

5 environmentally qualified, phyrically separated, met all the

6 requirements applicable to Class 1E safety-related

7 equipment, it would have accomplished the objectives set.

8 forth in the short-term lessons learned report and would in

f g my opinion teet th e requirements that it not degrade the

10 capacity, capatility, and reliability of onsite povar

it supplies.

12 ME. W EIS E : No further questions.

13 CH:I? MAN SMITH: any further questions of Mr.

() 14 Pollard?

15 (No response.)

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You may step down.

17 (Witness excused.)

. 18 (Pause.)
!

jg 35. WEISS: Can we be off the re co rd ?.

20 (Discussion off the record.)

'. 21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: !s there any objections to the

22 effort to finish today?

23 ?. T.0WEEIDGE: No. The Licensee would be happy

24 to accommodate UCS in this respect. I had more than four

25 hours sleep last night, so I am good for it.

O
|

| ALDERSoN REPORTING CoWPANY. INC.
1
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(} 1 CHAIE"AN SMITH: Dr. Jordan does have some

2 questions, nora than just s few questions, of Mr.

3 Fitrpatrick. If there is no objections, let's try it.

4 MS. WEISS: Thank you. We appreciate that.

5 (Faure.)

6 Whereupon,

* 7 ROBERT G. FITZPATRICK,

8 called as a witness by counsel for the NRC staff, having

# 9 first been duly sworn by the Chairman , was examined and

10 testified as follows:
'

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 RY MR. CUTCHIN:

13 Q Mr. Fitzpatrick, do you have before you a document

() 14 containing the caption of this proceeding, dated o-15-00 and

15 entitled "NRC Staff Testimony of Robert G. Fitzpatrick
|

16 Ralative to Emergency Power Supply f or Pressurirer Hea te rs

17 (UCS Contention 4)"? The document consists of five pages,

18 and attached thereto is a one-page rtatement of your

19 prof assional qualifications?*

20 A Yes, sir, I have that before me.

. 21 Q Were these documents prepared by you?

22 A Yes, they were.

23 0 First of all, do you have any modifications or

24 corrections to make?

25 A No, sir.

l
i
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1 Q Are they true and correct to the best of your

2 knowledce and belief?

3 A Yes, they are.

4 0 Do you adopt them as your testimony on this

5 proceeding?

6 A I do.

*
7 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I ask that Mr.

8 Fitzpatrick's direct testimony on emergency power supplies

' 9 and his professional qualifications be received into

10 evidence and bound into the transcript, along with the

11 outline whirh accompanies them.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are there any objections?

13 MS. WEISS: No objections.

14 MR. TRCWERIDGE: None.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The testimony and the attachments

16 are bound into the record.

17 (The testimony of Boberg G. Fitzpatrick and

18 attachments thereto follow:)
*

19

20
. .

* 21

22

23

*

24

25

O|
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OUTLluE

inis testimony of Rocert G. Fitzoatrick contains tne NRC Staff's resconse

to UCS Contention 4

.

ine purpose of nis testimony is to demonstrate tnat, contrary to tne asser-

tions in :ne contention, connection of the pressurizer neaters to tne on-site
1

emergency power supplies does not violate GDC-17 and will not degrade the

performance of the emergency power supplies.

Conclusions to be crawn from tnis testimony:
~

*
Pressurizer neaters are non-Class IE electrical loads and on-site emergency

gggpowersuppliesareClassIEpowersupolies.
Connection of non-Class IE electrical loads to Class IE power supplies is
not pronibited oy any MRC regulation.

Design in accordance witn appropriate criteria will assure that connection
of a non-Class IE loads to a Class IE cower supply does :.ct result in
degracation of tne Class IE power supply.

The Tril-1 design satisfies such criteria.

.

4

e

9

-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0411SSION

!
.

SE:00.E THE ATONIC SAFETY AND LICENS!MG BCARD

!

In tne Matter of )
).

METRODOLITAN EDISON COMPANY, ) Docket No. 50-239
ET AL. ) (Restart)

)
i (Tnree Mile Island Wu: lear )

Generating Station) )

! Nr.: STAFF TESTIMONY OF R EERT G. F:T2FATR:CK RELAT:YE
i TO E':ER3ENCY P0a'EE SUF:;Y FOR PEESSUP.IZEE HEATERS

l

(UCS CONTENTION 4)

( })Q.1
Flease state your na .e and position with the NF.

A. My name is Robert G. Fit: patrick. I am an employee of the J. S.

Nu:Jear Regulatory Comnission assigned to the Power Systems Bran:h,
t Division cf Syste.s Inte; ation, Office of Nu: lear Rea: tor Re;;1stien.'

Q.2 Have you prepared a statement of professional qualificatior.s?
.

A. Yes. A copy of this statement is atta:hed to this testimony.

.

Q.3 Flease state the nature of the responsibilities that you have had with*

respe:t to the Three Mile Island NJ: lear Generating Units.

| A. Prior to the March 2E,1979 accident at unit 2 I had n: invelve ent
t

|

| with Unit 1 and limited involvement with unit 2. My involvement with

unit 2 consisted of reviewing the design for conformance with the Power

) Systems Branch position concerning protection of the onsite Class 1E

power distribution system from a postulated degraded offsite power system.

|
.

- - . . - - _ . . - - .
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O
F:llodn; the unit 2 a: cide-t, I w!s dispet:hed to the site as a me-te"

of the Office of Nuclear Rea: tor Fegulatior. (NEE) Te:hnical Review Group.

This grouc was chartered with the responsibility of reviewing all the

plant m:difications preposed for p-oviding various alternativa rethods

fer bringing the rea: tor to a fully shutdo e. condition.

| s
The NER Technical Review Group was subsequently renamed the TM' Support

Group and its charter was expanded to include Unit I restart. Sin:e,

1

| that time I have been involved with both units 1 and 2 principally dealing

with matters related to electrical engineering. My official duties

related to unit 2 were terminated upon the recent re-organization of

NER.

What is the purpose of your testim:ny?

A. The purpose of my testimony is te respond to the U;5 contention number 4,

which states:

| UCS Contention 4
i

Rather than classifying the pressurizer heaters as safety-grade,
,

the staff has proposed simply to add the pressurizer heaters to the
1

( on-site energency power supplies. It has not been demonstrated that.
'

.

this will not degrade the capacity, capability, and reliability of

these power supplies in violation of GD; 17. Su:h a demonstration

|
it required to assure protection of public health and safet).

1

My testimony addresses the question of the acceptability of the licensee's

design with respect to emergency power supplies for the pressurizer

._ - - - _

.
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O
heattas, tnat is, the question of wnether the non safety-g-ace heate's

cegra:t tra ca atity, cap:bility and reliability cf the on-site

e ergen:y p:=e- su;;* ies .

';*at is tr.e staf f's p;sitien on the U:5 :onter. tier and its bases0.5 ,.

*
fer its position?

A. First, the staff disag-ees with the chara:teri:ation that we have sir!'y
f

required addition of the pressuri:er heaters to the emergency buses.

There are fou positions and seven :larifications which must be est ir.

order to satisfy tne staff's requirements. (Tnese are do:u en et on

pages C5-3 and C5-6 of NUREG-0550, " Staff's SER on TMI-1 Resta-t.")

Se:ond, altheu;". the staff agrees that a dem:nstration that the

emergen:y power system has not been degraded is required, we do n:t

ag ee that tnis has not already been accomplished. Our evaluation

of this aspect of the TMI-l desigr. supporting this con:lusion is

documented on pages C5-5 through C5-8 of NUREG-0550.

Q.6 Do any of the NR;'s regu'lations prohibit conne: ting non-Class 1E (non-safety)
.

ele:trical loads to the Class 1E emergency buses? If not, are inere
.

do:umented acceptan:e criteria governing such practices?*

i

NRC regulations do not prohibit the conne: tion of non-Class 1E ele:trical )
t

A.

loads to the Class 1E emergency t. s. :+ i s e r , there are spe:ific staff
:

requirerents outlined in Regulatory Guide (P.G.) 1.75 (revision 2) ,

)

" Physical Independence of Electric Systems" which the staff uses as

() criteria for judging the adequacy of the design. Further guidance on the ,

,

,

I

,

I

. . , .
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C) |

subje:t can be found in Se tion 8.3.1 (revision 1) of the Standard Review

Piar w',i:5 reads as follows:

"Ir. the absen:e of spe:ific criteria in IEEE Std 305 governin; the conne:-

ti:- atd dis:enne: tion of non-Class 1E loads to and from the Class

1E distribution buses, the review of the interconne:tions will consider

isolation devices as defined in IEEE Std 354 and augmented by Regula-
I

tory Guide 1.75 to detemine the adequacy of the design. In assuring

that the interconnections between non-Class 1E loads and Class 1E

buses will not result in the degradation of the Class 1E system,

the isolation device through which standby power is supplied to the

non-Class 1E load, including control circuits and conne:tions to the

Class 1E bus, must be designed to meet Class 1E requirements. Should

the standby power supplies not have been sized to accomodate the added

n:n-Class 1E loads during emergency cor.ditions, the design must provide

for the automatic disconne: tion of those non-Class IE loads upon the

dete: tion of the amergency condition. This action must be accomplished

whether or not the load was already connected to the power supply.'

Further, the design must also prevent the automatic or manual connec-

tion of these loads during the transient stabilization period subsequent*

to this event."

The R.G.1.75 requirement referenced above and applicable to this :spect '

of the TMI-1 design, calls for the automatic tripping of non-Class 1E

loads from the Class 1E buses by some other means than the detection of

fault current. The signal that is preferred for this action is the safetyO
inje: tion signal.

-_ .__ __ -
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; As can be readily seen fro- the ex:erpt above, the Lessons Learned require-
i

i ments fully refle:t th:se of the Standard Review Pian and the staff's
I
! evaluation (trJREG-Oft: pages C5-5 through CS-5) clearly de:.onstrates tnat

the TMI-1 design in all cases meets these requirements. Thus, conne: tion

of the pressuri:er heaters to the on-site emergen:y power supply will n:ti
,

degrade the capa:ity, capability and reliability of these power syste s.
|

1

i

i

i

O

,

i

k

e
m

O|
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E;JOATICiAL AN: PROFESS!0!.AL QUALIFICATI0'iS
OF R EEF.T G. FITZPATRICK.

t=n:. .

E.S. Eie:trical frgineering 1971; ho-theastern University Boston, Mass,

f:.S. Ele:tri:a1 Engineering,1972; N:rtheastern University, Boston, Mass.

Maj:r: Eie:trical Power Systems Engineering
4

PF.0~ESS'O'at OU 'IFI:ATIONS-

1 I am presently Section Leader of the Electrical Se: tion of the Power Frstems

Branwh. In this position, I provide technical supervision and review of the

w:rk of rea: tor systems engineers conducting evaluations of operating reactor

problems, license amandments for operating reactors, ifcense applications, generi:

assessments and special project assignments.

O,-g'oinedtheNR:( AEC) in 1974 as a member of the Electrical, Instrumentation

and Controls Syste- Branch and in January 1977 I was assigned to the newly formed

Power Systems Bran:h. My duties during the above periods involved the te:hnical

review of electrical systems (onsite and offsite power, and instrumentation and

control). For approximately fifteen months following the March 1979 accident at
' Three Mile Island, I was detailed to the spe:ial Three Mile Island Support Group.

From 1972 - 1974 I wseked for Yankee Atomic Electrical Company in Westboro,,
.

Massachusetts. I was assigned to the Electrical and Control Engineering Group

and my duties included work on the Yankee operating nuclear plants and the

Seabrook Proje::. (Prior to this I spent 3 years with '- ..e s .. cooperative

educationstudentwhileattendingNortheasternUniversin.)

I am a member of the IEEE ar.d also represent the NRC as a membs.r of IEEE Nuclear
(h
Lir Engineering Committee Subcommittee 4 " Auxiliary Power Systems." This

Committee is charged with developing standards for onsite and offsite power systems.

-
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1 1 M3. CUTCHINs I have a couple of rebuttal

O 2 questions before I turn the witnese over for

3 cross-examination.

4 EY ME'. CUTCHIN: (Reruming)

5 0 Mr. Fitzpatrick, on page 4-5 of his testimony, Mr.

|
6 Pollard -- I will givs everyone a few moments to turn to it

7 -- Mr. Pollard says that the staff may disagree with his
i .

8 view that a fault in the pressurizer heaters or their

g circuitry will result in the less of the emergency power
j

10 supply , because the staff may claim that the non-safety
,

11 grade hea ters will be isolated from the safety grade onsite

12 power supplies in accordance with the provisions of Peg

13 Guide 1.75.

/~T 14 Do you agree or disagree with Mr. Pollard's view?
O

15 A I disagree with that view.

16 C Wh y ? Would you explain, please?
i

17 A Yes, sir. I think Mr. Pollard has misapplied

18 portions of the reg guide. It has been staff practice since

gg ! have been with the staff that non-safety loads on the
,

20 safety buses, some time af ter you ont into an event, say of

. 21 a LOCA or what have you, you are then able to reapply any of

22 those loads.

23 This is also addressed in my prepared testimony on

24 page 4, when I quote a portion of the Standa rd Review' Plan
, s.

25 that gives the staff reviewers guidance in how to review

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE,5.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 564 2346
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1 these things. The idea behind this is that once everything

Os
,

|

2 is steadied out and it is thought thst there is a need by

3 the operators to add any of these loads, they are at that

4 tima only required basically to take a look at the -- any

5 margin left on the diesels. 431 if there is margin they are

6 allowed to apply loads at that time'.

7 The pressurirer heaters fit into that category.
,

8 The non-safety loads generally on the buses would be tripped

f
g off by the requirezents of the safety injection signal in

.

10 accordance with the terms of the Regulatory Guide. In terms

it of the pressurirer heatere, they are not on the bus under

12 normal conditions, althouch they do receive the SI signal in

13 case for some reason they might be.

() 14 And then if following any transient stability,

15 associated with the diesel loading and the diesel coming ur

16 to stead y state operation, there is then felt a need for any

17 of the loads, including the pressurizer neaters, this would

18 be an operator discretion. The basic requirement has been

19 he would be able to load those loads as long as there was.

20 mar 71n in the diesel generator rating.

21*

.

22

23

24
s

25

O
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 0 Then it would be corract to conclude from what youm
- 2 have said that it is because the staff believer that Sec

3 Guide 1.75 foer not forbid or even address the matter of

4 reconnection of nonsafety loads that have been automatically

5 isolated?

6 A It certainly doesn 't cpecifirally address the

7 concept of some time later on your ibility to end these
o

8 loads. One of the main provisions of the reg guide is the

9 thought of the ranctity of the system right after an event.,
'

10 '4h a t you are doing there is you are taking a way all pocsible

11 trirs that would otherwise not be needed. And, for

12 instance, sne safety injection signal does that quite
.

13 handily.

14 Once everything ha s stabilized out , as I have
O,

15 said , then it is fair game to start reopplying any of these

16 loads that are put en the diesel generators. There is no

17 basis f or a licensee to put a nonsafety load on the diesel

| 18 generator if he feels he will never be able to energire that
!

19 load given a loss of off-site power or loss of off-site
.

20 powar plus anythin; when he is using the diesel genera ter.

. 21 That is, in fact, the basis for putting any load
1 -

| 22 on the diesel aenerator buces is the feet you want to

23 protect them from a losr of off-site power.

; 24 0 I am now going to refer to page 4.7 of Mr.
1 ~

| 25 Pollard's testimony. On 4.7 of his testimony, Mr. Pollard

! (2)

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 584 2346
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1 says that, "The TMI-1 design meaning for the isclation--

i 2 device -- does not comply with Feg Guide 1.75 because

3 neither the fully coordinated breakers nor the undervoltage

4 trip derived from the effects of fault current is an

5 acceptable method of preventing a fault in the

6 nonsafety-grade pressurirer heeter circuits frem causing a

7 loss of the saf ety-grade power supply."
o

8 Do you agree with Mr. Pollard's position? And

g would ycu state why?

10 A No, I don't agree with his position on the

11 undervoltage trip that has come up. And we have talked

12 quite extensively about the undervoltace bus. My
'

,

13 interpretation cf the regulatory guide is not directly an

14 effect of the fault current. The fault current itself, the'

|

15 main eff ect from fault current is thermal effects.

16 *4 h a t you have is, in the case of a fault on the

17 pressurizer heaters, you do get an undervoltage on the bus.

| 18 It is not really due ta tite overcurrents it is the fact that

j gg now you have got a low-impedance short from the bus to, say,
=

t

20 ground . And as the curve that "r. Torcivia passed out, I
g

21 believe it was yesterday, shows, the voltage dips. This is.
_

22 just a system of'being Ohm 's law .

23 And my interpretation of the reg guide -- it is

24 not my interpretation of the ren guide that if you have an
s

25 event that is going to be in conformance with Ohm's law,

t
V

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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() I that the ra7 guide wa s out to sa y you couldn 't use that

2 effect.

3 The other thinq Er. Torcivia talked about, the

4 ground fault, this is another race where you are not sensing

5 a fault current itself, you are coming throuch isolation

6 transformers, current transformers in this case, and through

7 nominal currents, you are detecting that there is a fault.*

8 That also was not a direct result of the fault current. It

' 9 is not bein; involved with the actual high-magnitude

to curren*,, and the thermal ef f ects thereof.

11 I think that shocid be =ade clear on the record,

12 the distinction in the interpretation between 3r. Pollard
|

13 and the staff on this.'

() 14 Another item in this regard is the fact that Mr.

15 Pollard has also said , he has quoted 1.75 and 1.6, the reg

to gulies, in terms of these are cases where we don't use fault

17 protection, overcurrent protection.
!

18 There is another re; guide, 1.63, where the staff

ig explicitly relies on overcurrent protection, and that is for*

|

20 protecting the containment penetrations from a fault. To
'

the staff do'es use overcurrent devices and gives full credit
- 21

| 22 for them.

23 0 Thank you, Mr. Fitzpatrick.

24 MR. CUTCHIN: I have no further rebuttal

25 qu estions. The witness is available for cross.

O
l
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() 1 CROSS EXAMINATION

2 SY MS WEISS:

3 0 Do you have a copy of Regulatory Guide 1.63?

4 A I don't belie ve so.

5 MS. WEISSs Do you have a copy of it, Mr.

8 Cutchin?
*

7 MR. CUTCHIN: No.
|
'

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 1.63?

f

9 MS. WEISSs The regulatory guide that the witness
,

i

10 ref erred to with respect to overcurrent devices.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS What is the reg guide you were 1

I

12 ref erring to?

13 THE WITNESS: 1.53, dealing with p rotecti'hg *-

0'l containment penetrations from electrical faults, basically,14

15 amon g other things.

16 MR. TROWBRIDGF There is no copy in the room? |

17 CHAIRdAN SMITH: That seems to be the inference we

18 can draw from the silences.
.

19 MR. TROWERIDGZ: 'fs. Ridgeway can run over to our

20 o f 'i ce , and I think we probably have a copy of it in our
,

21 support facility. And we will make a few copies.

22 (Pause.)

MR. TECWBRIDGE: Is it a long document or a short23

document?24

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Can you verk around that25

O
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() 1 question?

2 MS. WEISS: Yes.

3 "R. TROWBRIDGE: If it was our turn first, we have

4 no questions.

5 MS. WEISS: We're going. I am sorry.

6 BY MR. POLLARD:

* 7 0 This clarif1 cation you just gave, where Mr.
,

8 Cutchin directed your attention to, I think it was, page 4-7

f 9 of my testimony, as I understood your testimony, ycu are

10 saying that the undervoltage is not an effect of the fault

11 current? Did I understand you correctly?
'

12 A That's richt, it is not a direct effect of either

13 the high current itself or the thermal effects of the

() 14 current, the undervoltage effect. It comes out of the

15 10W-impedance short of that bus. The bus then becomes a

16 voltage divider.

17 0 Is the undervoltage caused by the fault current?

18 A The undervoltage is caused by the low-impedance

ig short on the bus.*

20 C It is caused by the fault, in other words?

'
I A Hight.21

22 C Do you have with you a copy of the Licensee's

23 testimony?

24 A Yes, I do.

25 0 Would Icu turn to page 6, please? Nine lines from

(
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() 1 the bottom of page 6 of the Licensee's testimony on UCS 4 is

2 a sentence which reads: "7oltage on the emergency bus for a

3 fault on the pressurirer heaters would also cause the

4 undervoltage relays to cause opening of the main pressurirer
,

5 heater supply breaker to isolate the fault by a shunt trip

6 independent of the overcurrent trip."

*
7 You have already testified you disagree with the

8 sentence referred to in my testimony. Do you agree or

i
9 diss9ree'with this sentence in the licensee 's testimony?

10 A I agree with this statement. 'J h a t I have

i 11 disagreed with is your characteriration of what is and is

12 not a direct effect of the fault current. In accordance

13 with my understanding --

14 C Can you pleare direct your attention to my

15 testimony?
f
'

16 13. CUTCHINs Are you finished? I would like to

17 be sure that the witness is finished with the answer to the
i

18 first question before the second is answered.
.

39 THE WITNESS: I wanted to add that that was in

20 accordance with my understanding of the interpretation of
.

l 21 Regulatory Guide 1.75.

22 3Y ME. POLLARD:

23 0 Can you please direct your attention to my

24 tastimony and tell me where I made a distinction between

direct or indirect effects of fault current?25,

-
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( 1 A On page a-7, the last sentence in the first

2 paragraph on the psge, starting out, "Neither the f ully

3 coordinated breakers nor the undervoltage trip derived from

4 the ,effect of fault current is an acceptable method of

5 preventinc s - f ault if the nonsafety-grade pressurizer heater

6 circuits f rom causing a loss of the safety grade power

.
7 supply."

8 Q I do not see in that sentence any distinction
4

9 between the phrases you are using of " direct effect" versus
.

10 just plain "effect" or an " indirect effect."

11 A I would have to agree with that observation.

( 12 0 Csn you tell me anywhere in Regulatory Guide 1.75

13 where it makes a distinction between direct effects and

14 indirect effects of fault currents?

15 A No. That is what I believe is something lacking

16 in the guide itself, actually, giving --

,

|

17 0 Can you tell ne of a single NRC document that has'

;

18 ever been made -- has ever made a distinction between the
t,

19 direct and indirect effects?

20 CHAIRdAN SMITH: Wait a minute. "Of"?
A

21 MR. FOL1ARD: Of the fault current.

THE WITNESS: I an not aware of any guidance that22

23 the staff has supplemented on Reg Guide 1.75 in this area.

24 3I MS* WEISS 8

25 Q 'r. Fitzpatrick, you stated on rebuttal that it

|

O
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1 has been staff practice that nonsafety loads can be

2 connected back to emergency buses if that is the source of

3 their original power after the plant is steadied up. I

4 would like you to give me a definition of what you mean by

5 "after the plant is steadied up."

6 A That comes from, if you refer back to page 4 of my
.

7 testimony, the last sentence of the quote out of the

8 Standard Review Plan, where it states, "Further, the design
4

9 must also prevent the automatic or manual connection of

10 these loads during the transient stabilization period

11 subsequent to this event." That stabilization period is

12 talkinc about the diesel generator when it goer through its

13 loading sequence. So that is a relatively short period of
s

14 time.
.

15 0 '4ould it generally be accurate tha t during the

16 accident -- or I think you testified to this ef f ect and I

17 want to make sure I understand it -- the major goal is to

18 main tain the operability of the power supply to the
.

19 engineered safeguards and tha t therefore one removes all

20 risk by sheddino all the nonsafety loads. And what follows
P *

21 from that and what I also understood you to have said is at

22 so m a point it no longer becomes of primary importance once

23 the plant has stabilized, it no loncer becomes of primary

24 importance to maintain the engineered safeguard systems and

25 then you can begin to reconnect the nonsafety loads to the

O
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1 emergency power buses. Is that generally accurate?

2 A No, I think you have mischaracterized wha t I have

3 said. You never lose sight of the importance of the

4 sanctity of the system, but once things have stabilized out,

5 y.ou are then in a position to determine whether you need

6 some of these other loads, whether you have diesel generator
.

7 capacity to add them, whether the things in the sequence of

8 events of whatever the event we might be in are going as you
,

9 have been trained if you are the operator and you are not

10 getting something like happened at the TMI-2 accident where

11 the operstors weren't sure exactly what was going on.

12 That is all part of that process, that once the

13 operater decides he knows what is going on in the event, the

O 14 diesel generator is stabilized cut,-which happens very

15 shortly after the event, and he now decides he has need for

16 some of these nonsafety loads. He can go ahead and have

17 th em with our regula tions out of the Power Systems 9 ranch.

18 The only thing he would be required to do would be to make
.

ig sure he had the diesel generator capacity to supply the

20 loads.
a

21 C let me go back then again and see if I can -- and

22 see if you can define the point at which the plant reaches

23 stability, the point at which the operator can then exercise

his discretion to reconnect loads that have been shed ento24

25 th e emergency buses.

bA/
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. N

1 A '40 uld you like me to try and do that?

2 0 Yes. I mean, you may have been reading the

3 transcript of earlier portions of this testimony. There is

4 a definition of stability for purposes of terminting

5 high-pressure injection, for example. Is that the kind of

6 thing that you were thinkinc of, that the plant is
.

7 essentially through with the accident?

8 A No. Exactly wha t the entire definition of the
i

9 stabilization period is, I do not have that definition. In

to terms of the electrical aspects of the stabilizaton period,

11 it would be when the diesel has hit steady-state loading.

12 It is still then up to the operator -- and this is totally

13 ou t of my area -- to decide any other stabilization of theg3
V

14 plant and the reactor systens or whatever, he is at a point

15 where he can add nonsafety loads or maybe sone emergency

18 loads that were not sequenced automatically. It is done at

17 his discretion. And the Power Systems 3 ranch, our worry

18 goes away when he makes the conscious determination that
.

19 there is room en the diesel to add the load.

20 0 Without respect to whether the plant is in a
e

( 21 condition where it is necessary to have the opera tion of

22 engineered safety features?

A Those are still the considerations of the23

24 operator. But there are other -- in terms of my worries as

25 a power systems engineer, my worries would be satisfied with
1s
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s) 1 the povar system aspect with diesels. He would still have

2 to satisfy the reactor systems needs, but what they might

s 3 be, I don't know. I am not trying to testify to that or how

4 long that would take; I really don't know.

5 Electrically, the stabilization period is over

6 shortly. Seactor systemvise, I don't know how long that
.

7 might be.

8 0 Isn't the purpose of requiring independence
,

9 between the emergency power supplies and the non-Class 1-E

10 loads to ensure the integrity of the power supplies to the

11 engineered safety features?

12 A That is one of the purposes, yes.

13 0 Is there any limitation that you know about on

14 when the operator for Three- Mile Island Unit 1 is free to

15 connect the pressuri=er heaters to the emergency buses?
,

16 A It is my understanding and the basis of my review

17 of this design that he would only be connecting th e feeders,

18 given that there is a loss of cff-site power, and that then
.

19 he determined that there was a need or a want for the

20 heaters.,

| 23 0 It is not your understanding that upon loss of
!

l 22 power to tha pressurizer heaters, the operator would

23 immediately connect, seek to connect, the pressurizer

24 heaters to emergency power supply?
!

| 25 A That was not brought to my attention when I did

o
k)

|
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1 the initial review of this design.

2 0 If that's the case, would it change your feeling

3 in any way? If you assumed that procedures would call for

4 the operator, upon loss of power to the pressurizer heaters,

5 to immediately connect those to emergency power buses, if

; 6 that were the case, would that change your opinion in any

7 way wi th respect to the adequacy of isolation?

8 A No-
9

9 Q Is your definition of stabilization pericd ended

10 -- let me strike that. In your opinion, has the

11 stabilization period been reached at the end of the

12 automatic loading to emergency buses?

13 A It has in terns of the on-site emergency power

34 system. It may not have in terms of what those loads are

15 doing with the reactor systems in mitigating sone event in

16 the plant. .

17 C So for purposes of your analysis, essentially, you

18 stop at that point?
.

19 A That's right.

20 MR. POLLAPD: I am not trying to badger. I will
o

21 take over at this point if nobody has any objection.

3Y ME* 20lLAEU22

23 0 If I understand the implications of this

24 testimony, Mr. Fit: patrick, it is your view then that the

25 provisions of Eegulatory Guide 1.75 apply f or only about the

O
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1 first minute or so of an accident, and tha t as soon as the

2 automatic loading is completed on the diesel generator, it

3 is then no longer necessary to assure that the isolation

4 devices used for nonsafety to isolate nonsafety loads from

5 the safety-grade power supply that they no longer apply?

6 A No, that is not what I am saying.
.

7 C That's what I am trying to understand, why you are

8 not saying that, based upon what you have already said. You
e

g are saying after the stabili=ation period, which, in your
.

10 view, for your testimony, the stabilitaion period ended when

11 the automatic loading sequence of the diesel generators was

| 12 completed , and that beyond that point it was permissible to

'
13 connect non-Class 1-E loads to the diesel generator. Am I,

4

J
14 correct so far?

.

15 A I don't believe that's what I said, no.

16 0 Can you please tell me where I am wrong in what

17 you said?

f 18 A I said the stabilization period has many factors

19 to it, nost of which are outside the scope of the Power

20 Systems Branch. The Power Systems Branch pa rt of the verry
,

21 is when the diesel's finished its loading sequence. There

22 are a lot of other concerns -- I am sure more than I even
know about -- in terms of the raactor 's operation within the

i 23

24 reac to r itself , reacting to some event that has happened.

25 !t is the reactor operator that would have to
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i decide when that stabilization period was met. Power'

2 systemvise, it is met soon after the event. That does not

3 allow anyone that scon after the event to start leading

4 nonsafety loads on the buses. There are other factors

5 there, other considerations that have to be made that enter

6 into that. And the time period involved in that is
-

7 something I just can't speak to. I don 't know what that

8 migh t be.
.

9 C In answer to a question by Is. 'ielss when she

10 asked you to assume that the procedures for Three Mile

11 Island Unit 1 might lead to the operator seeking to

12 immediately connect the pressurizer heaters to the on-site

I
gg 13 hus, you said that wouldn't change your testimony.

^

A No. ~ hat's correct. I said'that he could start14

15 to -- he could immediately start to do th a t , but it is going

16 to take -- I am not sure how long -- to send somebcdy down

17 to the turbine building to start using these keys to open up

18 cu bicles, to start taking oct disconnect devices, to take
.

39 them into the control building and start inserting them in

20 all of these keys, the Kirk Key interlocks.
o

21 It takes a while to start this procecs. And while

22 th e plant has not yet installed this equipm en t , the time

23 involved is still an open item in the SIP..

24 Q Let me acsume a different scenario than the one

25 you described, which first we have a loss of off-site power,

O
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k- 1 the operator did all of the manipulations needed to connect

2 the pressurizer heaters to tha on-site power supply, and

3 then we subsequently had a loss-of-coolant accident which

4 would open the main f eeder breaker, as the testimony has

5 been.

6 At that point it would be a very simple matter, as
,

~

7 we have had testimony, to send a man down two flights of

8 stairs after the ES signal had been bypassed and reclosed
.

g the main feeder breaker and reconnect the pressurizer

10 heaters to the on-site power supply.

11 What I as trying to fccus on is: !s it your view

12 that at least within the scope of your responsibility, that

'

g- 13 the provisions of Regula tory Guide 1.75 only apply during

k/
14 the time it takes to achieve' stabilization and that they do

15 not apply after that point in time?

16 A Mr. Pollard, tha t was a long question. I am not
|

| 17 sure of the sense of it to answer "Yes" or "Fo" to that.
I

18 0 Would you agree with me it would be not
.

19 permissible to rely upon tripping of circuit breakers by

20 signals derived from fault current prior to reaching
,

21 stab iliz a tio n ?

A Yes.22

23 C Eut then you agree that it is all richt to rely

I 24 upon such devices sfter the period of stabilitation?
,

A Yes, that is in accordance with the guidance we25

OV
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(-sy,) 1 have in the Standard P.eview Plan. There is no specific

2 guidance in tha reg guide, and that is why I went and

3 incorporated the Standard Review Plan guidance, and that is

4 what that says.

5 C It is your testimony that you have no information

6 about the emergency procedures a t Three Mile Island Unit 1

* 7 that would prevent connecting the pressurirer heaters to the

8 on-site power supply before stabiliration is achieved?

.
9 A Again, I am sorry, 'f r . Pollard, I don't know

10 whether ! can answer "Yes" or "So," becauce I don't

11 understand the sense of the question.

12 C Can you tall me what part of the question you

13 didn 't understand?

14 A Well, I am -- it is probably because it is late in

15 the day -- I am not sure wnich way to answer. I am not sure

I am net sure if16 What -- I su not even sure I am not sure --

17 a "Yes" answer er a "So" answer, which one to answer,

18 because --
*

jg Q 1et me try to rephrass the question so it is

20 perhaps not so confusing. Do you know whether or not it is

D
21 permissible at Three Mile Island Unit 1 to connect the

22 pressurirer heaters to the on-site power supply prior to

23 achieving stabilization?

A No, I do not. My review was based on the fact24

th a t it would not be done.25

O
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1 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Your review was based on the fact

2 or the premise?

3 THE WITNESS: Excuse me. My premise that that

4 would not be done and the procedures would reflect that

5 accordingly.

6 BY MR. POLLARD:
o

7 Q Considering the design of Three Mile Island Unit 1

8 and the method by which pressurizer heaters will be

g connected to the on-site power supply, would you agree that,

10 if the heaters were connected to the on-site power supply

11 prior to having achieved sta bilization, that the design

12 would not comply with Regulatory Guide 1.75?

13 A I think you have already asked me that. And, yes,

O 14 I wo uld agree that it would not.

15 MS. WEISS: It looks like I should tell the

16 parties that it looks like we will be probably 10 or 15 more

17 minutes ourselves. We are willing to keep slugging along,

18 but I don 't know what everybody else feels like.
.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: What has this questioning done to
19

20 your plans, Mr. Tro wbridge ?
| *

:R. TROWERIDGE: Up to this point, nothing. Tt; 21

22 still has not generated further questions by us.

CHAIEEAN SMI"H Mr. Adler, what time do you think
23

24 you need?

dR. EOSERT ADLEE: I am not sure whether UCS25
l

(~%G
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1 intends to have us do our cross examination today. Did ycu

2 need to listan to our cross examinstion, or should an do it

3 tomorrow?

4 MS. WEISS: I was anticipating that we would sort

5 of -- I was anticipa ting that you would go f orward. Is that

6 a problem for you? Everybody is doing a favor for us,

.
7 obviously.

8 MR. CUTCHIN: I would like to interject here,
O

9 too. The witness has already stated that he ir not sure

10 whether part of his answer was the lateness of the day and

it so forth. ;nd I would like a question as to whether tha

12 witness f eels he is able to carry on for another 10 or 15

13 minu tes.
O

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, what is your feeling on it,

15 sir ?

16 THE WIT::ESS: I would be glad to continue. I

17 would love to cet a drink of water at this moment, though.

- 18 MS. W?ISS: I think we should probably stop and
.

19 come back tomorrow.

20 CHAIEMAN CMITH: I think if he is willing to --
e

21 you kncv, we all get tired, but we can compensate for that

22 by being careful and slow. However, I don't think it is

23 realistic for you to expect Dr. Jordan to get very far in

24 his questioning, or even begin tonich t.

25 MR. POLLAPD: If tha t's the ra se, we micht as well

s

~-)
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; 1 stop now and resume in the morning.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.
,

3 MS. WEISS: Let's stop now then.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS It's your option, if you are

5 willing to allow Dr. Jordan to go ahead in your absence. If

6 you want to explore -- well, I think we better just come
.

7 back tomorrow.

8 MS. WEISS 4 I think that's what we would choose to
e

9 do.

10 CHAIRYAN SMITH 4 We will adjourn and meet tomorrow

11 at 9:00.

12 (Whereupon, at 5:38 p.m., the hearing was

13 adjourned,. to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Thursday, January B,

14 1961.)

15

16

17

18
.

19

20 -

,

|
21'

22

23

24

25

O
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